Dear Stakeholder

the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) in September, 2011. The PMRs to
include:
Update Ventilation Language
Addition of a Shielded Container
Revise the WIPP Groundwater Detection Monitoring Program
The Permittees anticipate a pre-submittal meeting on these three PMRs as indicated below:
Meeting Date: August 30, 2011
Time:

1-4 pm

Location:

Albuquerque Sheraton Uptown
2600 Louisiana Blvd., NE
Albuquerque, NM

For those that cannot attend in person there will be a call-in telephone number available which is:
1-800-779-6975
Passcode: 62235
If you have any questions please contact Mr. Bobby St. John at 575-234-7348
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AK

Acceptable Knowledge

CFR
CH

Code of Federal Regulations
Contact Handled

DAC
DOE
DOT

Drum Age Criteria
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Department of Transportation

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ft

feet

gal

gallon

HWDU

Hazardous Waste Disposal Unit

L
lbs

Liter
pounds

m3
mrem/h

Cubic Meters
Millirems Per Hour

NMAC
NMED

New Mexico Administrative Code
New Mexico Environment Department

PMR

Permit Modification Request

RCRA
RH

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Remote Handled

SLB

Standard Large Box

TDOP
TRU
TSDF

Ten Drum Overpack
transuranic
Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facility

WHB
WIPP

Waste Handling Building
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Washington TRU Solutions LLC
WIPP Waste Information System

WTS
WWIS
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Overview of the Permit Modification Request
This document contains one Class 2 Permit Modification Request (PMR) for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Hazardous Waste Facility Permit (Permit) Number NM4890139088-TSDF.
This PMR is being submitted by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Carlsbad Field Office
and Washington TRU Solutions LLC (WTS), collectively referred to as the Permittees, in
accordance with the WIPP Permit, Part 1, Condition 1.3.1. (20.4.1.900 New Mexico
Administrative Code (NMAC) incorporating Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
§270.42(b)). The modification provides for the following changes:
•

•

•

addition of a new gamma shielded container for managing remote-handled (RH)
transuranic (TRU) mixed waste processed as contact handled (CH) TRU mixed
waste,
description of how the volume of RH TRU mixed waste which disposed in
gamma shielded containers will be tracked upon arrival through emplacement,
and,
related changes to waste handling descriptions.

The gamma shielded container will be used to package RH TRU mixed waste that is approved
for shipment to the WIPP facility for disposal.
These changes do not reduce the ability of the Permittees to provide continued protection to
human health and the environment.
The requested modification to the WIPP Permit and related supporting documents are provided
in this PMR. The proposed modification to the text of the WIPP Permit has been identified using
red text and a double underline and a strikeout font for deleted information. All direct quotations
are indicated by italicized text. The following information specifically addresses how compliance
has been achieved with the WIPP Permit Part 1, Condition 1.3.1. for submission of this Class 2
PMR.
1.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42(b)(1)(i)) requires the applicant to
describe the exact change to be made to the permit conditions and supporting
documents referenced by the Permit.

The Permittees are proposing to package a portion of the RH TRU mixed waste inventory in
gamma shielded containers for emplacement at the WIPP facility. The use of the shielded
containers will enable the DOE to simplify the packaging and management of RH TRU mixed
waste.
Shielded containers will be transported to the WIPP facility in the HalfPACT transportation
package. The shielded containers comply with the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
Type 7A standards.
The RH TRU mixed waste that will be packaged in shielded containers is the same kind as that
included in the current inventory for disposal at the WIPP facility. Candidate RH TRU mixed
waste streams for shipment and disposal in gamma shielded containers will be selected based
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on the requirement to keep the radiation surface dose rate at the external surface of the
shielded container below 200 millirems per hour (mrem/h) in accordance with Permit Part 1,
Condition 1.5.1. RH TRU mixed waste emplaced at the WIPP facility in shielded containers will
remain designated as RH TRU mixed waste in the WIPP Waste Information System (WWIS).
The emplaced volume will be counted against the RH repository limit of 7,080 cubic meters (m 3 )
and RH TRU mixed waste volume limits specified in the Permit. The shielded container allows
the WIPP facility to manage the shipment in a manner consistent with management of a CH
TRU mixed waste shipment.
The shielded container is designed to hold an inner 30-gallon container. The cylindrical sidewall
of the shielded container has approximately a 1-inch-thick lead shield sandwiched between a
double-walled carbon steel shell as shown in Figure 1. The external wall is approximately 1/8inch thick, and the internal wall has a thickness of approximately 3/16-inch. The lid and the
bottom of the shielded container are made of carbon steel and are approximately 3 inches thick.
The empty weight of the shielded container is approximately 1,726 pounds. The shielded
container and the inner 30-gallon container will be vented.
The shielded containers will be assembled in a 3-pack configuration on a triangular pallet
surrounded by radial and axial dunnage components. They will be transported as a single
3-pack configuration within the existing HalfPACT packaging. The 3-pack configuration will
remain intact throughout transportation and emplacement (Figure 2).
Upon arrival at the WIPP facility, the shielded containers will be processed as CH TRU mixed
waste. After receipt at the WIPP facility, the 3-pack assembly will be removed from the
HalfPACT transportation container using existing lifting fixtures and equipment in the CH Bay
portion of the Waste Handling Building. The 3-pack assembly will remain intact. The radial and
axial dunnage will be removed. The 3-pack will be processed, tracked and downloaded to the
underground repository and emplaced along with CH TRU mixed waste containers. The 3-pack
assembly will be placed singly on the floor with no waste placed on top in the interstitial spaces
around CH waste (see Figure 3). Emplacement of the 3-pack assembly of shielded containers
will be performed using existing waste handling equipment and fixtures.
The handling and emplacement of shielded containers will have minimal impact on waste
handling operations. The Permittees will track waste components, packaging, transportation and
emplacement information using the same method as other waste that is transported and
emplaced at the WIPP facility. The shielded container waste will be reported as RH TRU mixed
waste as the volume of waste in the inner waste container.
The Permittees have evaluated the Drum Age Criteria (DAC) for the shielded container
packaging configuration (Drum Age Criteria Values for the Shielded Container, June 2009). The
evaluation indicates that no new DAC values are necessary because existing 55-gallon DAC
values bound the shielded container.
The Permittees are proposing the following changes in this PMR:
1.

Add a new container (Part 3, Condition 3.3.1., Part 4, Table 4.1.1.,
Condition 4.3.1., Attachment A1, Section A1-1b(1), Section A1-1c(1),
Section A1-1d(2), Section A1-1d(3), Table A1-2, Figure A1-37,
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Attachment A2, Section A2-1, Section A2-2a(1), Section A2-2b, Table A21, Attachment A4, Section A4-3, Attachment C 1, Section C 1-1 a, Section
C1-1a(1), Table C1-8 footnote, Attachment D, Section D-1d, Section D1e(1), Attachment E, Section E-1b(1), Attachment H1, Introduction.
2.

Revise Part 4, Table 4.1.1 to remove the container equivalent column
since RH TRU mixed waste will be disposed of in both canisters and
shielded containers.

3.

Add figure of shielded container (Attachment A1).

4.

Add "Shielded Containers" to Attachment C1, Sections C1-1a and C1-1a
(1) and revise Table C1-8 indicating that the 55-gallon drum DAC bounds
the shielded container.

Appendix A provides a detailed list of changes by Permit section. Proposed text changes are
included in Appendix B of this PMR.

2.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42(b)(1)(ii)), requires the applicant to
identify that the modification is a Class 2 modification.

This PMR proposes to add a new container to the Permit. The Permittees request that these
changes be reviewed as a Class 2 as specified in 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR,
§270.42(a)(3)) to allow for public comment on this requested change.

3.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42(b)(1)(iii)), requires the applicant to
explain why the modification is needed.

This PMR is necessary to add a shielded container as an acceptable waste container at the
WIPP facility.
The Permittees are proposing to package a portion of the RH TRU mixed waste inventory in
shielded containers for emplacement at the WIPP facility. The use of the shielded containers will
enable DOE to simplify the packaging and management of RH TRU mixed waste. The shielded
containers will be transported to the WIPP facility in the HalfPACT transportation container. The
shielded containers will be managed and emplaced in the rooms of the repository as CH TRU
mixed waste. The containers comply with DOT Type 7A standards and they will have a surface
dose rate of less than 200 mrem/h.
The RH TRU mixed waste that will be packaged in shielded containers is included in the current
inventory for the WIPP facility. No change in the permitted aboveground hazardous waste
storage or underground disposal unit capacity is required. Candidate RH TRU mixed waste
streams for shipment and disposal in shielded containers will be selected based on the
requirement to keep the radiation surface dose rate at the external surface of the shielded
containers below 200 mrem/h. The volume of waste emplaced in shielded containers will remain
designated as RH TRU mixed waste in the WWIS and will be counted against the RH TRU
mixed waste repository limit of 7,080 m3 .
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The Table of Changes in this PMR describes each change that has been made and why that
change is necessary.

4.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42 (b)(1)(iv)) requires the applicant to
provide the applicable information required by 40 CFR §270.13 through §270.21,
§270.62 and §270.63.

The attached regulatory crosswalk describes those portions of the WIPP Permit that are
affected by this PMR. Where applicable, regulatory citations in this modification reference Title
20, Chapter 4, Part 1, NMAC, revised March 2009, incorporating the CFR, Title 40 (40 CFR
Parts 264 and 270). 40 CFR §270.16 through §270.22, §270.62, §270.63 and §270.66 are not
applicable at WIPP. Consequently, they are not listed in the regulatory crosswalk table. 40
CFR §270.23 is applicable to the WIPP Hazardous Waste Disposal Units (HWDUs). This
modification does not impact the conditions associated with the HWDUs.

5.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.11(d)(1) and 40 CFR §270.30(k))
require that any person signing under paragraph a and b must certify the
document in accordance with 20.4.1.900 NMAC.

The transmittal letter for this PMR contains the signed certification statement in accordance with
Permit Part 1, Condition 1.9. of the WIPP Permit.
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Figure 1
Shielded Container
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Figure 2
3-Pack Assembly of Shielded Containers with Axial and Radial Dunnage
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Figure 3
Shielded Containers - Randomly Placed in the Interstitial Spaces in Waste Rows
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Regu Iatory c rosswa lk
Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40
CFR Part 270)
§270.13

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40
CFR Part 264)

§264.13(a)

§270.14(b)(3)

§264.13(b)

§270.14(b)(4)

§264.13(c)
§264.14(a-c)

§270.23(a)(2)
§270.14(b)(6)

§270.14(b)(7)

General facility description

§264.15(a-d)

General inspection requirements
Container inspections
Miscellaneous units inspections
Request for waiver from
preparedness and prevention
requirements of Part 264 Subpart C
Contingency plan requirements
Contingency plan design and
implementation
Contingency plan content
Contingency plan copies
Contingency plan amendment
Emergency coordinator
Emergency procedures
Description of procedures, structures
or equipment for:
Prevention of hazards in unloading
operations (e.g., ramps and special
forklifts)
Runoff or flood prevention (e.g.,
berms, trenches, and dikes)
Prevention of contamination of water
supplies
Mitigation of effects of equipment
failure and power outages
Prevention of undue exposure of
personnel (e.g., personal protective
equipment)
Prevention of releases to the
atmosphere

264 Subpart D
§264.51

§270.14(b)(8)
§270.14(b)(8)
(i)
§270.14(b)(8)
(ii)
§270.14(b)(8)
(iii)
§270.14(b)(8)
(iv)
§270.14(b)(8)
(v)
§264.601

264 Subpart C
§264.31

Preparedness and Prevention
Design and operation of facility

§264.32

Required equipment

§264.33

Testing and maintenance of
equipment
Access to communication/alarm
system
Required aisle space
Arrangements with local authorities
Prevention of accidental ignition or
reaction of ignitable, reactive, or
incompatible wastes

§264.34

§270.14(b)(9)

Chemical and physical analyses
Development and implementation of
waste analysis plan
Off-site waste analysis requirements
Security procedures and equipment

§264.174
§264.602

§264.52 (a) & (c-f)
§264.53
§264.54
§264.55
§264.56

§270.14(b)(8)
(vi)
§270.23(a)(2)

Description of Requirement

Contents of Part A permit application

§270.14(b)(1)
§270.14(b)(2)

§270.14(b)(5)

Added or Clarified lnfonnation

§264.35
§264.37
§264.17(a-c)
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Section of the
Pennit or Pennlt
Application

Yes

Attachment B,
Part A
Attachment A
Attachment C

No

./
./
./

Attachment C

./
./
./
./

Attachment C
Part 2.6
Attachment E
Attachment E
Attachment E
NA

./
./

Attachment D
Attachment D

./
./

Attachment D
Attachment D
Attachment D
Attachment D
Attachment D
Part 2.10

./
./
./
./
./
./

Part 2.10

./
Part 2.10

./
Part 2.10

./
Part 2.10

./
Part 2.10

./
Part
Part4
Attachment A2
Attachment N
Part 2.10
Part 2.10
Part 2.10
Attachment D
Attachment E

./
./
./
./
./

Part 2.10
Part 2.10
Attachment D

./
./
./

Part 2.10

./
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40
CFR Part 270)
§270.14(b)
(10)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40
CFR Part 264)

§270.14(b)
( 11 )(i) and (ii)
§270.14(b)
(11 )(iii-v)

§264.18(a)

Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Description of Requirement

§264.18(b)

Traffic pattern, volume, and controls,
for example:
Identification of turn lanes
Identification of traffic/stacking lanes,
if appropriate
Description of access road surface
Description of access road loadbearing capacity
Identification of traffic controls
Seismic standard applicability and
requirements
100-year floodplain standard

§264.18(c)

Other location standards

§264.16(a-e)

Personnel training program

Section of the
Pennit or Pennit
Application

Yes

No

Attachment A4

,/

§270.14(b)
(12)
§270.14(b)
(13)
§270.14(b)(13)

264 Subpart G

Closure and post-closure plans

Part B, Rev. 6
Chapter B
Part B, Rev. 6
Chapter B
Part B, Rev. 6
Chapter B
Part 2
Attachment F
Attachment G & H

§264.111

Closure performance standard

Attachment G

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(a), (b)

Written content of closure plan

Attachment G

,/

§270.14(b)(13)
§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(c)
§264.112(d)

Attachment G
Attachment G

,/

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(e)

Attachment G

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.113

Amendment of closure plan
Notification of partial and final
closure
Removal of wastes and
decontamination/dismantling of
equipment
Time allowed for closure

Attachment G

,/

§270.14(b)(13)
§270.14(b)(13)

§264.114

DisposaVdecontamination

Attachment G

,/

§264.115

Certification of closure

,/

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.116

Survey plat

Attachment G
Attachment G

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.117

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.118

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.178

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.601

§270.14(b)(13)
§270.14(b)(14)

§264.603
§264.119

Post-closure care and use of
property
Post-closure plan; amendment of
plan
Closure/
containers
Environmental performance
standards-Miscellaneous units
Post-closure care
Post-closure notices

§270.14(b)(15)

§264.142
§264.143

§270.14(b)(16)

,/

,/
,/
,/
,/

,/

,/

,/

Attachment H
,/

Attachment H
,/

Attachment G
,/

Attachment G
,/

Attachment G
Attachment H

,/

Closure cost estimate

NA

,/

Financial assurance

NA

,/

§264.144

Post-closure cost estimate

NA

,/

§264.145

NA
NA

,/

NA
Attachment B
Part A

,/

§270.14(b)(17)

§264.147

Post-closure care financial
assurance
Liability insurance

§270.14(b)(18)

§264.149-150

Proof of financial coverage

§270.14(b)(19)(i),
(vi), (vii), and (x)

,/

Topographic map requirements
Map scale and date
Map orientation
Legal boundaries
Buildings
Treatment, storage, and disposal
operations
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40
CFR Part 270)

§270.14(b)(19)(ii)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40
CFR Part 264)

§264.18(b)

Added or Clarified Information
Description of Requirement

Run-on/run-off control systems
Fire control facilities
100-year floodplain

Section of the
Permit or Permit
Application

Yes

No

Attachment B
Part A

.I
§270.14(b)(19)(iii)

Surface waters

Attachment B
Part A

§270.14(b)(19)(iv)

Surrounding Land use

Attachment B
Part A

§270.14(b)(19)(v)

Wind rose

Attachment B
Part A

Access controls

Attachment B
Part A

§270.14(b)(19)(ix)

Injection and withdrawal wells

Attachment B
Part A

§270.14(b)(19)(xi)

Drainage on flood control barriers

Attachment B
Part A

§270. 14(b)( 19)(xii)

Location of operational units

Attachment B
Part A

§270.14(b)(20)

Other federal laws
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
National Historic Preservation Act
Endangered Species Act
Coastal Zone Management Act
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Executive Orders
Containers

Attachment B
Part A

.I

.I

.I
§270.14(b)(19)(viii)

§264.14(b)

.I

.I

.I

.I

§270.15

§264 Subpart I
§264.171
§264.172
§264.173
§264.174

§270.15(a)

§264.175
§264.176

Condition of containers
Compatibility of waste with
containers
Management of containers
Inspections

§270.15(e)

§264.179

Containment systems
Special requirements for ignitable or
reactive waste
Special requirements for
incompatible wastes
Closure
Air emission standards

§270.23
§270.23(a)

264 Subpart X
§264.601

Miscellaneous units
Detailed unit description

§270.23(b)

§264.601

§270.23(c)

§264.601

Hydrologic, geologic, and
meteorologic assessments
Potential exposure pathways

§270.15(c)
§270 .. 15(d)

§264.177
§264.178

§270.23(d)

Demonstration of treatment
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.I
Attachment A 1

.I

Attachment A 1
Attachment A 1

.I
.I

Attachment A 1
Attachment E
Attachment A 1
Attachment A 1
Part 2

.I
.I
.I
.I

Part 2
Attachment G
Part 4
Attachment N
Attachment A2
Attachment A2
Part 5
Attachment L
Part 4
Attachment A2
Attachment N
NA

.I
.I
.I
.I
.I
.I

.I
.I
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40
CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(Incorporating 40
CFR Part 264)
§264.602

Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Description of Requirement

effectiveness
Monitoring, analysis, inspection,
response, reporting, and corrective
action

§264.603

Post-closure care

264 Subpart E

Manifest system, record keeping,
and reporting
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Section of the
Pennit or Penn it
Application
Part 2
Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2
Attachment N
Attachment H
Attachment H1
Part 2
Attachment C

Yes

No

./
./

./
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Appendix A
Table of Changes
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Ta bleofCh anges
Affected Permit Section

Explanation of Change

Page Number

Part 3, Condition 3.3.1.

Add 3.3.1.8. to add shielded container as an acceptable
container at the WIPP facility.

B-2

Part 4, Table 4.1.1.

Remove "container equivalent" column since the RH
TRU mixed waste may now be disposed at the WIPP
facility in containers other than canisters.

B-3

Part 4, Condition 4.3.1.

Add 4.3.1.8 to add a shielded container as an acceptable
container at the WIPP facility.

B-4

Attachment A 1 ,
Section A1-1b(1)

Add shielded container to the Container Description
section of the Permit. Add Figure A 1-37.

B-5

Attachment A 1,
Section A1-1c(1)

Add shielded container to CH Bay Operations
description.

B-5

Attachment A 1 ,
Section A 1-1 d(2)

Revise the contents of what may be received in a
HalfPACT relative to container management practices.

B-5

Attachment A 1,
Section A1-1d(3)

Revise what containers RH TRU mixed waste may be
shipped in.

B-6

Attachment A1, Table A1-2

Revise Table A1-2 to add shielded containers.

B-7

Attachment A 1, Figure A 1-37

Add figure A1-37 Typical Shielded Container.

B-8

Attachment A2, Section A2-1

Add container to the Description of the Geologic
Repository. Add "disposed in the panel".

B-9

Attachment A2,
Section A2-2a(1)

Add shielded container to Geologic Repository Design
and Process Description.

B-9

Attachment A2, Section A2-2b

Add shielded container to Geologic Repository Design
and Process Description.

B-9

Attachment A2, Table A2-1

Revise Table A2-1 to add shielded containers.

B-10

Attachment A4, Section A4-3

Add shielded container to Waste Handling Building
T raffle description.

B-11

Attachment C1, Section C1-1a

Clarify that the shielded containers are bounded by the
55-gallon drum DAC.

B-12

Attachment C1,
Section C1-1a(1)

Clarify that the shielded containers are bounded by the
55-gallon drum DAC.

B-12

Attachment C1, Table C1-8

Clarify that the shielded containers are bounded by the
55-gallon drum DAC.

B-14

Attachment D, Section D-1d

Add shielded container to the Description of Containers
section of the Contingency Plan.

B-16

Attachment D, Section D-1e(1)

Add shielded container to the Description of Containers
section of the Contingency Plan.

B-16

Attachment E, Section E-1b(1)

Add shielded container to CH Bay Operations
description.

B-17

Attachment H1, Introduction

Add shielded container to the description of CH
Containers.

B-18

A-2
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Proposed Revised Permit Text

B-1
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Proposed Revised Permit Text:

3.3 .1. Acceptable Storage Containers
The Permittees shall use containers that comply with the requirements for U.S.
Department of Transportation shipping container regulations (49 CFR § 173 - Shippers General Requirements for Shipment and Packaging, and 49 CFR § 178 - Specifications
for Packaging) for storage ofTRU mixed waste at WIPP. The Permittees are prohibited
from storing TRU mixed waste in any container not specified in Permit Attachment A1,
Section A1-1b, as set forth below:
3.3.1.8.

Shielded Container
Each 30-gallon inner container has a gross internal volume of
4.0 ft3 (0.11 m\ This container will be used to emplace RH TRU mixed
waste. but the shielding will allow it to be managed as CH TRU mixed
waste. For the purnose of this Permit. shielded containers are managed and
handled as CH TRU mixed waste containers. but will remain counted
towards the volume of RH TRU mixed waste containers.

B-2
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Table 4.1.1
Table 4.1.1 -Underground HWDUs
Description 1

Maximum
Capacity2

Waste Type

(;ootaioeF
Equ~'aleot

Final Waste
Volume

Panel1

CHTRU

636,ooore
(18,000 m3 )

370,800 re
(10,500 m 3)

Panel2

CHTRU

636,000 re
(18,000 m 3)

635,600 re
(17,998 m 3 )

Panel3

CHTRU

662,150 ft
(18,750 m 3)

3

603,600 ft 3
(17,092 m 3)

Panel4

CHTRU

662,150 ft 3
(18,750 m 3)

503,500 ft 3
(14,258 m3 )

RHTRU

12,570 ft 3
(356m3)

CHTRU

662,150 ft 3
(18,750 m3 )

RHTRU

15,720 ft 3
(445m3)

CHTRU

662,150 ft 3
(18,750 m 3)

RHTRU

18,860 ft
(534m3)

CHTRU

662,150 ft 3
(18,750 m 3)

RHTRU

22,950 ft3
(650m3)

CHTRU

662,150 ft3
(18,750 m 3)

RHTRU

22,950 ft3
(650m3)

CHTRU

5,244,900
(148,500 m 3)

RHTRU

93,050
(2,635 m 3)

PanelS

Panel6

Panel 7

PanelS

Total

1

3

499 RH +RY
Ganistefs

6,200 ft 3
(176m3)

§99 RH +RY
Ganistefs

699 RH +RY
Ganistefs

;z;,9 RH +RY
Ganistefs

;z;,9 RH +RY
Ganistefs

re

re

fe

2

~960RH~IU:J

(;aoisteFs

The area of each panel is approximately 124,150
(11,533 m ).
"Maximum Capacity" is the maximum volume ofTRU mixed waste that may be emplaced in each panel. The maximum repository
capacity of"6.2 million cubic feet oftransuranic waste" is specified in the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (Pub. L. I 02-579, as
amended).
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4.3.

DISPOSAL CONTAINERS
4.3 .1

Acceptable Disposal Containers
The Pennittees shall use containers that comply with the requirements for U.S.
Department of Transportation shipping container regulations (49 CFR § 173 - Shippers General Requirements for Shipment and Packaging, and 49 CFR § 178 - Specifications
for Packaging) for disposal ofTRU mixed waste at WIPP. The Pennittees are prohibited
from disposing TRU mixed waste in any container not specified in Penn it Attachment A 1
(Container Storage), Section Al-lb, as set forth below:
4.3.1.8.

Shielded container
Shielded containers are configured as a 3-pack.
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A1-1b(1)
CH TRU Mixed Waste Containers
Contact handled (CH) TRU mixed waste containers will be either 55-gal (208-L) drums singly or
arranged into 7-packs, 85-gal (322-L) drums singly or arranged into 4-packs, 100-gal (379 L)
drums singly or arranged into 3-packs, shielded containers arranged as 3-packs. ten-drum
overpacks (TDOP), standard large box 2s (SLB2), or SWBs. A summary description of each CH
TRU mixed waste container type is provided below.
Shielded Container
The shielded container meets the requirements for DOT specification 7A (figure A1-37).
spielded c~ntainers having a 30-gallon inner container which has a gross internal volume of 4.0
(Q 11
One or more filter vents will be installed in the shielded container lid to prevent the
escape of radioactive particulates and to prevent internal pressurization. This container will be
used to emplace RH TRU mixed waste. but the shielding will allow it to be managed as CH TRU
mixed waste.

ml

ft

A1-1c(1)

Waste Handling Building Container Storage Unit (WHB Unit)

CH TRU Mixed Waste
•

TRUPACT-11 and HalfPACT Management
Once unloaded from the Contact-Handled Packaging, CH TRU mixed waste
containers (7-packs, 3-packs, 4-packs, 3-packs of shielded containers SWBs, or
TOOPs or any combination thereof) are placed in one of two positions on the facility
pallet or on a containment pallet. The waste containers are stacked, on the facility
pallets (one- or two-high, depending on weight considerations). Waste on containment
pallets will be stacked one-high. The use of facility or containment pallets will elevate
the waste at least 6 in. (15 em) from the floor surface. Pallets of waste will then be
relocated to the CH Bay Storage Area of the WHB Unit for normal storage.

A1-1d(2)

CH TRU Mixed Waste Handling

The TRUPACT-11 may hold up to two 7-packs, two 4-packs, two 3-packs, two SWBs, or one
TDOP. A HalfPACT may hold seven 55-gal (208-L) drums, one SWB, one 3-pack of shielded
containers. or four 85-gallon drums. The TRUPACT-111 holds a single SLB2. An overhead bridge
crane or Facility Transfer Vehicle will be used to remove the contents of the Contact-Handled
Package and place them on a facility pallet. The containers will be visually inspected for
physical damage (severe rusting, apparent structural defects, signs of pressurization, etc.) and
leakage to ensure they are in good condition prior to storage. Waste containers will also be
checked for external surface contamination. If a primary waste container is not in good
condition, the Permittees will overpack the container, repair/patch the container in accordance
with 49 CER §173 and §178 (e.g., 49 CFR §173.28), or return the container to the generator.
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A1-1d(3)

RH TRU Mixed Waste Handling

The RH TRU mixed waste that is not in a shielded container will be received in the RH-TRU 72B cask or CNS 10-1608 cask loaded on a trailer, as illustrated in process flow diagrams in
Figures A1-26 and A1-27, respectively. RH TRU mixed waste received in shielded containers
will be handled as CH TRU mixed waste. These are shown schematically in Figures A 1-28 and
A1-29. Upon arrival at the gate, external radiological surveys, security checks, shipping
documentation reviews are performed and the Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest is signed.
The generator's copy of the Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest is returned to the generator.
Should the results of the contamination survey exceed acceptable levels, the shipping cask and
transport trailer remain outside the WHB in the Parking Area Unit, and the appropriate
radiological boundaries (i.e., ropes, placards) are erected around the shipping cask and
transport trailer. A determination will be made whether to return the cask to the originating site
or to decontaminate the cask.
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Table A1-2
Waste Handling Equipment Capacities
CAPACITIES FOR EQUIPMENT
CH Bay overhead bridge crane

12,000 lbs.

Surface forklifts

26,000 lbs. (CH Bay forklift)
70,000 lbs. (TRUPACT-111
Handler forklift)

Facility Pallet

25,000 lbs.

Adjustable center-of-gravity lift fixture

10,000 lbs.

Facility Transfer Vehicle

30,000 lbs.

Yard Transfer Vehicle

60,000 lbs.
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHTS OF CONTAINERS

Seven-pack of 55-gallon drums

7,000 lbs.

Four-pack of 85-gallon drums

4,500 lbs.

Three-pack of 100-gallon drums

3,000 lbs.

Ten-drum overpack

6,700 lbs.

Standard waste box

4,000 lbs.

Standard large box 2

10,500 lbs.

Sbielded container

2 260 lbs
MAXIMUM NET EMPTY WEIGHTS OF EQUIPMENT

TRUPACT-11

13,140 lbs.

HalfPACT

10,500 lbs.

TRUPACT-111

43,600 lbs.

Adjustable center of gravity lift fixture

2,500 lbs.

Facility pallet

4,120 lbs.
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(»GAL CONTAINER
NOT SHOWN)

Inches

(LID INSTALLED)

BODY

Figure A1-37
Typical Shielded Container
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A2-1

Description of the Geologic Repository

fe

(2,635 m 3 ) of RH TRU mixed waste. RH
Panels 4 through 8 provide room for up to 93,050
TRU mixed waste containers may be disposed of in up to 730 boreholes per panel, subject to
the limitations in Permit Part 4, Section 4.1.1.2.ii. These boreholes shall be drilled on nominal
eight-foot centers, horizontally, about mid-height in the ribs of a disposal room. The thermal
loading from RH TRU mixed waste disposed in the panel shall not exceed 10 kilowatts per acre
when averaged over the area of a panel, as shown in Permit Attachment A3, plus 100 feet of
each of a Panel's adjoining barrier pillars.
A2-2a(1)

CH TRU Mixed Waste Handling Equipment

Facility Pallets
The facility pallet is a fabricated steel unit designed to support 7-packs, 3-packs, or 4-packs of
drums, standard waste boxes (SWBs), ten-drum overpacks (TOOPs), or a standard large box 2
(SLB2), and has a rated load of 25,000 pounds (lbs.) (11 ,430 kilograms (kg)). The facility pallet
will accommodate up to four 7-packs, four 3-packs, two 3-packs of shielded containers. or four
4-packs of drums, four SWBs (in two stacks of two units), two TOOPs, eF one SLB2. Loads are
secured to the facility pallet during transport to the emplacement area. Facility pallets are shown
in Figure A2-3. Fork pockets in the side of the pallet allow the facility pallet to be lifted and
transferred by forklift to prevent direct contact between TRU mixed waste containers and forklift
tines. This arrangement reduces the potential for puncture accidents. WIPP facility operational
documents define the operational load of the facility pallet to ensure that the rated load of a
facility pallet is not exceeded.
A2-2b

Geologic Repositorv Process Description

CH TRU Mixed Waste Emplacement
CH TRU mixed waste containers will arrive by tractor-trailer at the WIPP facility in sealed
shipping containers (e.g., TRUPACT-IIs or HalfPACTs), at which time they will undergo security
and radiological checks and shipping documentation reviews. The trailers carrying the shipping
containers will be stored temporarily at the Parking Area Container Storage Unit (Parking Area
Unit). A forklift will remove the Contact Handled Packages from the transport trailers and a
forklift or Yard Transfer Vehicle will transport them into the Waste Handling Building Container
Storage Unit for unloading of the waste containers. Each TRUPACT-11 may hold up to two 7packs, two 4-packs, two 3-packs, two SWBs, or one TDOP. Each HalfPACT may hold up to
seven 55-gal (208 L) drums, one SWB, one 3-pack of shielded containers. or four 85-gal (322 L)
drums. Each TRUPACT-111 will hold one SLB2. An overhead bridge crane or Facility Transfer
Vehicle with transfer table will be used to remove the waste containers from the Contact
Handled Packaging and place them on a facility or containment pallet. Each facility pallet has
two recessed pockets to accommodate two sets of 7-packs, two sets of 3-packs, two sets of 4packs, two SWBs stacked two-high, two TOOPs, or one SLB2. Each stack of waste containers
will be secured prior to transport underground (see Figure A2-3). A forklift or the facility transfer
vehicle will transport the loaded facility pallet to the conveyance loading room adjacent to the
Waste Shaft. The facility transfer vehicle will be driven onto the waste shaft conveyance deck,
where the loaded facility pallet will be transferred to the waste shaft conveyance, and the facility
transfer vehicle will be backed off. Containers of CH TRU mixed waste (55-gal (208 L) drums,
SWBs, 85-gal (322 L) drums, 100-gal (379 L) drums, and TOOPs) can be handled individually, if
needed, using the forklift and lifting attachments (i.e., drum handlers, parrot beaks).
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Table A2-1
CH TRU Mixed Waste Handling Equipment Capacities
Capacities for Equipment
Facility Pallet

25,000 lbs.

Facility Transfer Vehicle

26,000 lbs.

Underground transporter

28,000 lbs.

Underground forklift

12,000 lbs.
Maximum Gross Weights of Containers

Seven-pack of 55-gallon drums

7,000 lbs.

Four-pack of 85-gallon drums

4,500 lbs.

Three-pack of 1DO-gallon drums

3,000 lbs.

Ten-drum overpack

6,700 lbs.

Standard waste box

4,0001bs.

Standard large box 2

10,500 lbs.

Sbielded container

2 260 lbs
Maximum Net Empty Weights of Equipment

TRUPACT-11

13,140 lbs.

HalfPACT

10,500 lbs.

TRUPACT-111

43,600 lbs.

Facility pallet

4,120 lbs.
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A4-3

Waste Handling Building Traffic

The TRUPACT-11 may hold up to two 55-gallon drum seven-packs, two 85-gallon drum fourpacks, two 100-gallon drum three-packs, two standard waste boxes (SWB), or one ten-drum
overpack (TDOP). A HalfPACT may hold seven 55-gallon drums, one SWB, one 3-pack of
shielded containers. or four 85-gallon drums. The TRUPACT-111 holds a single SLB2. A six-ton
overhead bridge crane or Facility Transfer Vehicle with a transfer table will be used to remove
the contents of the Contact Handled Package. Waste containers will be surveyed for radioactive
contamination and decontaminated or returned to the Contact Handled Package as necessary.
Each facility pallet will accommodate four 55-gallon drum seven-packs, four SWBs, four 85gallon drum four-packs, four 100-gallon drum three-packs, two 3-packs of shielded containers.
two TOOPs, or an SLB2. Waste containers will be secured to the facility pallet prior to transfer.
A forklift or facility transfer vehicle will transport the loaded facility pallet the air lock at the Waste
Shaft (Figures A4-3, A4-3a, and A4-3b). The facility transfer vehicle will be driven onto the
waste shaft conveyance deck, where the loaded facility pallet will be transferred to the waste
shaft conveyance and downloaded for emplacement.
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C1-1a

Method Requirements

For those waste streams without an acceptable knowledge (AK) Sufficiency Determination
approved by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), containers shall be randomly selected from
waste streams designated as summary category S5000 (Debris waste) and shall be categorized
under one of the sampling scenarios shown in Table C 1-5 and depicted in Figure C 1-1. If the
container is categorized under Scenario 1, the applicable drum age criteria (DAC) from Table
C1-6 must be met prior to headspace gas sampling. If the container is categorized under
Scenario 2, the applicable Scenario 1 DAC from Table C1-6 must be met prior to venting the
container and then the applicable Scenario 2 DAC from Table C1-7 must be met after venting
the container. The DAC for Scenario 2 containers that contain filters or rigid liner vent holes
other than those listed in Table C1-7 shall be determined using footnotes "a" and "b" in Table
C1-7. Containers that have not met the Scenario 1 DAC at the time of venting must be
categorized under Scenario 3. Containers categorized under Scenario 3 must be placed into
one of the Packaging Configuration Groups listed in Table C1-8. If a specific packaging
configuration cannot be determined based on the data collected during packaging and/or
repackaging (Attachment C, Section C-3d(1)), a conservative default Packaging Configuration
Group of 3 for 55-gallon drums and shielded containers, 6 for Standard Waste Boxes (SWBs)
ten-drum overpacks (TOOPs), and standard larged box 2s (SLB2s), and 8 for 85-gallon and
100-gallon drums must be assigned, provided the drums do not contain pipe component
packaging. If a container is designated as Packaging Configuration Group 4 (i.e., a pipe
component), the headspace gas sample must be taken from the pipe component headspace.
Drums, TOOPs, SLB2s, or SWBs that contain compacted 55-gallon drums containing a rigid
liner may not be disposed of under any packaging configuration unless headspace gas
sampling was performed before compaction in accordance with this waste analysis plan (WAP).
The DAC for Scenario 3 containers that contain rigid liner vent holes that are undocumented
during packaging, repackaging, and/or venting (Section C1-1a[4][ii]) shall be determined using
the default conditions in footnote "b" in Table C1-9.The DAC for Scenario 3 containers that
contain filters that are either undocumented or are other than those listed in Table C1-9 shall be
determined using footnote 'a' in Table C1-9. Each of the Scenario 3 containers shall be sampled
for headspace gas after waiting the DAC in Table C1-9 based on its packaging configuration
(note: Packaging Configuration Groups 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are not summary category group
dependent, and 85-gallon drum, 100-gallon drum, SWB, TDOP, and SLB2 requirements apply
when the 85-gallon drum, 100-gallon drum, SWB, TDOP, or SLB2 is used for the direct loading
of waste).
C1-1a(1)

General Requirements

For all retrievably stored waste containers, the rigid liner vent hole diameter must be assumed
to be 0.3 inches unless a different size is documented during drum venting or repackaging. For
all retrievably stored waste containers, the filter hydrogen diffusivity must be assumed to be the
most restrictive unless container-specific information clearly identifies a filter model and/or
diffusivity characteristic that is less restrictive. For all retrievably stored waste containers that
have not been repackaged, acceptable knowledge shall not be used to justify any packaging
configuration less conservative than the default (i.e., Packaging Configuration Group 3 for 55gallon drums and shielded containers, 6 for SWBs TOOPs, and SLB2s, and 8 for 85-gallon and
100-gallon drums). For information reporting purposes listed above, sites may report the default
packaging configuration for retrievably stored waste without further verification.
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Drum age criteria apply only to 55-gallon drums, 85-gallon drums, 100-gallon drums, SWBs,
TOOPs, aR9 SLB2s and shielded containers. Drum age criteria for all other container types
must be established through permit modification prior to performing headspace gas sampling.
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Table C1-8
Scenario 3 Packagin 1 c onf lguraf 1on Groups
Packaging Configuration Group

Covered 85000 Packaging Configuration Groups

Packaging Configuration Group 1, 55-gal drums a

•
•

No layers of confinement, filtered inner lid b

Packaging Configuration Group 2, 55-gal drums a

•

1 inner bag
1 filtered inner bag
1 liner bag
1 filtered liner bag
1 inner bag, 1 liner bag
1 filtered inner bag, 1 filtered liner bag

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Packaging Configuration Group 3, 55-gal drums and
shielded containers a

Packaging Configuration Group 4, pipe components

Packaging Configuration Group 5, Standard Waste Box,
Ten-Drum Overpack, or Standard Large Box 2 a
Packaging Configuration Group 6, Standard Waste Box,
Ten-Drum Overpack, or Standard Large Box 2 a
Packaging Configuration Group 7, 85-gal. drums and
100-gal. drums a

No inner baas, no liner baas (boundina case)

2innerbags
2 filtered inner bags

•

2 inner bags, 1 liner bag

•
•
•
•

2 filtered inner bags, 1 filtered liner bag
3innerbags
3 filtered inner bags
3 filtered inner bags, 1 filtered liner bag

•

3 inner baas, 1 liner baa (bounding case)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21iner bags
2 filtered liner bags

1 inner bag, 2 liner bags
1 filtered inner bag, 2 filtered liner bags
2 inner bags, 2 liner bags
2 filtered inner bags, 2 filtered liner bags
3 filtered inner bags, 2 filtered liner bags
4 inner bags
3 inner bags, 2 liner bags
4 inner baas, 21iner baas (bounding case)
No layers of confinement inside a pipe component

1 filtered inner bag, 1 filtered metal can inside a
pipe component

•
•

2 inner bags inside a pipe component

•

2 filtered inner bags, 1 filtered metal can inside a
pipe component

•

2 inner bags, 1 filtered metal can inside a pipe
component (boundina case)

•
•
•

No layers of confinement

2 filtered inner bags inside a pipe component

1 SWB liner bag (bounding case)
any combination of inner and/or liner bags that is
less than or equal to 6

•

5 inner bags, 1 SWB liner bag (boundina case)

•

No inner bags, no liner bags, no rigid liner, filtered
inner lid (bounding case) b

•

No inner baas, no liner baas, no rigid liner
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Packaging Configuration Group
Packaging Configuration Group 8, 85-gal. drums and
100-gal. drums a

Covered 55000 Packaging Configuration Groups

•

4 inner bags and 2 liner bags, no rigid liner, filtered
inner lid (bounding case) b

If a specific Packaging Configuration Groups cannot be determined based on the data collected during packaging and/or
repackaging, a conservative default Packaging Configuration Group of 3 for 55-gallon drums and shielded containers, 6 for SWBs, TOOPs,
and SLB2s, and 8 for 85-gallon and I 00-gallon drums must be assigned provided the drums do not contain pipe component packaging. If pipe
components are present as packaging in the drums, the pipe components must be sampled following the requirements for Packaging
Configuration Group 4.
A "filtered inner lid" is the inner lid on a double lid drum that contains a filter.
Definitions:
Liner Bags: One or more optional plastic bags that are used to control radiological contamination. Liner bags for drums have a thickness of
approximately II mils. Liner bags are typically similar in size to the container. SWB liner bags have a thickness of approximately 14 mils.
TOOPs and SLB2s use SWB liner bags.
Inner Bags: One or more optional plastic bags that are used to control radiological contamination. Inner bags have a thickness of
approximately 5 mils and are typically smaller than liner bags.
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D-1 d

Description of Containers

CH TRU mixed waste containers will be either 55-gallon (gal) (208-liter (L)) drums singly or
arranged into seven (7)-packs, 85-gal (322-L) drums (used as singly or arranged into four (4)packs, 100-gal (379 L) drums singly or arranged into three (3)-packs, shielded containers
arranged as 3-packs ten-drum overpacks (TDOP), 66.3 fe (1.88 m3 ) SWBs, or standard large
box 2s (SLB2).

D-1e(1)

CH Bay Operations

Once unloaded from the Contact-Handled Package, CH TRU mixed waste containers (7-packs
of 55-gal drums, 3-packs of 100-gal drums, 4-packs of 85-gal drums, 3-packs of shielded
containers. SWBs, TOOPs, GF one SLB2) are placed on the facility pallet. The waste containers
are stacked on the facility pallets (one- or two-high, depending on weight considerations). The
use offacility pallets will elevate the waste at least 6 inches (in.) (15 centimeters [em]) from the
floor surface. Pallets of waste will then be stored in the CH bay. This storage area will be clearly
marked to indicate the lateral limits of the storage area. This storage area will have a maximum
capacity of thirteen facility pallets of waste during normal operations. These pallets will typically
be in the CH Bay storage area for a period of up to five days.
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E-1b(1)

Container Inspection

Containers are used to manage TRU mixed waste at the WIPP facility. These containers are
described in Permit Part 3. Off-site CH TRU mixed waste will arrive in 55-gallon drums arranged
as seven (7)-packs, in Ten Drum Overpacks (TDOP), in 85-gallon drums arranged as four (4)
packs, in 100-gallon drums arranged as three (3) packs, in standard waste boxes (SWB),. GF in
standard large box 2s (SLB2s) or shielded containers as three (3) packs. The waste containers
will be visually inspected to ensure that the waste containers are in good condition and that
there are no signs that a release has occurred. This visual inspection shall not include the
center drums of 7-packs and waste containers positioned such that visual observation is
precluded due to the arrangement of waste assemblies on the facility pallets. If CH TRU mixed
waste handling operations should stop for any reason with containers located on the TRUPACT11 Unloading Dock (TRUDOCK storage area of the WHB Unit) or in room 108 while still in the
Contact-Handled Packages, primary waste container inspections could not be accomplished
until the containers of waste are removed from the shipping containers.
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ATTACHMENT H1
ACTIVE INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS DURING POST-CLOSURE
Introduction
Upon receipt of the necessary certifications and permits from the EPA and the New Mexico
Environment Department, the Permittees will begin disposal of contact-handled (CH) and
remote-handled (RH) TRU and TRU mixed waste in the WIPP. This waste emplacement and
disposal phase will continue until the regulated capacity of the repository of 6,200,000 cubic feet
(175,588 cubic meters) of TRU and TRU mixed waste has been reached, and as long as the
Permittees comply with the requirements of the Permit. For the purposes of this Permit
Attachment, this time period is assumed to be 25 years. The waste will be shipped from DOE
facilities across the country in specially designed transportation containers certified by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The transportation routes from these facilities to the WIPP
have been predetermined. The CH TRU mixed waste will be packaged in 55-gallon (208-liter),
85-gallon (322-liter), 100-gallon (379-liter) steel drums, standard waste boxes (SWBs), ten drum
overpacks (TOOPs), aAdleF standard large box 2s (SLB2s). or shielded containers. An SWB is
a steel container having a free volume of 66.3 cubic feet (1.88 cubic meters). Figure H1-2
shows the general arrangement of a seven-pack of drums and an SWB as received in a
Contact-Handled Package. RH TRU mixed waste inside a Remote-Handled Package is
contained in one or more of the allowable containers described in Permit Attachment A 1.
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Overview of the Permit Modification Request
This document contains one Class 2 Permit Modification Request (PMR) for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Hazardous Waste Facility Permit (Permit) Number NM4890139088-TSDF.
This PMR is being submitted by the U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office and
Washington TRU Solutions LLC, collectively referred to as the Permittees, in accordance with
the WIPP Permit, Part 1, Condition 1.3.1 (20.4.1.900 New Mexico Administrative Code (NMAC)
incorporating Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 270.42(b)). The modification provides
for the following changes:
•

Revise language to indicate when 35,000 standard cubic feet per minute (scfm) is
required for worker entry into active rooms and when reporting is required.

The requested modification to the WIPP Permit and related supporting documents are provided
in this PMR. The proposed modification to the text of the WIPP Permit has been identified using
red text and a double underline and a strikoo1:1t font for deleted information. All direct quotations
are indicated by italicized text. The following information specifically addresses how compliance
has been achieved with the WIPP Permit requirement, Permit Part 1, Condition 1.3.1. for
submission of this Class 2 PMR.

1.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.42(b)(1 )(i)) requires the applicant to
describe the exact change to be made to the permit conditions and supporting
documents referenced by the Permit.

The Permittees are proposing the following changes in this PMR:
1.

Add definition for a "filled room."

2.

Add clarifying language in Attachment A2, Section A2-2a(3), Attachment 0,
Section 0-1, Section 0-2, Section 0-3, Section 0-3b(2), Section 0-3c( 1) and
Section 0-5a to indicate that 35,000 scfm is required for worker entry into any
active room that is adjacent to a filled room.

3.

Modify the notification requirements when the ventilation requirements are not
met.

The Table of Changes (Appendix A) and proposed text changes in redline strikeout (Appendix
B) of this PMR describe each change that is being proposed. Appendix A provides a detailed
list of changes by Permit section.

2.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.42(b)(1)(ii)), requires the applicant to
identify that the modification is a Class 2 modification.

On May 20, 2011, the Permittees submitted a similar modification to the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED) requesting a determination of class. On June 15, 2011 the
NMED responded that they believed that this request was a Class 2 modification as it was
"most similar" to Item A.4.b of Appendix I in 40 CFR 270.42 which states: "Changes in the
frequency of or procedures for monitoring, reporting, sampling or maintenance activities by the
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permittee: other changes." Therefore this modification request is being submitted as a Class 2
under Item A.4.b.

3.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.42(b)(1}(iii}), requires the applicant to
explain why the modification is needed.

The basis for this PMR is to improve the protection of operating personnel by reducing the time
the workers must be present in the exhaust air of panels to adjust ventilation regulators. Permit
Attachment A4, Section A4-4 states that "[t]he exhaust drift in the waste disposal area will
normally not be used for personnel access." This restriction minimizes the chance for exposure
to emissions from the waste. This PMR proposes to use the active remote-handled (RH)
transuranic (TRU) mixed waste disposal room to gain access to the ventilation louvers without
requiring workers to travel the longer distances down the exhaust drift even if the ventilation flow
rate in the RH TRU mixed waste disposal room is less than 35,000 scfm. Currently workers are
required to routinely occupy the ventilation exhaust areas to adjust ventilation. This PMR
proposes to ameliorate this circumstance by applying the restriction regarding access to rooms
that is adjacent to a filled contact-handled (CH) TRU waste disposal room. This proposed
change is consistent with the exposure modeling and the administrative history of the Permit as
discussed below. This change will allow workers to enter the RH TRU mixed waste inlet air side
in order to access the ventilation regulators even if there is less than 35,000 scfm of air present.
This change does not waive any ventilation requirements imposed by the Mine Safety and
Health Administration (MSHA).
There are times when it is necessary to enter an active disposal room in order to establish
normal ventilation. One such event occurred in July 2011 when as the result of a power failure,
normal ventilation was stopped. In such cases, the ventilation mode shifts to "Filtration Mode"
whereby one 60,000 cubic feet per minute fan is operated and air from the underground is
diverted through the HEPA filters as a precaution. In such cases, the process for restoring
normal ventilation is to inspect the waste face to make sure there are no breached containers.
Normally, this can be performed from the entry to the active room (i.e., from the intake drift at
the room entrance). However, in the recent event, the waste face was not visible from this
location, therefore, it was necessary to send workers into the room for the required inspection.
Under the current Permit language, such an entry is not a noncompliance of the Permit because
waste handling activity is not underway; however a notification per Attachment 0 was
necessary. In order to assure such reentry activity can be performed after the Permit is
modified, language is placed in Attachment 0, Section 0-3c(2) that specifically exempts entry
for establishing normal ventilation (i.e., 35,000 scfm) from the requirement that ventilation
already be at 35,000 scfm prior to entering. The language requires that such entry be noted in
the log book so that clear documentation of such events is kept in the Operating Record for the
facility.
Related to this, some clarification of the reporting requirement is proposed. Currently, there is a
7-day notification requirement whenever the Ventilation Requirements are not met. This is
triggered after a monthly review of the ventilation records. It is not clear what purpose the
notification requirement serves, since no action is triggered. The Permittees are proposing in
place of the 7-day notification, which is usually reserved to situations which pose risk to human
health or the environment, instances where the ventilation requirements are not achieved, be
reported annually in the Mine Ventilation Rate Monitoring Annual Report. This is consistent with
reporting "other noncompliance" annually as required by Permit Part 1, Condition 1.7.14. To
this extent, the Permittees are proposing changes to the text in Permit Part 4, Condition 4.6.4.3
and Permit Attachment 0, Sections 0-3b(2) and 0-5a.
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Source of the 35,000 scfm Ventilation Requirement in the Permit:
When the Permittees prepared their Permit Application in 1996, the NMED requested that
several exposure scenarios be examined to evaluate the potential releases of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and the effects on underground workers (WIPP RCRA Part B Permit
Application, DOE/WIPP 91-005, Revision 6 Appendix 09, Attachment 1). These scenarios
involved a roof fall in an open room (i.e., one being actively filled with CH TRU mixed waste)
and a closed room (i.e., a CH TRU mixed waste room that was filled with drums of waste and
had ventilation barriers in place). Two other scenarios evaluated "normal operations" to
determine risk to workers actively placing waste in CH TRU mixed waste rooms when no roof
fall occurs. In all cases, the potentially exposed individual was an underground waste handler
working in the active CH TRU mixed waste room. The four scenarios are shown in Figures 1 to
4 which are taken from the NMED's written testimony submitted during the original Permit
hearings in 1999 (NMED Direct Testimony Regarding Regulatory Process and Imposed
Conditions" (HRM 98-04(P))). In all four cases, the NMED determined that the combination of
the environmental performance standards (established through room-based limits) and the
minimum ventilation of 35,000 scfm were sufficient to protect these workers. Hence, the Permit
was issued with the condition that 35,000 scfm be maintained whenever workers are present in
an active room (Permit Attachment 0, multiple locations).
Applicability to RH TRU Mixed Waste Rooms:
At the time the Permit was issued in 1999, RH TRU waste was prohibited and RH TRU waste
emplacements were not included in the NMED's analysis. Rooms that are being filled with RH
TRU waste represent one additional scenario as shown in Figure 5. As can be seen in Figure 5,
the worker is unaffected by normal operations or a roof fall in the adjacent CH TRU mixed waste
room and by any roof fall scenario in the adjacent closed room by virtue of the fact that the
ventilation flow through the active CH TRU mixed waste room bypasses the active RH TRU
mixed waste room. Volatile Organic Compound emissions from RH TRU waste itself are
negligible due to the low volume of RH TRU waste being emplaced, and emplacement of RH in
boreholes with shield plugs. This is supported by the room-based measurements made at the
exhaust of the active RH TRU mixed waste room shown in Figure 6. This figure shows the
measurements in Room 7 exhaust for Panels 5 and 6. These are the only cases where the
Permittees measure emissions that are due to RH TRU mixed waste only. The values (through
May 17, 2011) range from zero to 4.5 parts per billion (volume). The highest value is seven
orders of magnitude below any room-based action level and is an indication that RH TRU mixed
waste is contributing very little to overall concentration of carbon tetrachloride in the panels.
Appropriateness of the Proposed Changes:
The changes proposed in the PMR are based on the NMED record that indicates the concern
for maintaining adequate ventilation is to protect workers from exposure to harmful
concentrations of VOCs in the active CH TRU mixed waste room adjacent to a filled CH TRU
mixed waste room during normal operations and in the event of a roof fall. These harmful
concentrations are unlikely to occur in the RH TRU mixed waste rooms during normal
operations or as the result of the roof fall. Therefore, the change specifically limits the condition
to maintain 35,000 scfm to any active room that is adjacent to a filled disposal room when
workers are present. A "filled room" is also defined so there is no confusion regarding this
terminology. The change normally would apply to the room in a panel that is receiving CH TRU
mixed waste and not to an RH TRU mixed waste disposal room. However, there may be
circumstances when a room is filled with CH TRU mixed waste and there is remaining RH TRU
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mixed waste to be emplaced in the next room. In such cases, the requirement for 35,000 scfm
would apply to the RH TRU mixed waste room (i.e., the room adjacent to a filled disposal room).
Figure 7 shows the current and proposed worker pathways to adjust the ventilation regulators.
Clearly, the pathway allowed by this proposed modification is significantly shorter and thereby
reduces the time that a worker must be downstream of the emplaced waste.

4.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.42 (b)(1)(iv)), requires the applicant to
provide the applicable information required by 40 CFR 270.13 through 270.21,
270.62 and 270.63.

Regulatory citations in this modification reference 20.4.1. 900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR
§§270.13-15) revised March, 2009. Title 40 CFR §§270.16 through 270.22, 270.62, 270.63 and
270.66 are not applicable at WIPP. Consequently, they are not included. Title 40 CFR §270.23
is applicable to the WIPP Hazardous Waste Disposal Units (HWDUs). This modification does
not impact the conditions associated with the HWDUs.

5.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.11(d)(1) and 40 CFR 270.30(k)),
requires that any person signing under paragraph a and b must certify the
document in accordance with 20.4.1.900 NMAC.

The transmittal letter for this PMR contains the signed certification statement in accordance with
Part 1, Condition 1.9 of the Permit.
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Regulatory Crosswalk
Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

Added or Clarified Information
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPPPermit
Application

Yes

No

§270.13

Contents of Part A penn it application

Attachment B Part A

./

§270.14(b)(1)

General facility description

Attachment A

./

Chemical and physical analyses

Part 2.3.1
Attachment C

./

Development and implementation of
waste analysis plan

Part 2.3.1.1
Attachment C

./

Off-site waste analysis requirements

Part 2.2.1
Attachment C

./

Part 2.7
Attachment E-1a

./

§270.14(b )(2)
§270.14(b )(3)

§264.13(a)
§264.13(b)
§264.13(c)

§270.14(b)(5)

§270.23(a)(2)

§264.15(a-d)
§264.174

Container inspections

Attachment E-1b(1)

./

§264.602

Miscellaneous units inspections

Attachment E-1b
Attachment E-1 b( 1)

./

Request for waiver from preparedness
and prevention requirements of Part
264 Subpart C

NA

264 Subpart D

Contingency plan requirements

Part 2.12
Attachment D

./

§264.51

Contingency plan design and
implementation

Part 2.12.1
Attachment D

./

§264.52 (a) & (c-f)

Contingency plan content

Attachment D

./

§264.53

Contingency plan copies

Part 2.12.2
Attachment D

./

§264.54

Contingency plan amendment

Part 2.12.3
Attachment D

./

Part 2.12.4
Attachment D-4a(1)

./

§270.14(b)(6)

§270.14(b)(7)

General inspection requirements

§264.55
§264.56

Emergency coordinator

./

Emergency procedures

Attachment D-4

./

§270.14(b )(8)

Description of procedures, structures
or equipment for:

Attachment A
Part 2.11

./

§270.14(b)(8)(i)

Prevention of hazards in unloading
operations (e.g., ramps and special
forklifts)

Part 2.11

§270.14(b)(8)(ii)

Runoff or flood prevention (e.g.,
benns, trenches, and dikes)

Attachment A1-1c(1)
Part 2.11

§270.14(b )(8)(iii)

Prevention of contamination of water
supplies

Part 2.11

§270.14(b )(8)(iv)

Mitigation of effects of equipment
failure and power outages

Part 2.11

Prevention of undue exposure of
personnel (e.g., personal protective
equipment)

Part 2.11

Prevention of releases to the
atmosphere

Part 2.11
Part 4.4
Attachment D-4e
Attachment G-1a

§270.14(b)(8)(v)

§270.14(b )(8)(vi)
§270.23(a)(2)

§264.601
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./
./

./
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

Added or Clarified Information
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPPPermit
Application

No

264 Subpart C

Preparedness and Prevention

Part 2.10

./

§264.31

Design and operation of facility

Part 2.1

./

§264.32

Required equipment

Part 2.10.1
Attachment D

§264.33
§264.34

§270.14(b )(9)

Yes

Testing and maintenance of
equipment
Access to communication/alarm
system

./

Part 2.10.2
Attachment E-1a

./

Attachment E-1a
Part 2.10.3

./

§264.35

Required aisle space

Part 2.10.4

./

§264.37

Arrangements with local authorities

Attachment D-4a(3)

./

§264.17(a-c)

Prevention of accidental ignition or
reaction of ignitable. reactive, or
incompatible wastes

Part 2.9

Traffic pattern, volume, and controls,
for example:

Attachment A4

§270.14(b)(10)

./

Identification of turn lanes
Identification of traffic/stacking lanes,
if appropriate
Description of access road surface
Description of access road loadbearing capacity
./

Identification of traffic controls
§270.14(b)

§264.18(a)

(11 )(i) and (ii)

§270.14(b)(11 )(iii-v)

§270.14(b)

§264.18(b)

Seismic standard applicability and
requirements

100-year floodplain standard

Attachment G2-2.2
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

./

Attachment A1-1c(1)
Renewal App. Sep.
2009,270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

./
./

§264.16(a-e)

Personnel training program

Part 2.8
Attachment F

§270.14(b)(13)

264 Subpart G

Closure and post-closure plans

Part6 & 7
Attachment G & H

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.111

Closure performance standard

Attachment G-1 a

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(a), (b)

Written content of closure plan

Attachment G-1

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(c)

Amendment of closure plan

Part 6.3
Attachment G-1d(4)

./

§270.14(b )( 13)

§264.112(d)

Notification of partial and final closure

Attachment G-2a

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(e)

Removal of wastes and
decontamination/dismantling of
equipment

Attachment G-1e(2)

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.113

Time allowed for closure

Part 6.5
Attachment G-1d

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.114

Disposal/decontamination

Part 6.6
Attachment G-1e(2)

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.115

Certification of closure

Part 6.7
Attachment G-2a

./

(12)

13

./
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

Added or Clarified Information
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPP Permit
Application

No

Yes

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.116

Survey plat

Part 6.8
Attachment G-2b

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.117

Post-closure care and use of property

Part 7.3
Attachment H-1a

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.118

Post-closure plan; amendment of plan

Part 7.5
Attachment H-1a (1)

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.178

Closure/containers

Part 6.9
Attachment A1-1h
Attachment G-1

./

Attachment A-4
Attachment D-1
Attachment G-1a

./

Part 7.3
Attachment G-1a(3)

./

Part 7.4
Attachment H-2

./

§270.14(b)(13)

§270.14(b)(13)
§270.14(b)(14)
§270.14(b)(15)

§270.14(b)(16)

§264.601

§264.603
§264.119

Environmental performance
standards-miscellaneous units

Post-closure care
Post-closure notices

§264.142

Closure cost estimate

NA

./

§264.143

Financial assurance

NA

./

§264.144

Post-closure cost estimate

NA

./

§264.145

Post-closure care financial assurance

NA

./

§270.14(b)(17)

§264.147

Liability insurance

NA

./

§270.14(b)(18)

§264.149-150

Proof of financial coverage

NA

./

Topographic map requirements
Map scale and date
Map orientation
Legal boundaries
Buildings
Treatment, storage, and disposal
operations

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

§270.14(b)(19)(i),
(vi), (vii), and (x)

Run-on/run-off control systems
Fire control facilities
§270.14(b)(19)(ii)

§270.14(b)(19)(iii)

§264.18(b)

./

100-year floodplain

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009,270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

Surface waters

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

§270.14(b)(19)(iv)

Surrounding land use

./

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009,270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

§270.14(b)(19)(v)

Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPP Permit
Application

Yes

No

Wind rose

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

./

Access controls

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

./

§270.14(b)(19)(ix)

Injection and withdrawal wells

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

./

§270.14(b)(19)(xi)

Drainage on flood control barriers

Attachment 82
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

./

§270.14(b)(19)(xii)

Location of operational units

Attachment 82

§270.14(b)(19)(viii)

§264.14(b)

Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements
§270.14(b )(20)

Other federal laws
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
National Historic Preservation Act
Endangered Species Act
Coastal Zone Management Act
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Executive Orders

§270.15

./

Attachment 8
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

./

§264 Subpart I

Containers

Part 3
Part 4.3
Attachment A1

./

§264.171

Condition of containers

Part 3.3
Attachment A1

./

§264.172

Compatibility of waste with containers

Part 3.4
Attachment A 1

./

§264.173

Management of containers

Part 3.5
Attachment A 1

./

§264.174

Inspections

Part 3.7
Attachment E-1
Attachment A1-1e

./
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)
§270.15(a)
§270.15(c)
§270.15(d)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)
§264.175
§264.176
§264.177
§264.178

§270.15(e)

§264.179

Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Description of Requirement

Containment systems

Section of the
WIPP Pennit
Application

Yes

No

Part 3.6
Attachment A1

./

Special requirements for ignitable or
reactive waste

Attachment A1-1g
Permit Part 2.1

./

Special requirements for incompatible
wastes

Attachment A1-1g
Permit Part 2.3.3.4

./

Closure

Part 6
Attachment G

./

Air emission standards

Part 4.4.2

./

Attachment N
§270.23

264 Subpart X

Miscellaneous units

Attachment G1.3.1

./

§270.23(a)

§264.601

Detailed unit description

Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2
Attachment L

./

§270.23(b)

§264.601

Hydrologic, geologic, and
meteorologic assessments

Part4
Part 5
Attachment A2
Attachment L

./

§270.23(c)

§264.601

§270.23(d)

§270.300)(2)

Part 1.3.1
Attachment A2-1

Potential exposure pathways

Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2
Attachment N
Attachment L

Demonstration of treatment
effectiveness

Part 4
Attachment A2
Attachment N

./

./

§264.602

Monitoring, analysis, inspection,
response, reporting, and corrective
action

Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2
Attachment E-1
Attachment N
Attachment L

./

§264.603

Post-closure care

Attachment H
Attachment H1

./

264 Subpart E

Manifest system, record keeping, and
reporting

Permit Part 1
Permit Part 2.13 &
2.14
Permit Part 4
Attachment C

./

§264.73(b)

Ground-water records

Part 1

./

264 Subpart F

Releases from solid waste
management units

Part 5 & 7
Attachment G2 & L

./

§264.90

Applicability

Part 5
Attachment L

./
./

§264.91

Required programs

Attachment L

§264.92

Ground-water protection standard

Attachment L

./

§264.93

Hazardous constituents

Attachment L

./
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPP Permit
Application

No

Yes

§264.94

Concentration limits

Part 5
Attachment L

./

§264.95

Point of compliance

Part 5
Attachment L

./

§264.96

Compliance period

Attachment L

./

§264.97

General ground-water monitoring
requirements

Part 5
Attachment L

./

§264.98

Detection monitoring program

Part 5
Attachment L

./

§264.99

Compliance monitoring program

Part 5
Attachment L

./

§264.100

Corrective action program

Part 5
Attachment L

./

§264.101

Corrective action for solid waste
management units

Part 8
Attachment L

./

264 Appendix IX

Ground-water Monitoring List

Part 5
Attachment L

./
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Table of Changes
Affected Permit Section
• Part 1, Condition 1.5.19.
• Part 4, Condition
4.5.3.2.

•

•

Section

•

Added "that is adjacent to a filled room"

B-3

Section

•

Added "that are adjacent to a filled room"

B-4

Section

•

Added "that are adjacent to a filled room"

B-4

Section

•

Deleted "The Permittees will notify NMED within
seven calendar days if either the minimum
running annual average mine ventilation
exhaust rate of 260,000 scfm or a minimum
active room ventilation rate of 35,000 scfm
when workers are present in the room are not
achieved."

B-4

Attachment 0, Section
0-3c(1)

•

Added "the Minimum Airflow for an"
Added "that is Adjacent to a Filled Room"
Deleted "Minimum Airflow"
Added "in an active room that is adjacent to a
filled room"
Added "that"
Deleted "(s)"
Added "Entry to restricted access active
disposal rooms for the purpose of establishing
normal ventilation (e.g., after a powerfailure)
will also be documented on the log sheet."
Deleted "Whenever the evaluation of the mine
ventilation monitoring program data identifies
that the ventilation rates specified in 0-3b(2)
have not been achieved, the"
Added "The"
Deleted "notify"

B-4
B-4
B-4
B-4

Part 4, Condition
4.6.4.3.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Attachment A2, Section
A2-2a(3)

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Page Number
B-2
B-2
B-2
B-2
B-2

Explanation of Change
Added definition for Filled Room
Deleted "active"
Deleted "the"
Added "an active"
Added "adjacent to a filled room"
Deleted "Notification"
Added "Evaluation"
Deleted "Whenever the evaluation of the mine
ventilation monitoring program data identifies
that the ventilation rates specified in Permit
Section 4.5.3.2 have not been achieved, the"
Added "The"
Deleted "writing within seven calendar days"
Added "the annual report specified in Permit
Section 4.6.4.2 whenever the evaluation of the
mine ventilation monitoring program data
identifies that the ventilation rates specified in
Permit Section 4.5.3.2 have not been achieved"
Added "that is adjacent to a filled room"
Deleted "The"
Added "Filled"
Deleted "that are filled with waste"
Deleted "the"
Added "adjacent"

Attachment 0,
0-1
Attachment 0,
0-2
Attachment 0,
0-3
Attachment 0,
0-3b(2)

•

Attachment 0, Section
0-3c(2)

•

Attachment 0, Section
0-5a

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

A-2

B-2
B-2
B-2

B-2
B-2
B-2

B-3
B-3

B-4
B-4
B-4

B-5

B-5
B-5

M,~R

Affected Permit Section

•
•
•

•
•
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Explanation of Change
Added "report to"
Deleted "writing within seven calendar days"
Added "the annual report specified in Permit
Section 4.6.3.2 whenever the evaluation of the
mine ventilation monitoring program data
identifies that the ventilation rates specified in
0-3b(2) have not been achieved"
Deleted "active room"
Added "for an active room that is adjacent to a
filled room"

A-3

Page Number

B-5
B-5
B-5

B-5
B-5
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Appendix B
Proposed Revised Permit Text
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Proposed Revised Permit Text:
1.5.19. Filled Room

"Filled Room" means a room in an Underground Hazardous Waste Disposal Unit as
described in Permit Part 4 that will no longer receive CH TRU mixed waste for
emplacement.

4.5.3.2. Ventilation

The Permittees shall maintain a minimum running annual average mine
ventilation exhaust rate of 260,000 standard fe /min and a minimum~
room ventilation rate of 35,000 standard ft 3/min when workers are present in
~an active room adjacent to a filled room, as specified in Permit
Attachment A2, Section A2-2a(3), "Subsurface Structures (Underground
Ventilation System Description)" and as required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR 264.601(c)).
4.6.4.3. Netifieetiea Evaluation Requirements
The Permittees shall calculate the running annual average mine ventilation exhaust rate
on a monthly basis. In addition, the Permittees shall evaluate compliance with the
minimum active room ventilation rate specified in Permit Section 4.5.3.2 on a monthly
basis. WheRever the evah:tetiea eftke HHfle •,reatilatiea ffl9fliteriag ~regraffl seta
iaeatifies tkat tke veatiletiea rates s~eeiaea ia Perfflit geetiea 4.5.3.2 ka•,re set eeea
aekie•,rea, tke The Permittees shall notify the Secretary in writiag withia se•,rea ealeaaar
8ayt7 the annual report specified in Permit Section 4.6.4.2 whenever the evaluation of the
mine ventilation monitoring program data identifies that the ventilation rates soecified in
Permit Section 4.5.3.2 have not been achieved.

A2-2a(3) Subsurface Structures

Underground Ventilation System Description

At any given time during waste emplacement activities, there may be significant
activities in multiple rooms in a panel. For example, one room may be receiving
CH TRU mixed waste containers, another room may be receiving RH TRU mixed
waste canisters, and the drilling of RH TRU mixed waste emplacement boreholes
may be occurring in another room. The remaining rooms in a panel will either be
completely filled with waste; be idle, awaiting waste handling operations; or being
(990 m 3 ) per
prepared for waste receipt. A minimum ventilation rate of 35,000

fe
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minute will be maintained in each room that is adjacent to a filled room where
waste disposal is taking place when workers are present in the room. This
quantity of air is required to support the numbers and types of diesel equipment
that are expected to be in operation in the area, to support the underground
personnel working in that area, and to exceed a minimum air velocity of 60 ft ( 18
m) per minute. The remainder of the air is needed in order to account for air
leakage through inactive rooms.
Air will be routed into a panel from the intake side. Air is routed through the
individual rooms within a panel using underground bulkheads and air regulators.
Bulkheads are constructed by erecting framing of rectangular steel tubing and
screwing galvanized sheet metal to the framing. Bulkhead members use
telescoping extensions that are attached to framing and the salt which adjust to
creep. Rubber or sheet metal attached to the bulkhead on one side and the salt
on the other completes the seal of the ventilation. Where controlled airflow is
required, a louver-style damper on a slide-gate (sliding panel) regulator is
installed on the bulkhead. Personnel access is available through most bulkheads,
and vehicular access is possible through selected bulkheads. Vehicle roll-up
doors in the panel areas are not equipped with warning bells or strobe lights
since these doors are to be used for limited periodic maintenance activities in the
return air path. Flow is also controlled using brattice cloth barricades. These
consist of chain link fence that is bolted to the salt and covered with brattice
cloth; and are used in instances where the only flow control requirement is to
block the air. A brattice cloth air barricade is shown in Figure A2-11. Ventilation
will be maintained only in all active rooms within a panel until waste
emplacement activities are completed and the panel-closure system is installed.
The air will be routed simultaneously through all the active rooms within the
panel. +R&-Filled rooms that are fillee with waste will be isolated from the
ventilation system, while #:\&-adjacent rooms that are actively being filled will
receive a minimum of 35,000 SCFM of air when workers are present to assure
worker safety. After all rooms within a panel are filled, the panel will be closed
using a closure system described Permit Attachment G and Permit Attachment
G1.
0-1

Definitions

Restricted Access: If the required ventilation rate in an active disposal room that is adjacent to a
filled room cannot be achieved or cannot be supported due to operational needs, access is
restricted by the use of barriers, signs and postings, or individuals stationed at the entrance to
the active disposal room when ventilation rates are below 35,000 scfm.
0-2

Objective

The objective of this plan is to describe how the ventilation requirements in the Permit will be
met. This plan achieves this objective and documents the process by which the Permittees
demonstrate compliance with the ventilation requirements by:
•

Maintaining an annual running average of 260,000 scfm through the underground
repository

B-3
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Maintaining a minimum of 35,000 scfm of air through the active disposal rooms that
are adjacent to a filled room when workers are present in the rooms

•

0-3

Design and Procedures

This section describes the four basic processes that make up the mine ventilation rate
monitoring plan:
•

Test and Balance, a periodic re-verification of the satisfactory performance of the
entire underground ventilation system and associated components

•

Monitoring and calculation of the Running Annual Average of the Total Mine Airflow to
verify achievement of the 260,000 scfm minimum requirement

•

Monitoring of active disposal room(s) that are adjacent to a filled room to ensure a
minimum flow of 35,000 scfm whenever workers are present in the room

0-3b(2)

Calculation of the Running Annual Average of Total Mine Airflow

The use of an average value of 730 hours per month in the monthly average calculation is
reasonable, given that all the numbers involved are very large and that the final use of the
monthly average flow is in an annual calculation. The PerFAittees will netity NMeD within seven
salenear says if either the ffiiniffi~FA r~nning ann~al average FAine ventilation exha~st rate of
260,000 ssfFA or a ffiiniffi~ffi astive reoffi ventilation rate of J5,000 ssfr:A ·.vhen workers are
present in the reor:A are not ashievee.
0-3c(1)

Verification of the Minimum Airflow for an Active Disposal Room that is Adjacent
to a Filled Room Miniffi~FA Airflow

Whenever workers are present in an active room that is adjacent to a filled room, the Permittees
shall verify the minimum airflow through that active disposal room(s1 of 35,000 scfm at the start
of each shift, any time there is an operational mode change, or if there is a change in the
ventilation system configuration.
0-3c(2)

Measurement and Calculation of the Active Waste Disposal Room Airflow

The operator shall compare the recorded acfm value with the minimum acfm value provided at
the top of the log sheet. The airflow shall be re-checked and recorded whenever there is an
operational mode change or a change in ventilation system configuration. Once the ventilation
rate has been recorded and verified to be at least the required minimum, personnel access to
the room is unrestricted in accordance with normal underground operating procedures. If the
required ventilation rate cannot be achieved, or cannot be supported due to operational needs,
access to the room shall be restricted. Those periods when active disposal room access is
restricted shall be documented on the log sheet for that active disposal room. Entry to restricted
access active disposal rooms for the puroose of establishing normal ventilation (e.g .. after a
power failure) will also be documented on the log sheet.
0-5a

Reporting

The Permittees shall submit an annual report to NMED presenting the results of the data and
analysis of the Mine Ventilation Rate Monitoring Plan. In the years that the Test and Balance is
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performed, the Permittees will provide a summary of the results in the annual report. The
Permittees shall calculate the running annual average mine ventilation rate on a monthly basis
and evaluate compliance with the minimum active room ventilation rate specified in 0-3b(2) on
a monthly basis. Whenever the evalblation of the ffiine ventilation monitoring ~rograffi eata
ieentifies that the ¥entilation rates s~esifiee in 0 39(2) have not 9een ashieved, the The
Permittees will ReQty-report to the Secretary in writing within seven salendar eaysthe annual
report specified in Permit Section 4.6.3.2 whenever the evaluation of the mine ventilation
monitoring program data identifies that the ventilation rates specified in 0-3bl2) have not been
achieved.
The Permittees shall calculate the running annual average mine ventilation rate on a monthly
basis and evaluate compliance with the minimum astive rooffi ventilation rate for an active room
that is adjacent to a filled room specified in 0-3b(2) on a monthly basis. Whenever the
evaluation of the mine ventilation monitoring program data identifies that the ventilation rates
specified in 0-3b(2) have not been achieved, the Permittees will notify the Secretary in writing
within seven calendar days.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ASER

Annual Site Environmental Report

CBFO
CFR

Carlsbad Field Office
Code of Federal Regulations

DMP
DOE
DQO

Detection Monitoring Program
U.S. Department of Energy
data quality objective

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

HWDU

Hazardous Waste Disposal Unit

NMAC
NMED

New Mexico Administrative Code
New Mexico Environment Department

Permit
PMR

Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
Permit Modification Request

QAO

quality assurance objective

RCRA

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

SOP

standard operating procedure

TOX
TRU

total organic halogen
transuranic

VandV

verification and validation

WIPP
WLMP
WTS

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Water Level Monitoring Program
Washington TRU Solutions LLC
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Overview of the Permit Modification Request
This document contains one Class 2 permit modification request (PMR) to the Hazardous
Waste Facility Permit (Permit) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) facility, Permit Number
NM4890139088-TSDF.
This PMR is being submitted by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Carlsbad Field Office
(CBFO) and Washington TRU Solutions LLC (WTS), collectively referred to as the Permittees,
in accordance with the Permit Part 1, Condition 1.3.1 (20.4.1.900 New Mexico Administrative
Code (NMAC) incorporating Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) §270.42(d)). The
following information specifically addresses how compliance has been achieved with the Permit
Part 1, Condition 1. 3. 1. for submission of this Class 2 PMR.
20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42(b)(1 )(i)), requires the applicant to
describe the exact change to be made to the permit conditions and supporting
documents referenced by the Permit.

1.

This PMR proposes to make changes to the groundwater monitoring program as described in
Permit Part 5 and Attachment L. The Table of Changes and redline/strikeout in Attachments A
and B of this modification, respectively, and the discussion below describe the exact changes to
be made to the Permit Conditions and supporting documents. These changes are being made
in accordance with the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan approved by the NMED on
August 5, 2011.
The PMR includes, but is not limited to, the items in the Groundwater Permit Modifcation Work
Plan described below:
•

Revise sources of confusion and ambiguities.
The Permit contains confusing references to the components of the groundwater
monitoring plan and to the various elements of the program. The modification request
proposes clarification by describing the program as the Groundwater Monitoring
Program consisting of two components: the Detection Monitoring Program (DMP) and
the Water Level Monitoring Program (WLMP). The DMP consists of six wells that are
sampled, analyzed, and reported annually. The WLMP consists of over 40 wells that are
measured monthly and reported semi-annually.

•

Specifically identify which wells are used for density measurements.
A new table, Attachment L, Table L-4, was added to identify the Culebra wells used for
obtaining density measurements.

-

Specify frequency for density measurements and assessment.
Attachment L, Section L-4c(1) was revised to specify the frequency for density
measurements as annually.

-

Specify how density measurements are performed.
Attachment L, Section L-4c(1), last paragraph, now describes the means of how
measurements are performed.

·"-"'.
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Include a specific list of wells that must be monitored for water levels.
-

Exclude non-Culebra wells from those required for water level measurements.

A new table, Attachment L, Table L-4, lists the Culebra wells for water level
monitoring. Non-Culebra wells have been excluded.
•

Remove all references to the non-Culebra sampling well identified as WQSP-6A.

This change was made when the Permit was renewed in 2010. Therefore, no change is
being proposed.
•

Clarify the need for, and use of, written procedures for both field work and non-field
work, including the procedure for developing a potentiometric surface map annually.

The sections listed below were revised to clarify the need for, and use of, written
procedures (referred to as standard operating procedures or SOPs) for both field work
and non-field work:
Attachment L, Sections L-1, L-4c(1), L-4c(1)(i), L-4c(1)(ii), L-4c(2)(ii), L-4c(2)(iii),
L-4c(2)(iv), L-4c(2)(v), L-4d(1), L-4d(2), L-7a, L-7a(4),L-7c, L-7d, L-7e, L-7f, L-7i, L7h, and Table L-3.
In addition, the SOP descriptions were removed from the text, updated, and included as
the new Table L-3. The procedure for developing a potentiometric surface map was
added to Attachment L, Section L-5c.
•

Clarify the data quality objectives section and explain the data quality objectives and
quality assurance objectives and the difference between the quality assurance
objectives for field work and laboratory analysis.

The data quality objectives (DQOs) and quality assurance objectives (QAOs) are clearly
identified, revised, and separated into Attachment L, Sections L-7a(1), Data Quality
Objectives, and new Section L-7a(2), Quality Assurance Objectives. These changes
clearly define the DQOs for each Groundwater Monitoring Program component and
clarify the associated QAOs.
•

Remove specificity regarding departments and organizations and replace those terms
with "the Permittees."

Attachment L, Section L-7, Project Organization and Responsibilities, has been deleted.
References to departments, organizations, and titles referenced in Attachment L are
replaced with "Permittees."
The sections that were revised are listed below:
Attachment L, Sections L-4c(2)(i), L-4c(2)(ii), L-4c(2)(iii}, L-4c(2)(v), L-4c(3), L-5(a),
L-5(b), and L-5(c).
Updated the organization that performs data verification and validation (V and \1 in
Attachment L, Section L-4c(3).
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•

Add background values from the "Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act Background Groundwater Quality Baseline Report" and Addendum 1,
IT Corporation, July 2000, to be used for making statistical determinations of
contamination.
This change was made when the Permit was renewed in 2010. Therefore, no change is
being proposed.

•

Separate parameters from constituents so that general chemistry parameters (e.g., pH,
calcium) are separated from the hazardous constituents.
This change was made when the Permit was renewed in 2010.

•

Clarify serial sampling requirements including the following:
-

Remove several field parameters that are not indicators of stabilization, such as
chloride, divalent cations, alkalinity, total iron, and Eh.
This change was made in Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii).

-

Remove the bubbler line requirements.
This change was made in Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i).

-

Restrict serial sampling for stabilization to no more than three well bore volumes.
This change was made in Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i) and L-4c(2)(ii).

•

Change the frequency of performing groundwater sampling and analysis to an annual
basis rather than semi-annually.
-

Change the frequency of reporting to annually rather than semi-annually.
The modification includes clarification regarding when sampling data will be
submitted. The Permittees are proposing annual sampling instead of semi-annual
sampling based on 15 years of data that show little or no change in constituent
concentrations. The Permittees are proposing a specific date that the report will be
due to the NMED.
A November submittal will be in the form of an "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report"
which includes the Annual Culebra Groundwater sampling results.
See Part 5, Conditions 5.5, 5.5.1, 5.10.2.1, 5.10.2.2, 5.10.2.3, Attachment L,
Sections L-4a, L-4c(3), L-4e(4), L-5b, L-5c, Table L-2.

•

Change the frequency of reporting water level values to twice per year rather than
monthly.
The details of the proposed changes with regard to WLMP reporting are as follows:
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•

Effective on the first reporting date after approval of the PMR, the Permittees will
provide a groundwater level report to the NMED semi-annually according to the
following schedule:
1. In May for groundwater level measurements taken between August 1 and
January 31.

2. In November for groundwater level measurements taken between February 1
and July 31. The Permittees will combine the November water level data with
the November "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report. "
3. Each semi-annual report will include a hydrograph for each Culebra
monitoring well. The hydrograph will show both uncorrected (as measured)
and corrected (to equivalent freshwater) heads.
4. Each semi-annual report will include a hydrograph for each Culebra
monitoring well beginning with the 2005 sampling year and displaying at least
five years of continuous measurement.

5. In the November "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report," the Permittees will
provide a Culebra Potentiometric Surface Map, corrected to equivalent
freshwater heads.
See Part 5, Conditions 5.10.2.2, 5.10.2.3, Attachment L, Sections L-4a, L-4c(1),
L-4c(1)(ii), L-5.

-

Include enhanced interpretation in the form of annotated hydrographs.
Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)(ii) was revised to stipulate that the semi-annual
groundwater reports will include annotated hydrographs and trend analysis.

•

Include flow rate and direction determination in the annual detection monitoring report.
The Permittees have clarified that flow rate and direction determinations will be included
in the "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report" required by Attachment L, Section L-5c.
Only the downgradient wells could trigger actions leading to compliance monitoring.
Based on transport modeling, the only wells that would likely intercept a contaminant
plume are downgradient wells WQSP 4 to 6 from the WIPP shaft area. These wells are
located between the shafts and the facility boundary such that detection would occur
long before any contamination would reach the boundary. The Culebra water surface
mapping method, employed by the Permittees to demonstrate flow rate and direction,
will provide a periodic demonstration that the flow paths continue to be in the direction of
these downgradient wells.

-

Remove the "Annual Site Environmental Report" (ASER) as a means of reporting
flow rate and direction.
The PMR proposes to remove the ASER as a Permit deliverable and report the
relevant groundwater flow rate and direction in the "Annual Culebra Groundwater
Report."
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The PMR proposes to remove requirements to report radionuclide analytical results
annually to the NMED. These are not measured under the Permit and were
previously provided as part of the ASER.

See Part 5, Condition 5.10.2.3, Attachment L, Sections L-4c(3), L-4e(4), L-5b, L-5c.
•

Revise the statistical process for data analysis to be consistent with 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR 264.97(h)).
The PMR clarifies how temporal and spatial analyses and statistical evaluations are
performed.
See Attachment L, Sections L-4e, L-4e(1), L-4e(2), L-4e(3).

•

Update figures, tables, and text with current information.
The PMR proposes to remove obsolete content throughout Part 5 and Attachment L.
This includes conditions in the Permit that only applied to the initial baseline sampling
and are no longer required. This language is proposed for deletion and past-tense
statements are either completed or are made current.

•

Describe the methodology for generation of the Culebra Potentiometric Surface Map
whereby the Permittees determine the groundwater flow rate and direction annually in
accordance with 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 264.98(e)).
In Attachment L, Section L-5c, Bullet #7 clarifies the methodology for groundwater
surface elevations including how the potentiometric map is determined and drawn. The
Permittees have proposed a procedure for generating the potentiometric map that is
required by the Permit. This procedure is designed to reflect the most recent
hydrological information regarding the Culebra and uses the most recent water level
measurements and water densities. The Permittees propose that the potentiometric map
be generated using the following steps:
-

Examine hydrographs to identify the month having the largest number of Culebra
water levels available with the fewest wells affected by pumping or other
anthropogenic events.

-

Convert water levels from the subject month to equivalent freshwater heads using
fluid densities appropriate to the date.

-

Fit the trend surface through freshwater heads.

-

Extrapolate the trend surface to the boundaries of the model domain used for the
current Performance Assessment Baseline Calculations (PABCs) and define initial
fixed-head boundary conditions based on the trend surface.

-

Using the ensemble-average Culebra transmissivity field used for the current PABC,
optimize the model boundary heads to improve the fit of the model to the freshwater
heads at the wells using optimization software interactively with MODFLOW.

-

Run MODFLOW with optimal boundary conditions fit.
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Contour MODFLOW head results on WIPP site.
Compute the particle path and travel time from the Waste Handling Shaft to the LWA
Boundary.
-

Data analysis that will accompany the potentiometric surface map will include:
•

Measured versus modeled scatter plot diagram

•

Frequency of modeled head residuals

•

Modeled residual freshwater head at each well

•

Explanations for modeled misfit residuals greater than 16.4 feet (5 meters).

Other Proposed Changes
The Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan states, "The PMR will include, but will not
necessarily be limited to the modifications ... " Therefore, the Permittees propose these changes
that are not specifically listed in the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan.
•

Clarify the contents of the Operating Record versus what will be retained on file at the
facility but not in the Operating Record.
The Permittees are clarifying which records are required to be in the Operating Record
(20.4.1.501 NMAC, incorporating 40 CFR 264. 73) versus those that will be kept on file at
the facility.

•

The Permittees are deleting the reference to Teflon and replacing it with "inert material."
See Attachment L, Sections in L-4c(2).

•

The Permittees have added a clarification that the analytical laboratory may request
sample containers, volumes, and holding times that are different than those listed in
Table L-6.
See Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

•

The Permittees have combined the Request for Analysis and Chain of Custody example
forms into one form.
See Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v) and Figure L-13.

•

The Permittees are deleting the requirement for non-dedicated sample collection lines
and referring the cleaning of other non-dedicated components to SOPs.
See Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii).

•

The Permittees are proposing the removal of total organic halogen (TOX) as a
parameter.
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See Part 5, Condition 5.4, Table 5.4.a, and Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii).

•

The Permittees are proposing to change the baseline value for methylene chloride to five
micrograms per liter (tJg/L).
See Part 5, Table 5.6.

•

The following editorial changes are proposed throughout Part 5 and Attachment L:
The Permittees are proposing to standardize the term "ground-water" and
"ground water" to the term "groundwater."
The Permittees are proposing to eliminate "branching from the main sample
line ... " in Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii) because it is redundant to text in
Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i).

2.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42(b)(1)(ii)), requires the applicant to
identify that the modification is a Class 2 modification.

This is a Class 2 modification for the reasons listed below:
•

"Changes in ground-water sampling or analysis procedures or monitoring schedule, with
prior approval of the director... 11" pursuant to 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating
40 CFR §270.42, Appendix I, C. Ground-water protection, Item 2). The NMED provided
prior approval of the classification with the approval of the Groundwater Permit
Modification Work Plan.

•

"Changes in the indicator parameters, hazardous constituents, or concentration limits
(including ACLs): b. as specified in the detection monitoring program ... 2" pursuant to
20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42, Appendix I, C. Ground-water
protection, Item 5.b).

3.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42(b)(1)(iii)), requires the applicants
to explain why the modification is needed.

This PMR is needed to comply with the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan, approved
by the NMED on August 5, 2011. The following discussion provides a brief explanation of why
the changes are required by the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan. The exact change
that is being made is described in Item 1 above and the attached redline/strikeout text in
Attachment B. The following discussion is formatted to follow the Groundwater Permit
Modification Work Plan.
•

Revise sources of confusion and ambiguities.
The first item in the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan deals with ambiguities
and confusion in the Permit with regard to the implementation of groundwater monitoring
at the WIPP facility. The Permittees identified several specific examples of these
sources and listed them in the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan.
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The first item in the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan deals with ambiguities
and confusion in the Permit with regard to the implementation of groundwater detection
monitoring requirements at the WIPP facility. Eliminating the sources of confusion and
ambiguity is required to facilitate compliance with Permit and with Item 10.a. of the
NMED stipulated Final Order NO. HWB-09-47. The Permittees identified specific
examples of these sources and listed them in the Groundwater Permit Modification Work
Plan. Ambiguities and confusing text dealt with areas such as groundwater well
designation, water level measurement, procedures, data quality objectives, quality
assurance objectives, and organizational responsibilities. However, before dealing with
these specific sources, it is necessary to clarify the W/PP groundwater DMP and its
program components to eliminate confusion with regard to what program components
are used for compliance with various requirements.
Clarifying the program as the Groundwater Monitoring Program consisting of two
components, the DMP and the WLMP, which eliminates confusion with regard to what
program components are used to satisfy various requirements. Language in the Permit
refers to the overall program and all wells as being the DMP. However, in other places,
the DMP wells are limited to only the wells that are sampled and analyzed. In order to
correct this, the Permittees are proposing language that defines the overall program as
the Groundwater Monitoring Program with two components, the DMP and the WLMP.
Each component has its own set of measurement wells and measurement activities and
associated DQOs. The DMP consists of six wells that are sampled and analyzed
annually to determine if contamination has been released from the disposal units. The
WLMP consists of over 40 wells that are measured monthly and reported semi-annually
to determine if assumptions regarding groundwater flow and direction remain valid.
•

Specifically identify which wells are used for density measurements.
A new table, Attachment L, Table L-4, was added to identify the Culebra wells used for
obtaining density measurements.
Density measurements are only relevant to Culebra water level determinations.
Previously, the number of wells used was defined generally as those available for
measurement. These wells included some that are too distant to have a meaningful
impact on the facility water level determination and some that were completed in
horizons other than the Culebra and had no impact on the water level mapping. The
Permittees have optimized (McKenna 2004) the number and location of wells for making
water level determinations and are proposing to establish these wells as a list in the
Permit that can only be changed via a permit modification. The list eliminates nonCulebra wells from the measurement schedule since these measurements are not used
to determine compliance with groundwater monitoring requirements of the Permit.
In addition, language has been clarified to ensure that the water levels are measured
monthly, that densities are measured annually, that acceptable methods are used for
making measurements, and that new density data are used in correcting measured
water levels to freshwater heads. This language ensures that semi-annual and annual
data submittals are of acceptable quality and are presented in a consistent manner that
makes comparison of results over time possible. The measurement methodology and
the procedure for drawing the maps (discussed subsequently) also ensure consistency
between the data reported to the NMED for Permit compliance and data reported to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
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This change is required to clarify specifically what wells are used to obtain density
measurements.

-

Specify frequency for density measurements and assessment.
Attachment L, Section L-4c(1) was revised to specify the frequency for density
measurements as annually.
The language in the Permit does not reflect the original intent of the Groundwater
Monitoring Program to evaluate density annually. The language has been clarified to
require measurement and evaluation annually.

-

Specify how density measurements are performed.
Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 ), last paragraph, now describes the means of how
measurements are performed.
This clarification is required to provide instructions on how density measurements
can be consistently performed. Measurement will be made using a hydrometer for
DMWs, mobile pressure transducer for redundant wells, and fixed transducers in
other wells. Calculations are presented in Attachment L, Section L-4c(1).

•

Include a specific list of wells that must be monitored for water levels.
-

Exclude non-Culebra wells from those required for water level measurements.
A new table, Attachment L, Table L-41ists all Culebra wells for water level
monitoring, excluding non-Culebra wells.
Some confusion exists in the Permit regarding which wells are to be sampled or
measured. The Permittees have clarified this by providing a Jist of Culebra wells for
both the DMP and the WLMP (new Attachment L, Table L-4). Non-Culebra wells
have been excluded because they provide no data for detection monitoring.

•

Clarify the need for, and use of, written procedures for both field work and non-field
work, including the procedure for developing a potentiometric surface map annually.
The sections listed below were revised to clarify the need for, and use of, written
procedures for both field work and non-field work:
Attachment L, Sections L-1, L-4c(1), L-4c(1)(i), L-4c(1 )(ii), L-4c(2)(ii), L-4c(2)(iii), L4c(2)(iv), L-4c(2)(v), L-4d(1), L-4d(2), L-7a, L-7a(4),L-7c, L-7d, L-7e, L-7f, L-7i, L-7h,
and Table L-3.
In addition, the procedure descriptions were removed from the text, updated, and
included as new Table L-3. The procedure for developing a potentiometric surface map
was added to Attachment L, Section L-5c.
Another source of confusion in the Permit has to do with procedures needed to conduct
the Groundwater Monitoring Plan. The Permit lists specific procedures needed for field
activities but is silent with regard to non-field procedures used to analyze and map
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groundwater data. Language regarding procedures is ambiguous. In order to eliminate
this ambiguity, the Permittees are proposing a list of field and non-field procedures and
description of the process (procedure) for producing the annual potentiometric surface
map.

a

This approach accomplishes three objectives. First, it satisfies the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations that specify that certain
groundwater activities be performed in accordance with procedures and that personnel
be trained to those procedures and use them during monitoring activities. This table lists
the minimum RCRA requirements that are to be included in procedures. Second, it
removes the details of the procedures from the Permit, thereby giving the Permittees the
flexibility to change procedures to accommodate administrative changes or changes in
sampling or analytical methods without having to seek a permit modification. Preparing,
using, and controlling SOPs is mandated at the WIPP facility by the DOE quality
assurance requirements. Standard operating procedures may change frequently as the
DOE requirements change. By listing specific SOPs by number and title in the Permit,
the Permittees find themselves in a position where implementing changes, even
administrative ones, may be delayed because of the need to modify the Permit first. In
order to overcome this, the Permittees are proposing to list the specific items that must
be included in facility SOPs, and committing to have the current version of the SOP on
file for the NMED to examine at any time. In this way, the Permit controls the essential
content of the SOP while the Permittees control the administration for the SOP. Third, it
enhances the enforceability of the program by removing any question regarding which
SOPs are in place and are being followed by the Permittees with regard to the
Groundwater Monitoring Program.

•

Clarify the data quality objectives section and explain data quality objectives and quality
assurance objectives and the difference between quality assurance objectives for field
work and for laboratory analysis.
The DQOs and QAOs are clearly identified, revised, and separated into Attachment L,
Sections L-7a(1 ), Data Quality Objectives, and new Section L-7a(2), Quality Assurance
Objectives. These changes clearly define the DQOs for each Groundwater Monitoring
Program component and clarifies the QAOs.
The Permit confuses DQOs and QAOs and fails to distinguish between QAOs applicable
to field measurements and those applicable to laboratory analysis. In addition, the
clarification of the Groundwater Monitoring Program, consisting of two separate
components, leads to the need to state a DQO for each component. While the program
has been operating under a consistent set of QAOs, specifying them in the Permit
ensures consistency for future Groundwater Monitoring Program activities. Furthermore,
clearly stated QAOs and DQOs aligns the program with EPA Guidance which
encourages this.

•

Remove specificity regarding departments and organizations and replace those terms
with "the Permittees."
Deleted entire section of former Permit, Attachment L, Section L-7, Project Organization
and Responsibilities. Deleted all references to departments, organizations, and titles
referenced in former Attachment L, Section L-7 throughout Attachment Land replaced
with Permittees.
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The sections that were revised are listed below:
Attachment L, Sections L-4c(2)(i), L-4c(2)(ii), L-4c(2)(iii), L-4c(2)(v), L-4c(3),L-5(a),L5(b),L-5(c), L-7a(3).
Changed organizational titles to the more generic "Permittees" where applicable in
Attachment L.
When the Groundwater Program was initially placed in the Permit, it was based on an
internal WIPP facility implementation plan which included specific organization and
position names. As a result, there are numerous places in the Permit where
unnecessary detail regarding position titles and organizations is provided. While this is
important at the facility level as part of an implementation plan, it is not needed in the
Permit, and creates an administrative burden to the extent that if the organizational
names or functions change at the facility, a Permit modification is necessary. Therefore,
in an effort to focus the Permit on the requirements and to leave the details for
implementation to the Permittees internal programs and processes, changes such as
this are being proposed.

Updated the organization that performs data V and V.
This change is necessary because previously the Permittees contracted data V & V to a
subcontractor, the text reflected this activity. The Permittees now perform V & V in house
and much of the language that applies to managing subcontractors does not apply.
Instead, an SOP for V&V is listed in Attachment L, Table L-3 to ensure the proper V&V.

•

Clarify serial sampling requirements including the following:
-

Remove several field parameters that are not indicators of stabilization, such as
chloride, divalent cations, alkalinity, total iron, and Eh.
See Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii).
Another area addressed by the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan regards
serial sampling. The Permit requires the measurement of chloride divalent cations,
alkalinity, total iron, Eh, pH, specific conductance, temperature, and specific gravity
as parameters that may be used to determine field stabilization of Culebra
groundwater prior to final sampling. After over 15 years of sampling experience, the
Permittees have determined that certain changes are appropriate to facilitate
sampling and to remove unneeded sampling activity. Specifically, the Permittees are
proposing to change how field stabilization is determined prior to taking a final
sample for analysis. Based on field experience with the DMP, the Permittees have
identified that pH, specific conductance, temperature, and specific gravity are the
most diagnostic indicators of groundwater condition and are easily measured in the
field. Other parameters are significantly more difficult to measure and, in the case of
iron, have little meaning with regard to the current well configuration (iron was
important when the Permittees were using iron cased wells).

-

Remove the bubbler line requirements.
See Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i).
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The bubbler line requirements are redundant to the water level probe. Bubbler
technology is now obsolete.
-

Restrict serial sampling for stabilization to no more than three well bore volumes.
See Attachment L, Sections L-4c(2)(i) and L-4c(2ii).
The Permittees are proposing to restrict the volume of water to be pumped from a
well prior to sampling, to no more than three well bore volumes or when field
parameters meet the stablility requirements in the Permit, whichever occurs first in
order to be consistent with the EPA RCRA Ground-Water Monitoring Technical
Enforcement Guidance Document (EPA/530/SW-861055, September 1986) and to
avoid unnecessary pumping of groundwater.

•

Change the frequency of performing groundwater sampling and analysis to an annual
basis rather than semi-annually.
As part of the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan, the Permittees have
evaluated the frequency for groundwater sampling and reporting. The cumulative results,
which can be found in the most recent data report, indicates that there has been no
significant change in the nature of the Culebra water and no indication of contamination
leading to the conclusion that annual sampling will be adequate. Reporting is proposed
to be reduced to annually as well.
-

Change the frequency of reporting to annually rather than semi-annually.
These changes are being made because the data shows limited variability in
sampling events and no indication of contamination resulting from TRU waste
management. Furthermore, many of the parameters are non-detects. Therefore,
semi-annual reporting is not necessary.

•

Change the frequency of reporting water level values to twice per year rather than
monthly.
Water level data shows minimal variability therefore, monthly reporting is not necessary
and semi-annual reporting is adequate.
-

Include enhanced interpretation in the form of annotated hydrographs.
Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii) was revised to stipulate that the semi-annual
groundwater reports will include annotated hydrographs and trend analysis.
The NMED has reported that the current format, while compliant with the Permit, is
not as useful as a semi-annual report with hydrographs.

•

Include flow rate and direction determination in the annual detection monitoring report.
Because the Permittees are proposing to remove the ASER as described below as the
vehicle for reporting flow rate and direction, the "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report"
will now include this information. In addition, the Permittees are only reporting on
downgradient wells because they are the only ones that can trigger actions leading to
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compliance monitoring. Based on transport modeling, the wells that would likely intercept
a contaminant plume are WQSP 4 to 6. These wells are located between the shafts and
the facility boundary such that detection would occur before any contamination would
reach the boundary. The conceptual models now employed by the Permittees to
demonstrate flow rate and direction will provide a periodic demonstration that the flow
paths continue to be in the direction of these downgradient wells.
The other wells are upgradient from the release point and could not be contaminated by
releases from the repository, therefore using them to trigger compliance monitoring is
not appropriate.
-

Remove the ASER as a means of reporting flow rate and direction.
Removed the ASER and replaced with the "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report."
The requirement to submit the ASER is deleted since the ASER was previously the
vehicle for submitting the water level sampling contour map. Now separate water
level reports are proposed for submittal.
Removed requirements to report radionuclide analytical results annually to the
NMED as a consequence of deleting the requirement to submit the ASER. The
requirement to report radionuclide data is also deleted.
This information is not collected under the Permit and was available because it was
contained in the ASER. With the deletion of the ASER as a deliverable, these data
are proposed for deletion from the Permit.

•

Revise the statistical process for data analysis to be consistent with 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR 264.97(h)).
Clarified how temporal and spatial analysis and statistical evaluations are performed.
See Attachment L, Sections L-4e, L-4e(1 ), L-4e(2), L-4e(3).
Another area addressed by the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan has to do
with the removal of obsolete requirements from the Permit. Much of the statistical
analysis portion of the permit is aimed at establishing the baseline statistics for ongoing
comparisons to determine if a release has occurred. This information is no longer
needed since the baseline has been established and has been incorporated into the
Permit. The Permit was written with the assumption that there would be detectable
constituents and that they can be represented as distributions making statistical analysis
possible. In reality, no organic constituents have been detected so that the values are
set at the minimum detection level for the analysis. This limits use of predictive statistics
for comparisons. To compensate, the Permittees do comparisons to the baseline value
to determine if the analytical result is "over or under" the baseline. Using this approach,
most of the statistical discussion is not needed. Furthermore, by specifying that for
constituents with distributions (such as metals), a statistical method will be used; the
Permit accomplishes the goal of forcing a statistical analysis without the extensive detail
in the text.

•

Update figures, tables and text with current information.
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Removed obsolete content throughout Part 5 and Attachment L including conditions in
the Permit that only applied to the initial baseline sampling and are no longer required.
This language is proposed for deletion and past-tense statements are either completed
or are made current.
In addition, figures and tables are being revised to reflect current information and
proposed Permit text.
•

Describe the methodology for generation of the Culebra Potentiometric Surface Map
whereby the Permittees determine the groundwater flow rate and direction annually in
accordance with 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 264.98(e)).
This methodology is being proposed to ensure development of consistent potentiometric
surface maps.

Other Proposed Changes
The Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan recognizes that the Permittees may need to
make other changes to the Groundwater Monitoring Plan in addition to those specifically
identified in the Groundwater Permit Modification Work Plan. These "Other Changes" include
the following:
•

The Permittees are moving records which are not required to be maintained in the
Operating Record (20.4.1.501 NMAC, incorporating 40 CFR 264. 73) to facility files.
This change is needed to ensure that the appropriate records are being maintained in
the Operating Record.

•

The Permittees are proposing to change the sampling line from Teflon® to an inert
material.
This change is being proposed because sampling line materials other than Teflon® are
inert, less costly, and functionally equivalent.

•

The Permittees are clarifying that the analytical laboratory may request sample
containers, volumes, and holding times that are different than those listed in Attachment
L, Table L-6.
This change is required so that the samples are submitted in a manner that is
compatible with the requirements of the analytical laboratory.

•

The Permittees are proposing to combine the Request for Analysis and Chain of
Custody example forms into one form.
This change is being proposed to the form to minimize the administrative burden without
loss of any required information. Using this form combines identifying the laboratory
analytical request and chain of custody into one form.

•

The Permittees are deleting the requirement for non-dedicated sample collection lines
and referring the cleaning of other non-dedicated components to SOPs.
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This change is being proposed because the Permittees do not use non-dedicated
sample collection lines and the cleaning process is specified in SOPs.

•

The Permittees are proposing the removal of TOX as an indicator parameter.
The analytical results for TOX have resulted in low and variable concentrations in the
DMP. The analysis is extremely difficult to perform on WIPP groundwater due to high
chloride content. Deletion will reduce this analytical burden without reducing the
effectiveness of the DMP. Halogenated organic compounds are analyzed using GC/MS
and have not been detected.

•

The Permittees are proposing to change the baseline value for methylene chloride to five
micrograms per liter (IJg/L).
The value in the Permit of three micrograms per liter is not supported by the data
collected as part of the baseline sampling program and appears to be in error. The
proposed value is consistent with NMED screening levels for water and the minimum
detection limit for this compound.

•

The Permittees are making numerous editorial changes throughout Part 5 and
Attachment L and deleting redundant text.
For example the Permittees are proposing to standardize the term "ground-water" and
"ground water" to the term "groundwater." Also, as an example, the Permittees are
proposing to eliminate "branching from the main sample line ... " in Attachment L, Section
L-4c(2)(iii) because it is redundant to text in Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i).
Such editorial changes are being made to make the Permit text consistent.

4.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.42 (b}(1}(iv)), requires the applicant
to provide the applicable information required by 40 CFR §§270.13 through 270.21,
270.62 and 270.63.

The attached regulatory crosswalk describes those portions of the Permit that are affected by
this PMR. Where applicable, regulatory citations in this modification reference Title 20, Chapter
4, Part 1, NMAC, revised March 1, 2009, incorporating the CFR, Title 40 (40 CFR Parts 264 and
270). 40 CFR §§270.16 through 270.22, 270.62, 270.63 and 270.66 are not applicable at the
WIPP. Consequently, they are not listed in the regulatory crosswalk table. 40 CFR §270.23 is
applicable to the WIPP Hazardous Waste Disposal Units (HWDUs). This modification does not
impact the conditions associated with the HWDUs.
5.

20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §270.11(d}(1} and 40 CFR §270.30(k)),
requires any person signing under paragraph a and b must certify the document
in accordance with 20.4.1.900 NMAC.

The transmittal letter for this PMR contains the signed certification statement in accordance with
Part 1, Condition 1.9 of the Permit.
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Regulatory Crosswalk
Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

Added or Clarified Information
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPPPermit
Application

Yes

No

§270.13

Contents of Part A penn it application

Attachment 8 Part A

./

§270.14(b)(1)

General facility description

Attachment A

./

Part 2.3.1
Attachment C

./

Part 2.3.1.1

./

§270.14(b)(2)

§264.13(a)

Chemical and physical analyses

§270.14(b )(3)

§264.13(b)

Development and implementation of
waste analysis plan

§264.13(c)

Off-site waste analysis requirements

Attachment C
Part 2.2.1
Attachment C

§270.14(b)(5)

§270.23(a)(2)

§264.15(a-d)

General inspection requirements

Part 2.7
Attachment E-1a

./

§264.174

Container inspections

Attachment E-1b(1)

./

§264.602

Miscellaneous units inspections

Attachment E-1b
Attachment E-1b(1)

./

Request for waiver from preparedness
and prevention requirements of Part
264 Subpart C

NA

§270.14(b)(6)

§270.14(b)(7)

./

264 Subpart D

Contingency plan requirements

Part 2.12
Attachment D

./
./

§264.51

Contingency plan design and
implementation

Part 2.12.1
Attachment D

./

§264.52 (a) & (c-f)

Contingency plan content

Attachment D

./

§264.53

Contingency plan copies

Part 2.12.2
Attachment D

./

§264.54

Contingency plan amendment

Part 2.12.3

./

Attachment D
§264.55

Emergency coordinator

Part 2.12.4
Attachment D-4a( 1)

./

Emergency procedures

Attachment D-4

./

Description of procedures. structures
or equipment for:

Attachment A

./

§270.14(b)(8)(i)

Prevention of hazards in unloading
operations (e.g., ramps and special
forklifts)

Part 2.11

§270.14(b)(8)(ii)

Runoff or flood prevention (e.g.,
benns, trenches, and dikes)

Attachment A1-1c(1)
Part 2.11

./

§270.14(b)(8)(iii)

Prevention of contamination of water
supplies

Part 2.11

./

§270.14(b)(8)(iv)

Mitigation of effects of equipment
failure and power outages

Part 2.11

./

§270.14(b )(8)(v)

Prevention of undue exposure of
personnel (e.g., personal protective
equipment)

Part 2.11

Prevention of releases to the
atmosphere

Part 2.11

§264.56
§270.14(b)(8)

§270.14(b)(8)(vi)

§264.601

§270.23(a)(2)

Part 2.11

Part 4.4
Attachment D-4e

./

./

./

Attachment G-1a
264 Subpart C

Preparedness and Prevention
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

§270.14(b)(9)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPPPennit
Application

§264.31

Design and operation of facility

Part 2.1

§264.32

Required equipment

Part 2.10.1
Attachment D

§264.33

Testing and maintenance of
equipment

Part 2.10.2
Attachment E-1a

§264.34

Access to communication/alarm
system

Attachment E-1a
Part 2.10.3

§264.35

Required aisle space

Part 2.10.4

§264.37

Arrangements with local authorities

Attachment D-4a(3)

§264.17(a-c)

Prevention of accidental ignition or
reaction of ignitable, reactive, or
incompatible wastes

Part 2.9

Traffic pattern, volume, and controls,
for example:
Identification of turn lanes
Identification of trafficfstacking lanes,
if appropriate
Description of access road surface
Description of access road loadbearing capacity
Identification of traffic controls

Attachment A4

§270.14(b)(10)

No

.,

.,
.,

.,

.,.,

.,
.,

§270.14(b)
(11 )(i) and (ii)

§264.18(a)

Seismic standard applicability and
requirements

Attachment G2-2.2
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

§270.14(b )(11 )(iii-v)

§264.18(b)

100-year floodplain standard

Attachment A1-1c(1)
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part 8:
General
Requirements

§270.14(b)(12)

§264.16(a-e)

Personnel training program

Part 2.8
Attachment F

§270.14(b)(13)

264 Subpart G

Closure and post-closure plans

Part6 & 7
Attachment G & H

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.111

Closure performance standard

Attachment G-1a

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(a), (b)

Written content of closure plan

Attachment G-1

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(c)

Amendment of closure plan

Part 6.3
Attachment G-1d(4)

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(d)

Notification of partial and final closure

Attachment G-2a

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.112(e)

Removal of wastes and
decontamination/dismantling of
equipment

Attachment G-1e(2)

§270.14(b )( 13)

§264.113

Time allowed for closure

Part 6.5
Attachment G-1d

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.114

Disposal/decontamination

Part 6.6
Attachment G-1e(2)

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.115

Certification of closure

Part 6.7
Attachment G-2a
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.,
.,
.,
.,
.,
.,
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Regulatory
Citation( s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation( s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)
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Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Section of the
WIPPPennit
Application

Description of Requirement

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.116

Survey plat

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.117

Post-closure care and use of property

§264.118

Post-closure plan; amendment of plan

../

Part 7.3

../

Part 7.5
Attachment H-1a (1)

§270.14(b)(13)

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.178

§264.601

Closure/containers

No

Part 6.8
Attachment G-2b
Attachment H-1a

§270.14(b)(13)

Yes

../

Part 6.9
Attachment A1-1h
Attachment G-1

../

Environmental perfonnance
standards-miscellaneous units

Attachment A-4
Attachment D-1
Attachment G-1 a

../

§270.14(b)(13)

§264.603

Post-closure care

Part 7.3
Attachment G-1a(3)

../

§270.14(b)(14)

§264.119

Post-closure notices

Part 7.4
Attachment H-2

../

§264.142

Closure cost estimate

NA

§264.143

Financial assurance

NA

§270.14(b)(16)

§264.144

Post-closure cost estimate

NA

§264.145

Post-closure care financial assurance

NA

../
../
../
../

§270.14(b)(17)

§264.147

Liability insurance

NA

../

§270.14(b)(18)

§264.149-150

Proof of financial coverage

NA

../

Topographic map requirements
Map scale and date
Map orientation
Legal boundaries
Buildings
Treatment, storage, and disposal
operations
Run-on/run-off control systems
Fire control facilities

Attachment 62
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009,270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

100-year floodplain

Attachment 62
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

../

Attachment 62
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

../

Attachment 62
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009,270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

../

§270.14(b)(15)

§270.14(b)(19)(i),
(vi), (vii}, and (x}

§270.14(b}(19}(ii}

§270.14(b}(19}(iii}

§270.14(b}(19}(iv}

§264.18(b}

Surface waters

Surrounding land use

18
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(&)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)

§270.14(b)(19)(v)

Added or Clarified Information
Description of Requirement

Section of the
WIPP Permit
Application

§264.14(b)

Injection and withdrawal wells

Drainage on flood control barriers

Location of operational units

./

Attachment B2
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

§270.14(b)(19)(xii)

./

Attachment B2
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

§270.14(b)(19)(xi)

./

Attachment B2

Access controls

Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements
§270.14(b)(19)(ix)

No

Attachment B2

Wind rose

Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009,270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements
§270.14(b)(19)(viii)

Yes

./

Attachment B2
Part A
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

§270.14(b)(20)

Other federal laws
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
National Historic Preservation Act
Endangered Species Act
Coastal Zone Management Act

Attachment B
Renewal App. Sep.
2009, 270.14
Contents of Part B:
General
Requirements

./

./

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Executive Orders
§270.15

§264 Subpart I

Containers

Part 3
Part4.3
Attachment A 1

./

§264.171

Condition of containers

Part 3.3
Attachment A 1

./

§264.172

Compatibility of waste with containers

Part 3.4

./

Attachment A1
§264.173

Management of containers

Part 3.5
Attachment A 1

§264.174

Inspections

Part 3.7
Attachment E-1
Attachment A 1-1 e
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)
§270.15(a)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)
§264.175

Added or Clarified lnfonnation
Description of Requirement

Containment systems

Section of the
WIPPPennit
Application

Yes

Part 3.6

./

Attachment A 1
§270.15(c)
§270.15(d)

§270.15(e)

Special requirements for ignitable or
reactive waste

Attachment A1-1g

Special requirements for incompatible
wastes

Attachment A1-1g

§264.178

Closure

Part 6
Attachment G

./

§264.179

Air emission standards

Part 4.4.2

./

§264.176
§264.177

./

Perm it Part 2.1

./

Permit Part 2.3.3.4

Attachment N
§270.23

No

264 Subpart X

Miscellaneous units

Part 1.3.1

./

Attachment A2-1
Attachment G1.3.1
§270.23(a)

§264.601

Detailed unit description

Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2

./

Attachment L
§270.23(b)

§264.601

Hydrologic, geologic, and
meteorologic assessments

Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2

./

Attachment L
§270.23(c)

§264.601

Potential exposure pathways

Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2
Attachment N

./

Attachment L
Demonstration of treatment
effectiveness

§270.23(d)

§264.602

Monitoring, analysis, inspection,
response, reporting, and corrective
action

Part 4

./

Attachment A2
Attachment N
Part 4
Part 5
Attachment A2
Attachment E-1
Attachment N

./

Attachment L
§264.603

Attachment H

Post-closure care

Attachment H1
264 Subpart E

Manifest system, record keeping, and
reporting

Permit Part 1
Permit Part 2.13 &
2.14

./

./

Permit Part 4
Attachment C
§270.30(j)(2)

§264.73(b)

Ground-water records

Part 1

./

264 Subpart F

Releases from solid waste
management units

Part 5 & 7

./

§264.90

Applicability

Attachment G2 & L
Part 5
Attachment L

§264.91

Required programs

Attachment L

§264.92

Ground-water protection standard

Attachment L

§264.93

Hazardous constituents

Attachment L

20
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Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 270)

Regulatory
Citation(s)
20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating
40 CFR Part 264)
§264.94

Added or Clarified Information
Description of Requirement

Concentration limits

Section of the
WIPPPermit
Application
Part 5
Attachment L

§264.95

Point of compliance

Part 5
Attachment L

Yes

No

./
./

§264.96

Compliance period

Attachment L

./

§264.97

General ground-water monitoring
requirements

Part 5
Attachment L

./

§264.98

Detection monitoring program

Part 5
Attachment L

§264.99

Compliance monitoring program

Part 5
Attachment L

§264.100

Corrective action program

§264.101

Corrective action for solid waste
management units

264 Appendix IX

Ground-water Monitoring List

./

Part 5
Attachment L

./

Part 8

./

Attachment L
Part 5
Attachment L

21
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Attachment A
Table of Changes
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Table of Changes
Explanation of Change

Affected Permit Section

Global

Changed "ground-water" and "ground water" to "groundwater"

Part 5, Section 5.3.2.

Deleted "10" from "Figure L-10" and replace with "7" to read "Figure L-7"

Part 5, Section 5.3.2.

Deleted "16" from "Figure L-16" and replace with "12" to read "Figure L-12"

Part 5, Section 5.4., Table 5.4.a

Deleted "Total organic halogen (TOH)"

Part 5, Section 5.4., Table 5.4.a

Replaced "Density" with "Specific Gravity"

Part 5, Section 5.4., Table 5.4.a

Deleted "Iron (Total Fe)"

Part 5, Section 5.5.

Deleted·, including background ground-water quality samples,·

Part 5, Section 5.5.1.

Deleted "semi" from "semiannually"

Part 5, Table 5.6

Replaced "3.00" with "5.00" for the Methylene chloride for WOSP wells 1
through 6

Part 5, Section 5.1 0.2.1.

Replaced "in compliance with the schedule on Table 5.10.2.1 below, and "with
"in the Annual Groundwater Report in November of each year"

Part 5, Section 5.10.2.1., Table
5.10.2.1

Deleted table

Part 5, Section 5.10.2.2.

Replaced "submitted within 30 calendar days after data are collected" with
"reported semiannually in May and November"

Part 5, Section 5.1 0.2.2.

Added "The November water level data shall be combined with the Annual
Groundwater Report specified in Permit Part 5.10.2.3."

Part 5, Section 5.10.2.3.

Deleted "and Radionuclide Sampling" from heading

Part 5, Section 5.10.2.3.

Added "(to include annotated hydrographs)"

Part 5, Section 5.10.2.3.

Deleted "and the results of radionuclide specific analysis of groundwaters
sampled from the DMWs"

Part 5, Section 5.10.2.3.

Replaced "Site Environmental" with "Culebra Groundwater"

Part 5, Section 5.10.2.3.

Replaced "by October 1" with "in November"

Attachment L, Global

Added ·Amended Renewal Application" before Addendum L

Attachment L, Global

Deleted·. Amended Renewal Application" after section numbers

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "/UNITS" to title

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "ASER Annual Site Environmental Report"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "ARIVR ApprovaiNariation Request"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Replaced "CofC Chain of Custody" with "CofC/RFA chain of custody request for
analysis"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "Dewey Lake Dewey Lake Redbeds Formation"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "DMW Detection Monitoring Wells"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "EM Environmental Monitoring"
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V
Affected Permit Section

Explanation of Change

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "ES&H Environmental, Safety, and Health Department"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "FEIS Final Environmental Impact Statement"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "(s)" to "gram"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "GWSP Groundwater Surveillance Program"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "LCSD lab control sample duplicate"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "LD limit of detection"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "Los Medafios Los Medafios Member of the Rustler Formation"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "Magenta Magenta Member of the Rustler"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "MOC Management and Operating Contractor"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "molal moles per kilogram"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "PRS Project Records Services"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "QAO Quality Assurance Objective"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "PABC Performance Assessment Baseline Calculation"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "RFA request for analysis"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "RIDS Records Inventory and Disposition Schedule"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "SAP Sampling and Analysis Plan"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "STLB sample tracking book"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "TOX total organic halogens"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Added "UTL V upper tolerance limit value"

Attachment L, List of
Abbreviations/Acronyms

Deleted "WQSP Water Quality Sampling Program"

Attachment L, Section L-1

·rss total suspended solids"

Replaced "is a geologic repository for the disposal of transuranic (TRU) waste"
with "facility is subject to regulation under Title 20 of the New Mexico
Administrative Code (NMAC), Chapter 4, Part 1, Subpart V (20.4.1.500 NMAC).
As required by 20.4.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.601 ), the
Permittees shall demonstrate that the environmental performance standards for
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Affected Permit Section

Explanation of Change
a miscellaneous unit, which are applied to the hazardous waste disposal units
(HWDUs) in the underground, will be mer

Attachment L, Section L-1

Deleted "The disposal horizon is located 2,150 feet (ft) (655 meters [m]) below
the land surface in the bedded salt of the Salado Formation (hereinafter
referred to as the Salado). At WIPP, water-bearing units occur both above and
below the disposal horizon. Ground-water monitoring of the uppermost aquifer
below the facility is not proposed at WIPP because that water-bearing unit (the
Bell Canyon Formation) is not considered a credible pathway for a release from
the repository. This is because the repository horizon and water-bearing
sandstones of the Bell Canyon Formation are separated by over 2000 ft (610
m) of very low-permeability evaporite sediments (Addendum L 1, Amended
Renewal Application (DOE, 2009)). No natural credible pathway has been
established for contaminant transport to aquifers below the repository horizon,
as there is no hydrologic communication between the repository and underlying
aquifer. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concluded in 1990
that natural vertical communication does not exist based on their review of
numerous studies (EPA, 1990). Furthermore, drilling boreholes for groundwater monitoring through the Salado and the Castile Formation (hereinafter
referred to as the Castile) into the Bell Canyon aquifer would compromise the
isolation properties of the repository medium."

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "The WIPP facility is located in Eddy County in southeastern New
Mexico (Figure L-1 ), within the Pecos Valley section ofthe southern Great
Plains physiographic province. The facility is 26 miles (mi) (42 kilometers [km])
east of Carlsbad, New Mexico, in an area known as Los Medaiios (the dunes).
Los Medaiios is a relatively flat, sparsely inhabited plateau with little water and
limited land uses."

Attachment L, Section L-1

Deleted "Disposal of TRU mixed waste in the WIPP facility is subject to
regulation under 20.4.1.500 NMAC. As required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR §264.601 ), the Permittees shall demonstrate that the
environmental performance standards for a miscellaneous unit, which are
applied to the hazardous waste disposal units (HWDUs) in the underground,
will be met."

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "The WIPP facility (Figure L-2) consists of 16 sections of Federal land in
Township 22 South, Range 31 East. The 16 sections of Federal land were
withdrawn from the application of public land laws by the WIPP Land
Withdrawal Act (LWA), Public Law 102-579. The WIPP LWA transferred the
responsibility for the administration of the 16 sections from the Department of
Interior, Bureau of Land Management, to the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE). This law specified that mining and drilling for purposes other than
support of the WIPP project are prohibited within this 16 section area with the
exception of Section 31. Oil and gas drilling activities are restricted in Section
31 from the surface down to 6,000 feet.
The WIPP is a mined geologic repository for the disposal of transuranic (TRU)
waste. The disposal horizon is located 2,150 feet (ft) (655 meters [m]) below the
land surface in the bedded salt of the Salado Formation (Salado). At the WIPP
facility, water-bearing units occur both above and below the disposal horizon.
Groundwater monitoring of the uppermost aquifer below the facility is not
required because the water-bearing unit (the Bell Canyon Formation (Bell
Canyon)) is not considered a credible pathway for a release from the
repository. This is because the repository horizon and water-bearing
sandstones of the Bell Canyon are separated by over 2, 000 ft (61 0 rn) of very
low-permeability evaporite sediments (Amended Renewal Application
Addendum L 1 (DOE, 2009)). No natural credible pathway has been established
for contaminant transport to water-bearing zones below the repository horizon,
as there is no hydrologic communication between the repository and underlying
water-bearing zones. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
concluded in 1990 that natural vertical communication does not exist based on
review of numerous studies (EPA, 1990). Furthermore, drilling boreholes for
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Affected Permit Section

Explanation of Change
groundwater monitoring through the Salado and the Castile Formation (Castile)
into the Bell Canyon would compromise the isolation properties of the
repository medium."

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "the"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "in the past has focused" with "facility focuses"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "member" with "Member (Culebra)"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "(hereinafter referred to as the Culebra)" with "(Rustler)"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "Modeling of ground-water movement in the Culebra, based on the
concept of a ground-water basin" with "Groundwater movement in the Culebra,
using results from the basin-scale groundwater model"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Deleted "The WIPP site is located in Eddy County in southeastern New Mexico
(Figure L-1) within the Pecos Valley section of the southern Great Plains
physiographic province (Powers et al., 1978). The site is 26 miles (mi) (42
kilometers [km]) east of Carlsbad, New Mexico in an area known as Los
Medaiios (the dunes). Los Medaiios is a relatively flat, sparsely inhabited
plateau with little water and limited land uses.
The WIPP site (Figure L-2) consists of 16 sections of Federal land in Township
22 South, Range 31 East. The 16 sections of Federal land were withdrawn from
the application of public land laws by the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWA),
Public Law 102-579. The WIPP LWA transferred the responsibility for the
administration of the 16 sections from the Department of Interior, Bureau of
Land Management, to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). This law specified
that mining and drilling for purposes other than support of the WIPP project are
prohibited within this 16 section area with the exception of Section 31. Oil and
gas drilling activities are restricted in Section 31 from the surface down to 6,000
feet."

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "Culebra" before "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "Culebra" before "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "and rate determination"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "Culebra" before "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "analytical" with "indicator"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "and hazardous constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "Culebra" before "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Deleted ·, and establishes personnel responsibilities"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "sampling and analysis plan" with "DMP"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "field operating procedures, referenced throughout this plan." with
"the WIPP Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) (see Table L-3), which are
maintained in facility files and which comply with the applicable requirements of
20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR § 264.97 (d))."

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "Culebra" before "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "Culebra" before "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "Culebra" before "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Added "and rate determination"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Deleted "These procedures prescribe proper field sampling techniques."

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "Samples" with "Data required by this plan"
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Explanation of Change

Affected Permit Section
Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "trained" with "qualified"

Attachment L, Section L-1

Replaced "under the supervision and direction of qualified engineers, scientists,
or other technical personnel." with "in accordance with SOPs (Table L-3)."

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Replaced "site" with "facility"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Added "bounded to the north and east by the Capitan Reer

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Deleted "During the Permian period, which came to a close about 245 million
years ago, ancient seas covered the basin. Their later evaporation resulted in
the deposition of a thick sequence of evaporites. Addendum L1, Section L 1-1 of
the Amended Renewal Application (DOE, 2009) presents a detailed discussion
of the regional geologic history."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Added "and Amended Renewal Application Addendum L 1, Section L 1-1 (DOE
2009) for more detail"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Deleted", which formed through evaporation of the Permian Sea,"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Deleted "(hereinafter referred to as the Rustler)"

Attathment L, Section L-1a(1)

Changed "Rustler's" to "Rustler"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Added "Redbeds Formation (Dewey Lake)"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Deleted " " footnote indicator

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Deleted "Formation (hereinafter referred to as the Bell Canyon)- •

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Added "is"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Deleted footnote 1
• While there may be some uncertainty over the amount of vertical recharge
occurring within the Rustler, the issue is only of significance to long-term
performance calculations in which releases from the repository occur through
the creation of a migration pathway resulting from drilling (inadvertently) in the
WIPP area. The consequences of vertical recharge are bounded in the
modeling by assuming that under future climate conditions (which are assumed
to be cooler and wetter), the ground-water surface elevation (water table) raises
near ground surface, at which time the water table tends to mimic topography."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Deleted·-·

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Added "and"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Added "above"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Replaced "sequences" with "deposits"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Deleted "above"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Added "lithostatic"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Replaced "more than 2,000" with "approximately 2,200"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(1)

Replaced "13.8" with "14.9"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Replaced "moves" with "deforms"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a( 1)

Replaced "for millions of years" with "since deposition"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(i)

Replaced "found" with "determined"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(ii)

Added "naturally"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(ii)

Deleted "As a comparison, the permeability of the Salado is roughly a thousand
times less than that of a lower clay liner required of surface impoundments and
landfills, assuming similar thicknesses."

1
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Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "(specifically, the Culebra Member, hereafter referred to as the
Culebra)"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "6" with "5" to read "L-5"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "The Culebra is hydrologically confined."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "(Additional short-term pumping tests have been conducted in the
Water Quality Sampling Program (WQSP) wells (see Addendum L 1, Section
L 1-2a(3)(a)(ii) of the Amended Renewal Application (DOE, 2009))."

Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Deleted "recently"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "The hydraulic tests are designed to yield pressure data for
estimation of hydrologic characteristics· with "Pressure data are collected
during hydraulic tests for estimation of hydrologic characteristics·

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "for input to flow modeling" with "in calibration of flow models"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "six" with "ten"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "Over the site, Culebra transmissivity varies over three to four orders of
magnitude. Figure D6-30 shows variation in transmissivity in the Culebra in the
WIPP region."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "

3
"

"9"

7

with "
with

"

13
" "

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "P-18" with "SNL-15"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "(Roberts, 2007)"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Deleted "Qualitative correlations have been noted between transmissivity and
several geologic features possibly related to open-fracture density, including (1)
the distribution of overburden above the Culebra, (2) the distribution of halite in
other members of the Rustler, (3) the dissolution of halite in the upper portion of
the Salado, and (4) the distribution of gypsum fillings in fractures in the Culebra.
Measured matrix porosities of the Culebra vary from 0.03 to 0.30. Fracture
porosity values have not been measured directly, but interpreted values from
4
3
tracer tests atthe H-3, H-6, and H-11 hydropads vary from 5 x 10 to 3 x 10- .
Data are insufficient to determine whether the average porosity of the matrix
and fractures varies significantly on a regional scale."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "Previous conceptual models of the Culebra (see Addendum L 1 ofthe
Amended Renewal Application (DOE, 2009)) have not been able to consistently
relate the hydrogeochemical facies, radiogenic ages, and flow constraints (that
is, transmissivity, boundary conditions, etc.) in the Culebra." after "flow."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "However"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Changed "the" to "The"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "new"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "could"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added ·s· to explain

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "new"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Added "basin-scale"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "basin"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Deleted "This differs from previous interpretations, wherein no-flow was
assumed between Rustler units."
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Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Added "at WIPP"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "toward Nash Draw"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "currently"

Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Replaced "to a more southerly direction." with "in the Rustler from WIPP
towards the Balmorhea-Loving Trough to the south."

Attachment L, Section L-1 a(2)(iii)

Deleted "Four hydrogeochemical facies within the Culebra in the WIPP area
(DOE, 1997) have been identified:
•

Zone A- saline (2-3 molal) NaCI brines, Mg/Ca ratio of 1.2 to 2;

•

Zone B- dilute (<0.1 molal) CaS04- rich ground water;

•

Zone C- variable composition (0.3-1.6 molal); Mg/Ca ratio 0.3 to 1.2; and

•

ZoneD- high salinities (3-7 molal); K/Na weight ratios (0.2).

Facies A ground-water flow is slow, has not changed over the last 14,000
years, and probably recharged more than 600,000 years ago. Vertical leakage
occurs to Facies A, and both lateral and vertical ground-water flow rates are
extremely low. Facies B occurs in an area with greater vertical fracturing in the
Culebra, and therefore exhibits more vertical infiltration and more rapid lateral
flow in the Culebra. Flow in Facies B is currently to the south (it may mix with
Facies C water to the southeast) but was more toward the west during wetter
climates; vertical infiltration from the Dewey Lake to the Culebra Facies B is
assumed by the Permittees to have occurred during wetter climates in an area
south of the WIPP site. Facies C water was not diluted to create Facies B
water. Facies C occurs "in between" Facies A and B, and ground-water flow
entered the Culebra prior to the climate change (to drier conditions) 14,000
years ago. Facies C ground-water flow is to the south at WIPP, where the
Permittees theorized that it joins with a small amount of Facies A solute being
transported from the east. Ground-water flow rate in Facies Cis faster than in A
but slower than in B, and the proposed recharge area from the Dewey Lake to
the Culebra was to the northeast of the WIPP site. Facies C ground water
infiltrated into the Dewey Lake and then interacted with anhydrite and halite
along its path to the Culebra, wherein it mixed with smaller amounts of Facies A
water. the Permittees concluded that the presence of anhydrite within Rustler
units does not preclude slow downward infiltration (DOE, 1997)."
Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "Using data from 22 wells, Siegel, Robinson, and Myers (1991) originally
defined four hydrochemical facies (A, B, C, and D) for Culebra groundwater
based primarily on ionic strength and major constituents. With the data now
available from 59 wells, Domski and Beauheim (2008) defined transitional AIC
and B/C facies, as well as a new facies E for high-moles per kilogram (molal)
Na-Mg Cl brines.
•

Zone B- Dilute (ionic strength s0.1 molal) CaS04-rich groundwater, from
southem high-transmissivity area. Mg/Ca molar ratio 0.32 to 0.52.

•

Zone B/C -Ionic strength 0.18 to 0.29 molal, Mg/Ca molar ratio 0.4 to
0.6.

•

Zone C- Variable composition waters, ionic strength 0.3 to 1.0 molal,
Mg/Ca molar ratio 0.4 to 1.1.

•

Zone A/C - Ionic strength 1.1 to 1.6 molal, Mg/Ca molar ratio 0.5 to 1.2.

•

Zone A- Ionic strength >1.66 molal, up to 5.3 molal, Mg/Ca molar ratio
1.2 to 2.4.

•

Zone D - Defined based on inferred contamination related to potash
refining operations. Ionic strength 3 molal, KINa weight ratios of -0.2.

•

Zone E- Wells east of the mudstone-halite margins, ionic strength 6.4 to
8.6 molal, Mg/Ca molar ratio 4.1 to 6.6.

The low-ionic-strength (S0.1 molal) facies B waters contain more sulfate than
chloride, and are found southwest and south of the WIPP site within and down
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the Culebra hydraulic gradient from the southernmost closed catchment basins,
mapped by Powers (2006), in the southwest arm of Nash Draw. These waters
reflect relatively recent recharge through gypsum karst overlying the Culebra.
However, with total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations in excess of 3,000
mg/L, the facies 8 waters do not represent modem-day precipitation rapidly
reaching the Culebra. They must have residence times in the Rustler sulfate
units of thousands of years before reaching the Culebra.
The higher-ionic-strength (0.3-1 molal) facies C brines have differing
compositions, representing meteoric waters that have dissolved CaS04,
overprinted with mixing and localized processes. Facies A brines (ionic strength
1.6-5.3 molal) are high in NaCI and are clustered along the extent of halite in
the middle of the Tamarisk Member of the Rustler Formation. Facies A
represents old waters (long flow paths) that have dissolved halite and/or
connate brine, or a mixture ofthe two, from facies E. The facies D brines, as
identified by Siegel, Robinson, and Myers (1991), are high-ionic-strength
solutions found in western Nash Draw with high KINa ratios representing waters
contaminated with effluent from potash refining operations. Similar water is
found at shallow depth (<36ft (11 m)) in the upper Dewey Lake at SNL-1, just
south of the Intrepid East tailings pile. The newly defined facies E waters are
very high ionic strength (6.4-8.6 molal) NaCI brines with high Mg/Ca ratios. The
facies E brines are found east of the WIPP site, where Rustler halite is present
above and below the Culebra, and halite cements are present in the Culebra.
They represent primitive brines present since deposition of the Culebra and
immediately overlying strata. •

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Changed "Facies" to "facies"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "basin-scale"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "basin"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "Ground-water levels in the Culebra in the WIPP region have been
measured for several decades. Water-level rises have been observed in the
WIPP region and are possibly related to recovery from impacts caused by shaft
installation, response to potash effluent discharge, or are unexplained, as
discussed below. The extent of water-level rise observed at a particular well
depends on several factors, but the proximity of the observation point to the
potential cause of the water-level rise appears to be a primary factor.
In the vicinity of the WIPP site, water-level rises are believed to be caused by
recovery from drainage into the shafts. Drainage into shafts has been reduced
by a number of grouting programs over the years, most recently in 1993 around
the Air Intake Shaft. Northwest of the site, in and near Nash Draw, water levels
appear to fluctuate in response to effluent discharge from potash mines.
Correlation of water-level fluctuation with potash mine discharge, however,
cannot be proven definitively because sufficient data on the timing and volumes
of discharge are not available. Water-level rises in the vicinity of the H-9
hydropad, about 6.5 miles south of the site, are thought to be caused by neither
WIPP activities nor potash mining discharge. They remain unexplained. The
Permittees continue to monitor ground-water levels throughout the region."
with "Groundwater levels in the Culebra in the WIPP region have been
measured in numerous wells. Water-level rises have been observed in the
WIPP region and are attributed to causes discussed in the Renewal Application
Addendum L 1, Section L 1-2a(3)(a)(ii). The extent of water-level rise observed
at a particular well depends on several factors, but the proximity of the
observation point to the cause of the water-level change appears to be a
primary factor.
Hydrological investigations conducted from 2003 through 2007 provided new
information, some of it confirming long-held assumptions and some offering
new insight into the hydrological system around the WIPP site. A Culebra
monitoring network optimization study was completed by McKenna (2004) and
updated by Kuhlman -(201 0) to identify locations where new Culebra monitoring
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wells would be of greatest value and to identify wells that could be removed
from the network with little loss of information.
As discussed in Amended Renewal Application Addendum L 1 , Section L 12a(3)(a)(ii), extensive hydrological testing has been performed in the new wells.
This testing has involved both single well tests, which provide information on
local transmissivity and heterogeneity, and long-term (19 to 32 days) pumping
tests that have created observable responses in wells up to 5.9 mi (9.5 km)
away."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Replaced "unnamed lower member" with "Los Medaiios Member"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "(Los Medanos )"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Changed "member" to "Member"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "(Magenta)" after "Rustler"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Added "basin-scale"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "basin"

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "Recent simulations to enhance the conceptual understanding of the
geohydrology ofthe Rustler can be found in Corbet and Knupp, 1996."

Attachment L, Section L-1a(2)(iii)

Deleted "(shown, for example, as Well H-8 in Figure L-7 ). However, the
Permittees identified the Culebra as potential aquifer in the Compliance
Certification Application (DOE, 1996). Because of this, the Culebra will be the
focus of future ground-water monitoring at WIPP as it is also the most
transmissive continuous water-bearing zone at WIPP and is the most likely
pathway for contaminant migration"

Attachment L, Section L-2

Added "The requirements of

Attachment L, Section L-2

Replaced "applies" with "apply"

Attachment L, Section L-3

Deleted "Ground-water" from section heading

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Deleted "The Permittees have established a RCRA "Ground-water Detection
Monitoring Program (DMP) Plan" to define and protect ground-water resources
atWIPP. One of the objectives of the WIPP DMP is to establish, by means of
ground-water sampling and analysis, an accurate and representative groundwater database that is scientifically defensible and demonstrates regulatory
compliance. In addition, the DMP will be used to determine background or
existing conditions of ground-water quality and quantity, including ground-water
surface elevation and direction of flow, around the WIPP facility area."

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Added "DMP"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Deleted "all"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Added "applicable"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Replaced "§§ 264.90 through 264.101" with "264 Subpart F"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Deleted "all"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Deleted "The ground-water quality data generated by monitoring activities will
provide a comprehensive background database against which future"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Changed "analytical" to "Analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Replaced "can be compared" with "collected"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Added "are compared to the baseline established in this Permit to determine
whether or not a release has occurred"

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Deleted "Ground-water monitoring at WIPP has been historically conducted by
several programs including the WIPP Site Characterization Program, the WIPP
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WQSP, and recently the WIPP Ground-water Surveillance Program (GWSP).
Ground-water quality and ground-water surface elevation data have been
collected by these programs for over 12 years at WIPP. Data from the WQSP
wells (which are widely distributed across the area, see Figure L-8) will be used
to continually define changes in the area's potentiometric surface and groundwater flow directions. New monitoring wells included in the WIPP GWSP
(WQSP wells 1-6a) were constructed to the specifications provided in the
RCRA Ground-Water Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance Document
(EPA, 1986) and constitute the RCRA ground-water monitoring network
specified in this DMP as required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR
§§264.90 through 264.101 ). These wells are being used to establish
background ground-water quality, ground-water surface elevations and flow
directions in accordance with 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR
§§264.97(f) and (g) and 264.98(e)). Justification for the locations of these wells
(3 upgradient and 4 downgradient) is presented below."

Attachment L, Section L-3a

Added "There are two separate components of the Groundwater Monitoring
Program, the Detection Monitoring Program (DMP) and the Water Level
Monitoring Program (WLMP). The first component consists of a network of six
Detection Monitoring Wells (DMWs). The DMWs (WQSP 1-6) were constructed
to be consistent with the specifications provided in the Groundwater Monitoring
Technical Enforcement Guidance Document and constitute the RCRA
groundwater monitoring network specified in the DMP. The DMWs were used to
establish background groundwater quality in accordance with 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR § 264.97 and 264.98 (f)). The second component of the
Groundwater Monitoring Program is the WLMP, which is used to determine the
groundwater surface elevation and flow direction. Table L-4 is a list of the wells
used in the WLMP as of January 1, 2011. The list of wells is subject to change
due to plugging and abandonment and drilling of new wells."

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "The WQSP wells 1 through 6 constitute the RCRA DMP for WIPP
(Figure L-9 and Permit Attachment 8, Figure 82-3) during detection monitoring
as required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §§264.90 through
264.101 ). This monitoring plan is a continuation of the current WIPP GWSP,
and these wells will serve as the monitoring locations during background waterquality characterization and the RCRA DMP (Figure L-9 and Permit Attachment
8, Figure 82-3)."

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Replaced "were" with "are"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "(north)"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "The locations of the three upgradient wells were selected to be
representative of the flow vectors of ground water moving downgradient onto
the WIPP site. Figure 34 of Davies, 1989, shows the simulation of direction and
magnitude of ground-water flow. The upgradient wells were located based on
the flow vectors resulting from this model simulation. The original WQSP
observation wells, as well as those in the RCRA DMP, have been and will
continue to be used as piezometer wells to support collection of ground-water
surface elevation and ground-water flow modeling data to demonstrate
regulatory compliance. Well location surveys for each of the seven wells were
performed by the Permittees' survey personnel using the State Plane
Coordinates-North American Datum Model 27 method. Results of the surveys
are on file with the New Mexico State Engineers Department along with the
associated extraction permits for each well."

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Replace "were" with "are"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "(south)"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "in concert with the flow vectors shown by this model simulation" after
"area"
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Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "to be located generally in the path of contaminants that might be
released from the shaft area in the Culebra."

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "based on the greatest velocity magnitude of ground-water flow leaving
the shaft area as shown on Figure 34 of Davies, 1989, and upgradient of the
WIPP LWA boundary"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added 'Well"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "around wells DOE-1 and H-11"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "The Culebra has been selected for the focus of the DMP due to it
being regionally extensive and exhibiting the most significant transmissivity of
the water-bearing units at WIPP. The Culebra has been extensively studied
during all past hydrologic characterization programs and found to be the most
likely hydrologic pathway to the accessible environment or compliance point for
any potential contamination."

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Replaced "The RCRA ground-water monitoring network was not installed
immediately downgradient of this plane. However, because the Underground
HWDUs at WIPP are Subpart X units, and due to the relatively unique
containment and transport aspects of the site, monitoring at the proposed
locations will allow for detection of releases prior to release of these
contaminants to the general public at the LWA boundary." with 'Wells WQSP-4,
5, and 6 are situated to demonstrate that during the operating life of the facility
(including closure), release of contaminants to the general public will not occur."

Attachment L, Section L -3b

Deleted "The DMP wells were located to intercept flow vectors downgradient
away from the WIPP shafts area based on current density corrected
potentiometric surfaces (Figure L-9). Based on natural contours of the
potentiometric surface (Figure L-9) the selected well placement locations are
downgradient of the general flow direction from the shaft area. •

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "suggests"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "of contaminant migration throughout the Culebra to the Land
Withdrawal Act boundary suggests"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "from the Waste Handling shaft to the LWA boundary"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added • ." After "years•

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "if, under worst case conditions,"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "This assumes conditions where·

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "could"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "(post closure) to the Culebra via the sealed shafts"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "If contaminants were to migrate from the disposal facility, they would
be detected by the DMP wells located midway between the shafts and LWA
such that samples from wells could detect these contaminants long before they
could reach the LWA boundary."

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added "for the Culebra•

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "s" on "suggests•

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "Recent (December 1996)"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Changed "potentiometric" to "Potentiometric"

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Added ". The wells used for measuring the potentiometric surface of the
Culebra are measured monthly and listed in Table L-4."

Attachment L, Section L-3b

Deleted "(Figure L-9). WQSP-4, WQSP-5, and WQSP-6 have been located
downgradient of the waste emplacement areas according to present-day
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adjusted potentiometric surfaces.
Potentiometric surfaces that have not been corrected for density differences
and that contain transient relics of previous pumping-drawdown events do not
reflect accurate natural ground-water flow directions and should not be used to
assess the adequacy of ground-water monitoring locations. Previous
potentiometric surface maps showing a potentiometric low and hydrologic
gradient toward the area between WQSP-3 and WQSP-4 had not been
adjusted to freshwater head equivalents, and had also been influenced by the
long-term pumping at well H-19. Hence, some historic maps may not represent
natural Culebra flow directions or gradients, and appropriateness of the RCRA
monitoring network cannot be definitively evaluated using these data."

Attachment L, Section L-3b( 1)

Changed section heading from "DMP Well Construction Specification" to
"Detection Monitoring Well Construction Specification"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Deleted section heading

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Added "Diagrams of the six DMP wells are shown in Figures L-7 through L-12.
Detailed descriptions of geology and construction methods may be found in
DOE 1995."

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "Well WQSP-1 was" with "The six WQSP Culebra wells were"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "16" with "October 26"

Attachment L, Section L-3b( 1)(i)

Replaced", to a" with". The"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "737ft (225m) bgs" with "each well is shown in Table L-5"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "borehole was" with "wells were"

Attachment L, Section L-3b( 1)(i)

Deleted "extends 15ft (5 m)"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "unnamed lower member of the Rustler" with "Los Medafios as
shown in Table L-5"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "well was" with "wells were"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "a depth of 693ft (211 m) bgs using" with "the top of the Culebra
using"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Deleted·. The interval from 693 to 737ft (225 to 211 m) bgs (the total depth)
was drilled using air mist with a foaming agent as the drilling fluid. WQSP-1 was
drilled to 695.6 ft (212m) bgs using"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Added "and"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "and was" with •. The wells were then"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Deleted "from 695.6 to 737ft (212 to 225m) bgs"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Deleted·-· after 'in."

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1)(i)

Added "to total depth"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Added "See Table L-5 for the drilling and coring intervals for each well."

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "WQSP-1 was" with 'WQSP wells were"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced space with ·-•

Attachment L, Section L-3b( 1 )( i)

Replaced "WQSP-1 was" with "After reaming, wells were

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "737ft (224.6 m) bgs" with "total depth"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "from 702 to 727ft (214 to 222m) bgs" with "as shown in Table L-5"

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Deleted "from 640 to 651 ft ( 195 to 198 m) bgs"
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Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Replaced "from 651 to 737ft (198 to 225m) bgs." with "as indicated in Table L5."

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(i)

Deleted "Based on core log results, the Culebra is located from 699 to 722 ft
(213 to 220m) bgs (see Figure L-10)."

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(ii)

Deleted section

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(iii)

Deleted section

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(iv)

Deleted section

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(v)

Deleted section

Attachment L, Section L-3b(1 )(vi)

Deleted section

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Deleted "The seven RCRA monitoring wells have been sampled on a
semiannual basis since their installation in 1995 to establish background
ground-water quality in accordance with 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40
CFR §§264.97 and 264.98). This has included at least two full rounds of
20.4.1.500 NMAC (Incorporating 40 CFR §264) Appendix IX analysis for
samples from each of the proposed RCRA detection monitoring wells. In
addition, ground-water samples were collected from the DMP wells (from March
1997 until waste emplacement) at a frequency of four sample replicates
collected semiannually from each well for the indicator parameters of pH,
specific conductance (SC), total organic carbon (TOC), and total organic
halogen (TOX) to further establish background ground-water quality until
detection monitoring in accordance with 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40
CFR §264.98) becomes applicable. A total offour rounds of Appendix IX
analysis will be conducted for samples from each well for use in background
ground-water quality determinations.
Detection monitoring will start when the Permittees emplace waste and
continue through the post-closure phase as required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR §264.90[c]). During detection monitoring, one sample
and one sample duplicate will be collected semiannually from each well in the
RCRA detection monitoring network. As shown in Table L-2, the DMP will
continue to collect ground-water quality samples for all seven wells on a
semiannual basis during the life of the DMP. 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating
40 CFR §264.97[g][2]) provides that an alternate sampling frequency to that
provided in 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.98) may be
proposed by the Permittees. Given the nature and rate of ground-water flow in
the area surrounding WIPP, collecting and analyzing one sample semiannually
will be protective of human health and the environment because any hazardous
constituent leaving the underground disposal facility will not have the potential
to migrate beyond the ground-water monitoring network in a one-year time
frame. Ground-water flow characteristics are presented in detail in Addendum
L 1, Section L 1-2a of the Amended Renewal Application (DOE, 2009)."

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Replaced "seven DMP wells" with "six DMWs"

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Replaced "DMP well" with "DMW"

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Added "annual"

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Replaced "other existing WOSP well sites" with "WLMP wells"

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Replaced "to supplement the area water-level database and to help define
regional changes in ground-water flow directions and gradients" with "when
accessible"

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Replaced "RCRA DMP" with "DMW"

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Added "sampling"

Attachment L, Section L-4a

Deleted "If any change occurs which could affect the ability of the DMP to fulfill
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the requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264 Subpart F),
the Permittees shall promptly notify NMED in writing and apply for a permit
modification, if appropriate."

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Added "and Hazardous Constituents" to section heading

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Replaced "analytes of interesr with "parameters listed in Part 5, Table 5.4.a
and hazardous constituents listed in Part 5, Table 5.4.b are"

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Replaced "to establish" with "as part of the DMP ."

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Deleted "background ground-water quality prior to emplacement of waste
include all indicator parameters and all other parameters listed in 20.4. 1.500
NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264) Appendix IX. Field measurements of pH,
SC, temperature, chloride, Eh, total iron, and alkalinity are also measured
during background sampling ."
"The DMP was initiated upon waste emplacement, at which time the
semiannual samples will be analyzed for the parameters listed in Table L-3.
Parameters to be analyzed by the contract laboratory such as specific
conductance, total dissolved solids, total suspended solids, density, pH, total
organic carbon, and total organic halogens were included as indicator
parameters because of their universal commonality to ground water.
Parameters such as chloride, alkalinity, calcium, magnesium, and potassium
were included as matrix-specific general indicator parameters. Calcium,
magnesium, potassium, chloride, and iron may be deleted during detection
monitoring, with prior approval of NMED. Organic and inorganic compounds on
the right hand side of Table L-3 were chosen because they will occur in the
waste to be disposed at the WIPP facility."

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Replaced "parameters" with "constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Replaced "the tentatively identified compound (TIC) process specified in the
Waste Analysis Plan, Permit Attachment C" with "changes to the list of
hazardous waste numbers authorized for disposal at the WIPP facility."

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Replaced "compounds" with "constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Replaced "DMP list" with "Part 5, Table 5.4.b"

Attachment L, Section L-4b

Added "(e.g., constituent not in 40 CFR §264 Appendix IX)"

Attachment L, Section L-4c

Replaced "well" with "DMW"

Attachment L, Section L-4c

Replaced "DMP analytical suite" with "parameters and constituents in Part 5,
Tables 5.4.a and 5.4.b"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "is a subprogram of the DMP. The quality assurance activities of the
WLMP are in strict accordance with WP 13-1, and the quality assurance
implementing procedure specific to ~round-water surface elevation monitoring
is WIPP Procedure WP 02-EM1014 . Current versions of both WP 13-1 and
WP 02-EM1014 are maintained in the WIPP Operating Record. with "activities
are conducted in accordance with the WIPP facility SOPs listed in Table L-3. •

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Deleted footnote 2
2

WP 02-EM1014 "Groundwater Level Measurements" is a technical procedure
that specifies the steps followed by Environmental Monitoring (EM) personnel
for making manual ground-water level measurements in ground-water wells in
the vicinity of the WIPP facility. The procedure provides general instructions
including prerequisites, safety precautions, performance frequency, quality
assurance, and records. Specific instructions are included for using the water
level measurement electrical conductance probe and data management."

"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Deleted "Ground-water surface elevation monitoring is in progress now and will
continue through the post-closure care period specified in Permit Part 7. This
section of the plan addresses the activities of the WLMP durinq the
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preoperational and operational phases ofWIPP.
Collection of ground-water surface elevation data is required by 20.4.1.500
NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.97(f)). These data also provide:
Data collection as required by the Environmental Monitoring Plan.
A means to fulfill commitments made in the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS).
A means to comply with future ground-water inventory and monitoring
regulations.
Input for making land use decisions, (i.e., designing long-term active and
passive institutional controls for the site).
Assistance in understanding any changes to readings from the water-pressure
transducers installed in each of the shafts to monitor water conditions behind
the liners.
An understanding of whether or not the horizontal and vertical gradients of flow
are changing over time.
The objective of the WLMP is to extend the documented record of ground-water
surface elevation fluctuations in the Culebra and Magenta members of the
Rustler in the vicinity of the WIPP facility and to meet the requirements of
20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.97(f)). Ground-water surface
elevation data will be collected from each well ofthe RCRA DMP. Ground-water
surface elevation data will also be collected from other Culebra wells, as well as
monitoring wells completed in other water-bearing zones over1ying and
under1ying the WIPP repository horizon (see Figure L-18) when access to those
zones is possible. This includes, but is not limited to, the Bell Canyon, the
Forty-niner, the contact zone between the Rustler and Salado, and the Dewey
Lake:

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Added "Groundwater surface elevation measurements will be taken monthly at
each of the six DMWs and prior to the annual sampling event. Additionally:

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Changed "G" to "g" in "Groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "at least one accessible completed interval at each available well
pad" with "the other Culebra wells as listed in Table L-4,"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Added "when accessible"

Attachment L, Section L-4c( 1)

Deleted "At well pads with two or more wells completed in the same interval,
quarter1y measurements will be taken in the redundant wells ("

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Changed "well to "Well"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "18"with "14"to read "L-14"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Deleted")"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Deleted "Ground-water surface elevation measurements will be taken monthly
at each of the seven DMP wells, as well as prior to each sampling event."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "report" with "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "may" with "will be evaluated to determine if they"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "DMP" with "WQSP"

Attachment L, Section L-4c( 1)

Added "c" to end of "Section L-5"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Added "the"

Attachment L, Section L -4c( 1)

Added "facility"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Deleted "both vertically in well bores and a really from well to well"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Deleted "at WIPP"
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Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Added "Culebra groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "bores" with "s listed in Table L-4"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Added "d" to "measure"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Deleted "When both of these parameters are known, equivalent freshwater
heads will be calculated. The concept of freshwater head is discussed in
Lusczynski (1961).
A discussion explaining the calculation of freshwater heads from mid-formation
depth at WIPP can be found in Haug, et al. (1987). Freshwater heads are
useful in identifying hydraulic gradients in aquifers of variable density such as
those existing at the WIPP site. Freshwater head at a given point is defined as
the height of a column of freshwater that will balance the existing pressure at
that point (Lusczynski, 1961 )."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "ground-" with "Culebra"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "g" with "y"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "pressure" with "length of freshwater head"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "p" with

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Added "ratio of borehole density to density of fresh water"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "g" with "p"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Replaced "density (expressed as specific gravity)." With "specific gravity."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)

Added "Density measurements are made annually. Density for the DMWs will
be expressed as specific gravity as measured in the field during sampling
events using a hydrometer. Freshwater head for other Culebra wells will be
calculated as described above from fluid density measurements obtained using
pressure transducers.

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(i)

Replaced "When using an electrical conductance probe, the depth to water will
be determined by reading the appropriate measurement markings on the
embossed measuring tape when the alarm is activated at the surface. WIPP
Procedure WP 02-EM1014 specifies" with "An SOP will be used when making
water-level measurements for this program. The SOP will specify"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(i)

Added", and provide general instructions including prerequisites, safety
precautions, performance frequency, quality assurance, data management, and
records"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(i)

Deleted "A current revision of this procedure will be maintained in the WIPP
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Deleted ·All"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Changed "incoming" to "Incoming"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)(ii)

Deleted "timely"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Replaced "to" with "that"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Replaced "assure" with "ensures"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Replaced "i.e." with "e.g."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

3
Replaced "guidelines outlined in WIPP Procedures WP 02-EM3001 and WP
02-EM1014'~" with "applicable SOPs (see Table L-3)""

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Y

Deleted footnotes 3 and 4

·~p 02-EM3001 "Administrative Processes for Environmental Monitoring
Programs" is a management control procedure to provide the administrative
_guidance to be used by Environmental Monitoring (EM) personnel to maintain
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quality control (QC) associated with EM sampling activities and to assure that
data acquired under the WIPP Environmental Monitoring Program are valid.
The precautions and limitations portion of this procedure assure that only
qualified personnel acquire samples under the EM program, that cross
contamination of sampling equipment is prevented, and that sample hold times
are not exceeded. The Performance portion of the procedure provides step-bystep instructions for Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
implementation, the use of data sheets and sample tracking logbooks, sample
tacking from collection to submittal, and actions to take if sample results
indicate the potential for exceeding a regulatory limit.
"wP 02-EM1014 "Groundwater Level Measurement", is a technical procedure
which lists the equipment required and the operational checks necessary to
perform groundwater level measurements. This procedure as well as WP 02EM3001 also provides information on performing validation and verification of
laboratory data."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1Xii)

Deleted "Current copies of these procedures are maintained within the WIPP
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1Xii)

Replaced "will" with "program"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Added "s" to "calculate"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)(ii)

Replaced "will also adjust" with "program adjusts"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Deleted "The data contained on the computerized work sheet will be translated
into a database file. A printout will be made of the database file. The data each
month will then be compiled into report format and transmitted to the
appropriate agencies as requested by the Permittees."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1Xii)

Replaced "all" with "the"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1)(ii)

Added "in Table L-4"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1 )(ii)

Replaced "one month after data are collected" with "in May and November"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1Xii)

Added "Semi-annual groundwater reports will also include annotated
hydrographs and trend analysis."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(1Xii)

Deleted ·A computerized database file will be maintained for all ground-water
surface elevation data. Monthly and quarterly data will be appended into a
yearly file. Upon verification that the yearly database is free of errors, it will be
appended into the project database file. A printed copy of the current project
database (through December of the preceding year) will be kept in the
Environment, Safety and Health Department (ES&H) EM fire-resistant storage
area."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "The water-bearing units at WIPP are highly variable in their ability to
yield water to monitoring wells. The Culebra, the most transmissive hydrologic
unit in the WIPP area, exhibits transmissivities that range many orders of
magnitude across the site area and is the primary focus of the DMP ."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "seven new DMP wells" with "six DMWs"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "The wells used for ground-water quality sampling vary in yield, depth,
and pumping lift. These factors affect the duration of pumping as well as the
equipment required at each well."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2Xi)

Replaced "DMP wells will be" with "DMWs are"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "down hole" and "down-hole"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will be" with "are"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "The electronic flow controller allows personnel collecting samples to
control the rate of discharoe durinQ well purQinq to minimize the potential for
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loss of volatiles from the sample."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "a minimum or with "no more than"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Added "or until field parameters have stabilized, whichever occurs first."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "at a rate that will minimize the agitation of recharge water. This will be
accomplished by monitoring formation pressure and matching the rate of
discharge from the well as nearly as possible to the rate of recharge to the well.
5
WIPP Procedure WP 02-EM1002 specifies the methods used for controlling
flow rates and monitoring formation pressure. A current version of this
document will be maintained in the WIPP Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted footnote 5

--

5

WP 02-EM1002 "Electric Submersible Pump Monitoring System Installation
and Operation" is a technical procedure that provides step-by-step instructions
for acquiring ground-water samples using electric submersible pumps (ESPs).
The procedure addresses the equipment in general, lists precautions and
limitations which assure that only qualified individuals operate the equipment,
prerequisite actions which assure the correct installation and operation. The
procedure details how to install the various subsystems such as the surface
discharge and pressure monitoring system and the pressure monitoring bubbler
and how to start up and shut down the ESP."
"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "requirements will be used" with "will be performed in accordance with
an SOP"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "DMP wells will be" with "DMWs are"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "Details of well construction are presented in Section L-3b( 1 ). "

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will be" with "is"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "will"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Added "s" to "take"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "Teflon®.

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will also be" with "is"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Added "The sampling line is manufactured from a chemically inert material."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "Flow through the pipe will be regulated on the surface by a flow control
valve and/or variable speed drive controller."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will be" with "is"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will be" with "is"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "Teflon®.

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will be" with "is"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted "Teflon®.

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will be" with "is"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Replaced "will be" with "is"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted section on Pressure Monitoring Systems

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(i)

Deleted section on Sampling Overview

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Added "' SOP for serial sampling will provide criteria for determining when a
final sample should be taken."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "will consider a serial sample representative of undisturbed ground
water when the majority of field indicator _Q_arameter measurements have
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stabilized within ±5 percent of the average of analytical results for the field
indicator parameter from the background ground-water quality for each DMP
well. Nonstabilization of one or two field indicator parameters attributable to
matrix interferences, instrument drift, or other unforeseen reasons will not
preclude the collection of final samples, provided the volume of purged water
exceeds three well bore volumes."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Added "Each DMW will be purged to no more than three well bore volumes, or
until field parameters stabilize, whichever occurs first. Well stabilization occurs
when the field-analyzed parameters are within .:!: 5% of three consecutive
measurements. A well bore volume is defined as the volume of water from
static water level to the bottom of the well sump. Serial samples will be
analyzed in the mobile field laboratory for field indicator parameters."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "report, in the operating record, any final samples collected when field
indicator parameters were not stabilized, and will"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Added "and place that explanation in the WIPP Operating Record"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Replaced "Team Leader (see Section L-7)" with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "chloride, divalent cations (hardness), alkalinity, total iron,"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "Eh"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "Protocols for collection of serial samples are specified in WIPP
6
Procedure WP 02-EM1006 . Analysis of serial samples are specified in WIPP
7
Procedure WP 02-EM1005 . Current versions of these procedures will be
maintained in the WIPP Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Replaced "Eh" with "specific conductance"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted footnotes 6 and 7

·SWp 02-EM1006 "Final Sample and Serial Sample Collection" is a technical
procedure that provides step-by-step instructions for acquiring ground-water
samples from the WQSP wells and from privately-owned wells in the vicinity of
WIPP. The procedure addresses the equipment in general, lists precautions
and limitations which assure that only qualified individuals operate the
equipment, and prerequisite actions which assure the data quality. The
procedure addresses collection of samples from private wells, collection of
serial ground-water samples, the collection of final samples for submittal to the
laboratory, and data review by the monitoring task leader."
7

WP 02-EM1005 "Groundwater Serial Sample Analysis" is a technical
procedure that provides step-by-step instructions for on site analysis of ground
water to determine ground-water stability prior to the collection of final samples
for analysis. The procedure addresses the equipment in general, lists
precautions and limitations which assure that only qualified individuals operate
the equipment, prerequisite actions which assure data quality. The procedure
addresses the field measurement of Eh, pH, temperature, specific gravity,
specific conductance, alkalinity, chloride, divalent cation, and total iron as
indicators of ground-water stability."
•

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "Teflon®.

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Added "the"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "The iron, divalent cation, chloride, alkalinity"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Changed "specific" to "Specific"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "Teflon®.

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Added·. that are certified clean by the laboratory,"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "Teflon®.
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Attachment L, Section L-4c(2}(ii}

Replaced "Filtered water will be used to rinse the sample bottle prior to serial
sample collection." with "Serial samples collected in laboratory-certified clean
containers do not require rinsing prior to sample collection."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Replaced "Eh" with "specific conductance"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Replaced "The filtered sample collected for solute analyses will be immediately
analyzed for iron and alkalinity because these two solution parameters are
extremely sensitive to changes in the ambient water-sample pressure and
temperature. A sample and duplicate of filtered water will be collected and
analyzed for solute parameters (alkalinity, chloride, divalent cations, and iron)."
with "Samples collected will immediately be analyzed for pH and specific
conductance (SC) as these parameters are most sensitive to changes in
ambient temperature."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Replaced "Eh" with "specific conductance"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "Samples to be analyzed for chloride and divalent cations (after
preservation with nitric acid and stored at 4 oc) may be stored for one week
prior to analysis with confidence that the analytical results will not be altered."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Replaced "WIPP Procedure WP 02-EM1006" with "Standard Operating
Procedures (see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Added "and analysis"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(ii)

Deleted "WIPP Procedure WP 02-EM1005 defines the protocols for serial
sample analysis. Current versions of these procedures will be maintained in the
WIPP Operating Record.
During the first two years of DMP well serial sampling, the first sample will be
analyzed as soon as possible after the pump is turned on and daily thereafter
for a period of four days or until the field indicator parameters (chloride, divalent
cations, alkalinity, and iron) stabilize. pH and SC will be continually monitored
by using a flow cell with ion-specific electrodes and a real-time readout. When
detection monitoring begins, the serial sampling process may be modified and
the decision to collect final samples would then be based on the number of well
bore volumes purged and results of the analysis of chloride, temperature,
specific gravity, pH, and SC. Removal of serial sampling from the DMP will be
accomplished through a permit modification and a modification to this plan."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "4" with "6" to read "L-6"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Added "; however, the analytical laboratory may request sample containers,
volumes, and holding times that are different, when appropriate•

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "Non-dedicated sample collection lines from the well head to the
sample collection area will be discarded after each use."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Added "in accordance with SOPs"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "with two gallons of fresh water, then rinsed with five gallons of 5
percent nitric acid solution and rinsed with five gallons of Dl water"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Moved "blank" after "rinsate"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "decontamination" with "cleanliness•

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2}(iii)

Deleted "Teflon®.

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "branching from the main sample line•

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii}

Replaced "procedures, assure that" with "SOPs (see Table L-3) define how"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2}(iii)

Deleted·. WIPP Procedure WP 02-EM1 006 defines the requirements for
collection of final samples"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "A current version of this procedure will be maintained in the WIPP
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Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "4" with "6" to read "L-6"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Added "; however, the analytical laboratory may request sample containers,
volumes, and holding times that are different, when appropriate"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "Standard Operating Procedures [" and "]"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "procedures" with "SOPs"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "contract"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "Before the final sample is taken, all plastic and glass containers will be
rinsed with the pumped ground water, either filtered or unfiltered, dependent
upon analysis protocol. When the rinsing procedure is completed the final
sample will be collected."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "contract" with "the analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "general chemistry, radionuclides, metals, and selected VOCs that
are specific to the waste anticipated to arrive at WIPP." with "parameters and
hazardous constituents specified in Part 5, Tables 5.4.a and 5.4.b."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "Table L-3 presents the specific analytes for the DM P ."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Added "Project"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "as" with "when"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "by the Permittees or NMED"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted "Resulting "

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Changed "wastes" to "Wastes"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Added "resulting from the sampling and field analysis of groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Replaced "Procedure WP 02-RC.01

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted ·A current version of this procedure will be maintained in the WIPP
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iii)

Deleted footnote 8

8

."

with "SOPs (see Table L-3)."

·SWp 02-RC.01 "Site-Generated, Non-Radioactive Hazardous Waste
Management Plan" is a step-by-step procedure that defines site-generate nonradioactive hazardous waste (SGNRHW) and lists responsibilities of waste
management organizations including the generator, waste handlers, sampling
personnel, safety personnel, and compliance personnel. In addition, the
procedure defines training requirements, container marking requirements, spill
response, and list prohibitions. A Section of the procedure is focused on waste
management practices including the management in satellite accumulation
areas, the hazardous waste staging area for materials awaiting analysis, the
establishment of accumulation times, and hazardous waste disposal."
Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Deleted "with either high purity hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, or sulfuric acid
(UL TREX or equivalent), depending upon the standard method of treatment
required for the particular parameter suite or"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "contract" with "the analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Deleted "SOPs (see Table L-4)"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "contract" with "analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Deleted "use procedures that"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Deleted "and"
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Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Added ·, and the shipping requirements"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "ir with "when"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Added "WIPP SOPs (see Table L-3) provide instructions to ensure proper
sample preservation and shipping."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Added "the"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "will use" with "facility uses"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "(Cote) Forms and" with

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "(RFA) Forms" with "(CofC/RFA) forms"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "parameters" with "constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Replaced "Procedure WP 02-EM3001" with "SOPs (see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Deleted "s" from "provides"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(iv)

Deleted "A current revision ofthis procedure will be maintained within the WIPP
Operating Record.

·r

Insulated shipping containers packaged with crushed ice or reusable ice packs
will be used to keep the samples cool during transport to the contract
laboratory. Holding times for specific analytical parameters require samples to
be shipped by express air freight. The coolers will be packaged to meet
Department of Transportation and International Air Transportation Association
commercial carrier regulations."
Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "EM"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "Procedure WP 02-EM3001" with "facility SOPs see (Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "These procedures will be strictly followed throughout the course of
each sample collection and analysis event. A current revision of this procedure
will be maintained in the WIPP Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "will"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "log books" with "data"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "request for analysis/chain of custody (RFA and Cote" and")" with
"Cote/RFA"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "The forms are briefly defined in the following subsections. with "An
example form is shown in Figure L-13."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

All sample documentation will be completed for each sample and reviewed by
the Team Leader or his/her designee for completeness and accuracy."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "The Team Leader (see Section L-7) will assign the numbers prior to
sample collection."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "permanent,"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "The" with "For example,"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "will be" with "that are"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "that"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Changed subeading from "Sample Tracking Logbook" to "Sample Identification
and Tracking"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "A"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Changed "sample" to "Sample"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "logbook (STLB) form will be completed for each sample collected."
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with "information will be completed for each sample collected."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "STB will" with "sample tracking information"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Added "s" to "include"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "C of C" with "Cote/RFA form"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "RFA No.;"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2}(v)

Replaced "STLB" with "Sample tracking"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "and checked by the Team Leader. When samples are shipped, the
STLB will remain in the custody of the EM Section for sample tracking
purposes."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Added "Sample tracking is monitored and documented with the Cote/RFA form
and the shipping airbill. Both of these documents are included in the data
packets. Receipt at the laboratory may be monitored, if necessary, via the
shipper's website tracking application. Samples are considered complete when
a copy of the original Cote/RFA form is merged with the Field Lab copy of the
same document."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Changed subeading from "Request for Analysis and Chain of Custody" to
"Chain of Custody and Request for Analysis"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted "n" from "An"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "RFA and Cote" with "Cote/RFA"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Deleted • An example of the RFA and Cote form is presented in Figures L -17 a
and L-17b."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "RFA and Cote" with "Cote/RFA"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Added "analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "RFA and Cote" with "Cote/RFA form"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2Xv)

Replaced "RFA and Cote" with "Cote/RFA form"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "Tearn Leader" with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Replaced "RFA and Cote" with "Cote/RFA"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(2)(v)

Added "analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "by a commercial laboratory." with "using"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Changed "Methods" to "methods"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Deleted "will be specified in procurement documents and will be"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "recommended procedures in" with "guidance found in"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Added "In Part 5,"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "L-3" with "s 5.4.a and 5.4.b"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Added "and constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Deleted "The Permittees will establish the criteria for laboratory selection,
including the stipulation that the laboratory follow the procedures specified in
SW 846 and that the laboratory follow EPA protocols."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "selected" with "analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Added "protocols such as"
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Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Added "." After "EPA SW 846"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Deleted "requirements and the requirements specified by the EPA protocols."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Added "analytical"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Added "WIPP"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Changed "operating record" to Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Added • ." After "Record"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Deleted "and will be available for review upon request by NMED."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "WIPP repository" with "Culebra groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "Once the initial qualification criteria, as specified above, have been
met, the Permittees will select a laboratory based upon competitive bid. The
selected laboratory will perform analytical work for the Permittees for a
predetermined period of time, as specified in the contract between the
Permittees and the selected laboratory. As this period of performance comes to
an end, a new laboratory selection/competitive bid process will be initiated by
the Permittees. The same or a different laboratory may be selected for the new
contract period." with "The laboratory will maintain documentation of sample
handling and custody, analytical results, and intemal quality control (QC) data.
Additionally, the laboratory will analyze QC samples in accordance with this
plan and its own internal QC program for indicators of analytical accuracy and
precision. Data generated outside of laboratory acceptance limits will trigger an
evaluation and, if appropriate, corrective action as directed by the Permittees.
The laboratory will report the results of the environmental sample and QC
sample analyses and any necessary corrective actions that were performed. In
the event that more than one analytical laboratory is used (e.g., for different
analyses), each one will have the responsibilities specified above."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "The" with "A copy of the laboratory"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Deleted "for the laboratory currently under contract"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Deleted "in a file"

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "the operating record by the Permittees." with "WIPP facility files and
will be available for inspection by the NMED."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Deleted "The Permittees will provide NMED with an initial set of applicable
laboratory SOPs for information purposes, and provide NMED with any updated
SOPs on an annual basis."

Attachment L, Section L-4c(3)

Replaced "on behalf of the Permittees by the Management and Operating
Contractor (MOC) Environmental Monitoring (EM). Data validation results are
documented on an ApprovaiNariation Request (ARNR) form (Procedure WP
15-PC3041 ). If no discrepancies are found in the data, the ARNR form will be
signed and the approved box will be checked. If however, discrepancies are
found, the ARNR form will be signed and the disapproved or approved-oncondition box will be checked and the form will be returned to the team leader
accompanied by an attached report discussing the data validation results, any
anomalies, and resolutions. Copies of the data validation report will be
distributed to the EM Manager, QA Manager, the Team Leader, and the
Contract Administrator. Copies of the data validation report will be kept on file in
the EM records section for review upon request by NMED." with "and reported
in the Annual Culebra Groundwater Report and will be maintained in the WIPP
facility Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-4d(1)

Changed section heading "Sampling Equipment Calibration Requirements" to
"Sampling and Groundwater Elevation Monitoring Equipment Calibration"
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Attachment L, Section L-4d{1)

Deleted "the WQSP and"

Attachment L, Section L-4d{1)

Replaced "maintenance administrative procedures specified below" with "SOPs"

Attachment L, Section L-4d(1)

Replaced "EM Section" with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-4d{1)

Replaced •, in accordance with written procedures. The EM Section will also be
responsible" with "and"

Attachment L, Section L-4d{2)

Replaced "Procedure WP 1O-AD3029 A current revision of this procedure will
be maintained in the WIPP Operating Record." with "facility SOPs {see Table L3):

Attachment L, Section L-4d{2)

9

Deleted footnote 9

·~p 1O-AD3029 "Calibration and Control of Monitoring and Data Collection
Equipment" provides the step-by-step protocols for the establishment and
maintenance of a master database of monitoring and data collection (M&DC)
equipment, the recall process for equipment needing calibration, the
performance of calibrations, the management of calibration results to determine
the adequacy of recall frequencies, functional testing of M&DC equipment, and
reporting including out-of-tolerance reporting and expired calibration reporting.
In addition, the procedure provides step-by-step process for the storage of
calibrated M&DC equipment and the use of rental equipment."
Attachment L, Section L-4d{2)

Replaced "EM Section" with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-4d(2)

Replaced "calibrating the needed" with "ensuring"

Attachment L, Section L-4d(2)

Added "is calibrated"

Attachment L, Section L-4d(2)

Replaced "written procedures" with "SOPs"

Attachment L, Section L-4d(2)

Replaced "EM Section" with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-4d(2)

Re(;aced "current" with "copies of records of the most recent"

Attachment L, Section L-4d{2)

Deleted "records"

Attachment L, Section L-4e

Added ·Analytical" to section heading

Attachment L, Section L-4e

Deleted "As required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC {incorporating 40 CFR §§264.97 and
264.98), data collected to establish background ground-water quality and"
Added "Analytical data collected"

Attachment L, Section L-4e

Replaced "DMP: with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-4e

Deleted "Statistical analysis of DMP data will conform to EPA guidance
"Statistical Analysis of Ground-Water Monitoring Data at RCRA Facilities""

Attachment L, Section L -4e

Replaced "1989)" with "2009)."

Attachment L, Section L-4e

Deleted "and "Statistical Analysis of Ground-Water Monitoring Data at RCRA
Facilities, Addendum to Interim Final Guidance" (EPA, 1992)."

Attachment L, Section L-4e(1)

Deleted "Environmental parameters vary with space and time. The effect of one
or both of these two factors on the expected value of a point measurement will
be statistically evaluated through spatial analysis and time series analysis.
These methods often require extensive sampling efforts that may exceed the
practical limits of the DMP sampling procedures.
Spatial analysis may have limited use DMP during the operational period,
although the effect of spatial auto-correlation on the interpretation of the data
will be considered for each parameter. Spatial variability will be accounted for
by the use of predetermined key sampling locations. Data analysis will be
performed on a location-specific basis, or data from different locations will be
combined only when the data are statistically homogeneous. Statistical
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homogeneity will be determined by evaluating mean values and variances from
the residuals from the individual well data.
Time series analysis plays a more important role in data analysis for the DMP.
Parameters will be reported as time series, either in tabular form or as time
plots. For key time series parameters, these plots will be in the form of control
charts on which control levels will be identified based on preoperational
database, fixed standards, control location databases, or other standards for
comparison. Where significant seasonal changes in the expected value of the
parameter are identified in the preoperational database or in the control
locations, corrections in the control levels which reflect the seasonal change will
be made and documented."

Attachment L, Section L-4e(1)

Added "Temporal and spatial analyses of the data were completed as part of
establishing the water quality baseline (Crawley and Nagy, 1998; IT, 2000). As
a result, the Permittees determined to evaluate changes relative to baseline on
an individual location basis and to report the concentrations of constituents as a
time series, either in tabular form or as time plots. No particular seasonal
variations have been noted in the concentrations of groundwater samples
collected during the spring and autumn; therefore, continuing temporal analysis
is not required.
The analytical results for constituents will be reported as time series, either in
tabular form or as time plots or both, and compared to the 95th percentile values
or reporting limits identified in Part 5, Table 5.6."

Attachment L, Section L-4e(2)

Deleted "For data sets which include more than ten data points that are
homogeneous in space and time (including seasonal homogeneity) and have
less than ten percent missing data, a test for conformance to the normal
distribution will be performed. The test for normality of the data will be
performed in accordance with the methodologies presented in "Statistical
Analysis of Ground-Water Monitoring Data at RCRA Facilities, Addendum to
Interim Final Guidance" (EPA, 1992).
If normality is not met, the data will be log-transformed (or transformed using a
suitable mathematical transformation, e.g., square root) and retested for
normality. If the transformed data fit a normal distribution, the original data will
be accepted as having lognormal or an otherwise mathematically-transformed
normal distribution. If normality is still not found, two courses may be taken.
One will be to continue to test the fit to standard families of distributions, such
as the gamma, beta, and Weibull, with proper modifications to subsequent
analyses based on these results. The other course will be to use nonparametric
methods of data analysis.
For data sets smaller than ten, but homogeneous and complete, the lognormal
distribution will be assumed. Data sets with more than ten percent missing data
will be analyzed using nonparametric methods. Nonhomogeneous data sets will
be subdivided into homogeneous sets and each of these analyzed individually.
Descriptive statistics will be calculated for each homogeneous data set. At a
minimum, these include a central value and a range of variation. The central
value is the arithmetic mean of the untransformed data if the data are not
censored at either end. If the data are censored, either a trimmed mean or the
median will be used as the central value (which may be within the censored
range). If the data set is greater than ten and is uncensored, the standard
deviation will be calculated and used as a basis for the reported range in
variation. If these criteria are not met, the range between the 0.25 and 0.75
cartelist will be used."

Attachment L, Section L-4e(2)

Added "Techniques were established to compare detection monitoring data
generated during the baseline studies. A 95th upper tolerance limit value (UTL V)
or 95th percentile was determined from those data sets where target analytes
were measured at concentrations above the method detection limits. The UTLV
is provided for normal or lognormal distributions and a 95th percentile
confidence interval is orovided for data sets that are noi}Qarametric or have
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greater than 15 percent non-detects. For analytes with only a few detects
1
(greater than 95 percent non-detects), an accurate 95 h percentile cannot be
calculated. For these analytes, the maximum detected concentration is used as
the baseline value. For the analytes that are non-detect in all the samples, the
method reporting limit was used as the baseline value."

Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)

Changed section heading from "Data Anomalies" to • Action Levels"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)

Deleted "Data anomalies include data points reported as being below the limit
of detection (LD) or otherwise censored over a specific range of values, missing
data points occurring randomly in the data set, and outliers that cannot be
ascribed to a known source of variation.
Whenever possible, sample values which are reported below detection limits
will be incorporated into the database as sample values measured at one-half
the detection limit for statistical analysis. When values are not available,
alternative methods of analysis, as specified in previous sections, will be used.
In particular, the use of nonparametric statistics will be required.
Missing data points comprising less than 10 percent of the data set do not
significantly affect data analyses. Results based on data in which more than 10
percent is missing will be identified as such at the time of reporting.
Consideration of the potential effect of missing data shall be made when the
majority of the data are missing from a discrete time span."

Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)
Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)

Replaced "Formal testing for outliers will only be done in accordance with EPA
guidance. The" with "Using baseline distributions, actions levels were identified
in accordance with methodologies described in the baseline documents. Action
levels are based on the 95th percentile or reporting limits identified in the
baseline. If the groundwater concentration of a constituent identified in Part 5,
Table 5.6 is found to exceed an action level, a test for outliers is performed in
accordance with the"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)

Deleted "Section 8.2 of the"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)

Replaced "1989" with "2009"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)

Deleted "will be used to check for outliers"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(3)

Deleted "If an outside source of variation is not identified to account for outliers
in a data set, it will be included in the data set and all subsequent analyses. If
the inclusion of such outliers is found to affect the final results of the analyses
significantly, both results (with and without outliers) will be reported."

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added "TRU mixed"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added "Part 5,"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "L-3" with "5.4.b"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "DMP ground-water" with "detection•

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added "during each of the ten background sampling events (with the exceptions
of trans-1,2-dichloroethylene and vanadium that were added after TRU mixed
waste disposal began

r

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Deleted "If any background ground-water quality parameter or constituent has
not been measured prior to waste receipt, measurements will be made for
those parameters or constituents in hydraulically upgradient DMP ground-water
monitoring wells for a sequence of four sampling events. Following completion
of the four sampling events, the arithmetic mean and variance shall then be
calculated by the field supervisor or designee for each well. •

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Deleted "will then"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "background value against which statistical values" with "statistical
baseline (Part 5, Table 5.6) that is used"
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Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added "evaluating the significance of the results of

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Deleted "will be compared"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added •. Time-trend control charts with associated screening values for each
constituent are used for this evaluation"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "Statistical analysis and comparison will be accomplished using one
of the five statistical tests specified in" with "The Permittees will compare the
results from groundwater constituents of ongoing semi-annual groundwater
sample analysis to these baseline values in accordance with"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "98" with "97"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added "(4)"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Deleted", which may include Cochran's Approximation to the Behrens-Fisher
students' t-test at the 0.01 level of significance (described in Appendix IV to
20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264)"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "a significant increase" with "that a constituent statistically exceeds
the baseline"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "monitoring site" with "of the DMWs"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added")" after "CFR §264.98(f))"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "2" with "3"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "in" with "to"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Added "NMED in the"

Attachment L, Section L-4e( 4)

Replaced "Site Environmental" with "Culebra Groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Deleted "(ASER)"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Replaced "and will be reported to NMED" with "in November"

Attachment L, Section L-4e(4)

Deleted "in October"

Attachment L, Section L-5a

Deleted". Laboratory data reports will be forwarded to the Team Leader (see
Section L-7) and NMED"

Attachment L, Section L-5a

Replaced "Analytical parameter" with "Parameter and constituent"

Attachment L, Section L-5a

Added "s" to result"

Attachment L, Section L-5a

Added "as specified in the Permit Part 5"

Attachment L, Section L-5b

Added "for constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-5b

Deleted "semi-"

Attachment L, Section L-5b

Replaced "Team Leader" with "Permitees"

Attachment L, Section L-5b

Replaced "Team Leader" with "Permitees"

Attachment L, Section L-5b

Replaced "ASER" with "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Changed section heading "Semi-Annual Groundwater Surface Elevation Report
and Annual Site Environmental Report" to "Annual Culebra Groundwater
Report"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Replaced·, and to the EM Manager and NMED in the ASER" with "in the
Annual Culebra Groundwater Report"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Replaced "ASER" with "report"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Added "DMW and WLMP"
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Affected Permit Section
Attachment L, Section L-5c

Changed "Well" to "well"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Deleted "Any"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Changed "pumping" to "Pumping"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Added "related to"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Deleted "activities"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Added "that may have taken place since the last annual groundwater report"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Added •

•

A discussion of the origins of abnormal unexpected changes in the
groundwater surface elevation, which is not attributable to site tests or
natural stabilization of the site hydrologic system that exceeds 2 ft in a
DMP well over the course of the period covered by the Annual Culebra
Groundwater Report (this may indicate changes in recharge/discharge
which would affect the assumptions regarding DMP well placement and
constitute new information as specified in 20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR §270.41(a)(2)).

•

The results of the annual measurements of densities .

•

Annotated hydrographs .

•

Groundwater flow rate and direction .
- Potentiometric surface map generated using the following steps:
- Examine hydrographs to identify month having the largest number of
Culebra water levels available with the fewest wells affected by
pumping or other anthropogenic events.
- Convert water levels from subject month to equivalent freshwater
heads using fluid densities appropriate to the date.
- Fit trend surface through freshwater heads.
- Extrapolate the trend surface to the boundaries of the model domain
used for the current Performance Assessment Baseline Calculations
(PABC) and define initial fixed-head boundary conditions based on
the trend surface.
- Using the ensemble-average Culebra transmissivity field used for the
current PABC, optimize the model boundary heads to improve the fit
of the model to the freshwater heads at the wells using optimization
software interactively with MODFLOW.
- Run MODFLOW with optimal boundary conditions fit.
- Contour MODFLOW head results on WIPP site.
- Compute particle path and travel time from the Waste Handling Shaft
to the LWA Boundary.
- Data analysis that will accompany the potentiometric surface map will
include:

•
•
•

Measured versus modeled scatter plot diagram
Frequency of modeled head residuals
Modeled residual freshwater head at each well

•

Explanations for modeled misfit residuals greater than 16.4 feet
(5 meters).

•

Semi-annual groundwater surface elevation results will be
reported as specified in Permit Part 5 Condition 5.10.2.2."

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Deleted "• Radionuclide specific data collected during the previous year."

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Replaced "ASER" with "Annual Culebra Groundwater Report"
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Attachment L, Section L-5c

Added "facility"

Attachment L, Section L-5c

Changed "operating record" to "Operating Record"

Attachment L, Section L-6

Replaced "ground-water surface elevation" with "water level"

Attachment L, Section L-6

Deleted "events"

Attachment L, Section L-6

Replaced "the form" with "either"

Attachment l, Section L-6

Replaced "in the EM section" with "at the Permittees facility or the Operating
Record"

Attachment l, Section L-6

Replaced "records" with "files"

Attachment l, Section l-6

Added "• Field Data Entry Sheets"

Attachment L, Section L-6

Deleted "• STLBs"

Attachment l, Section l-6

Added "Coter

Attachment L, Section L-6

Deleted "and Cote"

Attachment l, Section l-6

Deleted "s" on "forms"

Attachment L, Section L-6

Deleted "Contract"

Attachment L, Section L-6

Replaced "These and all raw analytical records generated in conjunction with
ground-water sampling" with "Detection Monitoring Program monitoring, testing,
and analytical data"

Attachment L, Section L-6

Replaced "ground-water surface elevation monitoring" with "WLMP data"

Attachment l, Section L-6

Replaced "stored in fire resistant cabinets" with "maintained in the WIPP facility
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-6

Deleted "in the EM section according to the Records Inventory and Disposition
Schedule (RIDS) and will be made available for inspection upon request. The
following records will be transmitted to the Permittees' Project Records Services
(PRS) for long-term storage in accordance with the RIDS:

•

Instrument maintenance and calibration records

•
•

Control charts and calculation

QC sample data

•

Sample tracking and control documentation

•

Raw analytical results."

Attachment L, Section L-7

Deleted section

Attachment l, Section l-7a

Deleted section

Attachment l, Section L-7b

Deleted section

Attachment l, Section L-7c

Deleted section

Attachment l, Section l-7d

Deleted section

Attachment l, Section l-7e

Deleted section

Attachment l, Section l-7f

Deleted section

Attachment L, Section L-8

Renumbered section from "l-8" to "L-7"

Attachment l, Section L-8

Deleted "Specific"

Attachment L, Section L-8

Deleted "requirements for WIPP are defined in WIPP document WP 13-1. A
current revision of this document will be maintained in the WIPP Operating
Record."
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Affected Permit Section

Explanation of Change

Attachment L, Section L-8

Changed "Requirements" to "requirements"

Attachment L, Section L-8a

Renumbered section from "L-8a" to "L-7a"

Attachment L, Section L-8a

Replaced "QA Program-Overview" with "Data Quality Objectives and Quality
Assurance Objectives" in section heading

Attachment L, Section L-8a

Deleted "The QA program was developed to assure that integrity and quality
will be maintained for all samples collected and that equipment and records will
be maintained in accordance with EPA guidance. The QA Program identifies
data quality objectives (DQO), processes for assuring sample quality, and
processes for generating and maintaining quality records."

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Renumbered section from "L-8b" to "L-7a(1 )"

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Changed "DQOs" to "Data Quality Objectives" in section heading

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Added "Data Quality Objectives"

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Added parentheses around "DQOs"

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Replaced "will be" with "have been"

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Added "s" to "DQO"

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Added "DMP are shown in the following sections."

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Deleted "project will be to collect accurate and defensible data of known quality
that will be sufficient to assess the concentrations of constituents in the ground
water underlying the WIPP area. The data generated thus far by the DMP has
been used to establish background ground-water quality. For the purpose of
this DMP, DQOs for measurement data will be specified in terms of accuracy,
precision, completeness, representativeness, and comparability. Measurements
of data quality in terms of accuracy and precision will be derived from the
analysis of QC samples generated in the field and laboratory. Appropriate QC
procedures will be used so that known and acceptable levels of accuracy and
precision will be maintained for each data set. This section defines the
acceptance criteria for each QC analysis performed. The following subsections
define each DQO."

Attachment L, Section L-8b

Added new sections
"L-7a( 1)(i) Detection Monitoring Program
Collect accurate and defensible data of known quality that will be sufficient to
assess the concentrations of constituents in the ground water underlying the
WIPParea.
L-7a(1 )(ii) Water Level Monitoring Program
Collect accurate and defensible data of known quality that will be sufficient to
assess the groundwater flow direction and rate at the WIPP facility.
L-7a(2) Quality Assurance Objectives
Quality Assurance Objectives (QAOs) for measurement data have been
specified in terms of accuracy, precision, completeness, representativeness,
and comparability."

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1)

Renumbered section from "L-8a(1 )"to "L-7a(2)(i)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1)

Replaced "samples" with "recoveries"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(1 )(i)" to "L-7a(2)(i)(A)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Added parentheses around "SC"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Replaced "Eh" with "specific conductance"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Added "specific gravity"
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Explanation of Change

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Deleted "check"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Replaced "assure" with "ensure"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Replaced "Procedure WP 1O-AD3029" with "SOPs"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Delete "s"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(i)

Deleted "A current revision of this document or procedure will be maintained in
the WIPP Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(ii)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(1 )(ii)" to "L-7a(2)(i)(B)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(1 )(ii)

Replaced "samples" with "recoveries"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(2)" to "L-7a(2)(ii)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(2)(i)" to "L-7a(2)(ii)(A)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Deleted "Precision of field measurements of water-quality parameters will meet
or exceed required reporting levels."

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Added "Specific conductance"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Added parentheses around "SC"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Deleted "optionally Eh"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Added"," after"10%"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Replaced "and" with "specific gravity to 0.01 by hydrometer,"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Added "and SC"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(i)

Added 'Water-level measurement will be precise to ±0.01 ft. The precision of
water density measurements, when measured in the field using down hole
instrumentation, will be determined on a well-by-well basis and will result in no
more than ±2 ft of error in the derived fresh-water head."

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(ii)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(2)(ii)" to "L-7a(2)(ii)(B)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(2)(ii)

Replaced "Precision of laboratory analyses will be assessed by performing the
same analyses twice on LCSs with each analytical batch assessed at a
minimum frequency of 1 in 20 ground-water samples for nonradiological
parameters and 1 in 10 for radiological parameters. The laboratory will
determine analytical precision control limits by performing replicate analyses of
control samples. Precision measurements will be expressed as RPD." with
"Precision of laboratory analyses will be determined by analyzing a LCS and a
lab control sample duplicate (LCSD) or by analyzing one of the field samples in
duplicate depending on the requirements of the particular standard method.
The precision is measured as the RPD of the recoveries for the spiked
LCS/LCSD pair or the RPD of the duplicate sample analysis results."

Attachment L, Section L-8b(3)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(3)" to "L-7a(2}(iii)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(3)

Replaced "1991" with "1999"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(3)

Added "National"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(3)

Replaced "1988" with "2004"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(3)

Added "method"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(3)

Added "method"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(4)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(4)" to "L-7a(2}(iv)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(4)

Added "during sample shipment or"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(4)

Replaced "noncritical measurements (i.e., field measurements)" with "analysis
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Affected Permit Section

Explanation of Change
of Part 5, Table 5.4.a parameters"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(4)

Replaced "for critical measurements (i.e., compliance data)" with "analysis of
Part 5, Table 5.4.b hazardous constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(4)

Added "for Part 5, Table 5.4.b constituents"

Attachment L, Section L-8b( 4)

Replaced "WIPP EM Manager" with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(4)

Deleted "on behalf of the Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(5)

Renumbered section from "L-8b(5)" to "L-7a(2)(v)"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(5)

Added "For water levels and density, representativeness is a qualitative term
that describes the extent to which a sampling design adequately reflects the
environmental conditions of a site. The SOPs for measurement ensure that
samples are representative of site conditions."

Attachment L, Section L-Bb(6)

Renumbered section from "L-Bb(6)" to "L-7a(2)(vi)"

Attachment L, Section L-Bb(6)

Added "and semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs)"

Attachment L, Section L-Bb(6)

Added "Culebra"

Attachment L, Section L-8b(6)

Changed "Ground-water" to "groundwater"

Attachment L, Section L-Be

Renumbered section from "L-Bc" to "L-7b"

Attachment L, Section L-Bc

Replaced "ground-water monitoring system was" with "approved"

Attachment L, Section L-Be

Deleted "ed" from "designed"

Attachment L, Section L-Bc

Replaced "and will be maintained to meet specifications established in" with "for
the DMP is specified in this Permit. Modifications to the DMP will be processed
in accordance with"

Attachment L, Section L-Bc

Replaced "500" with "900"

Attachment L, Section L-Bc

Deleted"§"

Attachment L, Section L-Bc

Replaced "264 Subpart F and 264.601 through 264.603"with "270.42"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Renumbered section from "L-8d" to "L-7c"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Deleted "Provisions and responsibilities for"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Change "the" to "The"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Added "the"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Added "facility"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Added "(see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-8d

Deleted ·Any"

Attachment L, Section L-8d

Changed "activities" to "Activities"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Replaced "ground-water monitoring" with "the DMP"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Added "data quality"

Attachment L, Section L -Bd

Deleted "documented and"

Attachment L, Section L-Bd

Deleted "and the requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR
§264 Subpart F)
Technical procedures, as specified elsewhere in this DMP, have been
developed for each quality-affecting function performed for ground-water
monitoring. The technical procedures unique to the DMP will be controlled by
the ES&H at WIPP. The procedures are sufficiently detailed and include, when
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Affected Permit Section

Explanation of Change
applicable, quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria.
Procedures were prepared in accordance with requirements in WIPP document
WP 13-1. A current revision of this document will be maintained in the WIPP
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-8e

Renumbered section from "L-8e" to "L-7d"

Attachment L, Section L-8e

Replaced "Permittees" with "Document controls"

Attachment L, Section L-8e

Replaced "procedures" with "SOPs"

Attachment L, Section L-8e

Added "adequately identified or"

Attachment L, Section L-8f

Deleted section

Attachment L, Section L-8g

Renumbered section from "L-8g" to "L-7e"

Attachment L, Section L-8g

Added "(see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-8g

Replaced "QA Department" with "Permittees"

Attachment L, Section L-8g

Added "SOPs."

Attachment L, Section L-8g

Deleted "inspections and surveillance on the scope of work. EM section
personnel will be responsible for performance checks as defined in applicable
procedures and determined for the Permittees by MOC metrology laboratory
personnel. Performance checks for the DMP will determine the acceptability of
purchased items and assess degradation that occurs during use. A current
revision of this document will be maintained in the WIPP Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-8h

Renumbered section from "L-8h" to "L-7f

Attachment L, Section L-8h

Added "(see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-8h

Added "equipment"

Attachment L, Section L-8h

Replaced "Procedure WP 10-AD3029" with "facility SOPs (see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-8h

Deleted "A current revision of this document or procedure will be maintained in
the WIPP Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-8i

Renumbered section from "L-8i" to "L -7 g"

Attachment L, Section L-8i

Replaced "WIPP document" with "In accordance with"

Attachment L, Section L -8i

Deleted "specifies the system used at WIPP for ensuring that appropriate
measures are established to control nonconforming conditions. Nonconforming
conditions connected to the DMP will be identified in and controlled by
documented procedures." with "(see Table L-3),

Attachment L, Section L-8i

Changed "Equipment" to "equipment"

Attachment L, Section L-8i

Deleted •A current revision of this document will be maintained in the WIPP
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-8j

Renumbered section from "L-8j" to "L-7h"

Attachment L, Section L-8j

Added "(see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-8j

Deleted •A current revision of this document will be maintained in the WIPP
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-8k

Renumbered section from "L-8k" to "L-7i"

Attachment L, Section L-8k

Added "(see Table L-3)"

Attachment L, Section L-8k

Deleted •A current revision of this document will be maintained in the WIPP
Operating Record."

Attachment L, Section L-8k

Added "record"
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Affected Permit Section
Attachment L, Section L-8k

Replaced "EM RIDS" with "Environmental Monitoring Records Inventory and
Disposition Schedule"

Attachment L, Section L-8k

Deleted "QA records will document the results of the DMP implementing
procedures and will be sufficient to demonstrate that all quality-related aspects
are valid. The records will be identifiable, legible, and retrievable."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Renumbered section from "L-9" to "L-8"

Attachment L, Section L-9

Added "Crawley, M. and M. Nagy, 1998. "WIPP RCRA Background
Groundwater Quality Baseline Report," DOE/WIPP-98-2285."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Added "Domski, P.S., and R.L. Beauheim. 2008. Evaluation of Culebra Brine
Chemistry. AP-125. ERMS 549336. Carlsbad, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories.

Attachment L, Section L-9

Deleted "Gilbert, R.O., 1987. Statistical Methods for Environmental Pollution
Monitoring, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York.
Haug, A., V.A. Kelly, A.M. LaVenue, and J.F. Pickens, 1987. "Modeling of
Ground-Water Flow in the Culebra Dolomite at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) Site: Interim Report," SAND86-7167, Sandia National Laboratories/New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Added "IT Corporation, "2000 Addendum 1 Waste Isolation Pilot Plant RCRA
Background Groundwater Quality Baseline Update Report." Albuquerque, New
Mexico."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Added "Kuhlman, K.L. 2010. Analysis Report, AP-111 Revision 1, Culebra
Water Level Monitoring Network Design. ERMS 554054. Carlsbad, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.·

Attachment L, Section L-9

Deleted "Lusczynski, N.J., 1961. "Head and Flow of Ground Water of Variable
Density," Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 66, No. 12, pp. 4247-4256."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Added "McKenna, S. A. 2004. Analysis Report: Culebra Water Level Monitoring
Network Design. AP-111. ERMS 540477. Carlsbad, NM: Sandia National
Laboratories."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Deleted "Powers, D.W., S.J. Lambert, S.E. Shaffer, L.R. Hill, and W.O. Weart,
eds., 1978. "Geologic Characterization Report for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Site, Southeastern New Mexico," SAND78-1596, Sandia National
Laboratories/New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Added "Powers, D. W. 2006. Analysis Report: Task 1B of AP-114; Identify
Possible Area of Recharge to the Culebra West and South of WIPP (April 1).
ERMS 543094. Carlsbad, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
Roberts, R. M. 2007. Analysis of Culebra Hydraulic Tests Performed Between
June 2006 and September 2007. ERMS 547418. Carlsbad, NM: Sandia
National Laboratories.
Siegel, M.D., K. L. Robinson, and J. Myers. 1991. "Solute Relationships in
Groundwaters from the Culebra Dolomite and Related Rocks in the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Area, Southeastern New Mexico," SAND88-0196.
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 1995. "Basic Data Report for WQSP-1
through WQSP-6A," DOE/WIPP-95-2154."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Deleted "U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 1996. "United States Department
of Energy Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Compliance Certification Application,"
DOE/CA0-1996-2184, U.S. Department of Energy, Carlsbad Area Office,
Carlsbad, New Mexico.
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 1997. Responses to EPA's Request in
EPA's March 19, 1997 Letter on the WIPP CCA. May 14, 1997 ."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Replaced "1992" with "2009"
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Explanation of Change

Attachment L, Section L-9

Replaced "Addendum to Interim Final Guidance" with "Unified Guidance"

Attachment L, Section L-9

Replaced "1991" with "1999"

Attachment L, Section L-9

Deleted "U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA}, 1989. "Statistical
Analysis of Ground-Water Monitoring Data at RCRA Facilities," U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C."

Attachment L, Section L-9

Replaced "1988" with "2004"

Attachment L, Table L-1

Changed "Above" to "above"

Attachment L, Table L-1

Replaced "Coefficient" with "Storage"

Attachment L, Table L-1

Deleted "Specific capacity 0.029 to 0.04 t/s/m"

Attachment L, Table L-1

Deleted Transmissivity and Permeability columns

Attachment L, Table L-1

Replaced "Unnamed lower member" with "Los Medaiios"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Changed "DMP monitoring wells" to "DMWs"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Changed "Semiannually" to "Annually"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Deleted "All otherWIPP surveillance wells"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Deleted "On special request only"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Changed "DMP monitoring wells" to "DMWs"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Replaced "All other WIPP surveillance well sites" with "WLMP Wells (see Table
L-4)"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Deleted "Redundant wells at all other WIPP surveillance well sites"

Attachment L, Table L-2

Deleted "Quarterly"

Attachment L, Table L-3

Deleted table

Attachment L, Tables

Inserted new Table L-3

Attachment L, Tables

Inserted new Table L-4

Attachment L, Tables

Inserted new Table L-5

Attachment L, Table L-4

Renumbered from "Table L-4" to "Table L-6"

Attachment L, Table L-4

Added "Suggested" to table caption

Attachment L, Table L-4

Deleted "TOX 3 250 ml Glass yes No H2 S04, pH<2 7 days
table data

Attachment L, Table L-4

Added ")"after "(Total" in row 10 of the table data

Attachment L, Figure L-2

Updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-3

Updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-4

Updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-5

Deleted figure

Attachment L, Figures

Inserted new Figure L-5

Attachment L, Figure L-6

Deleted figure

Attachment L, Figure L-7

Deleted figure

Attachment L, Figure L-8

Renumbered figure from "L-8" to "L-6" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-8

Replaced "WQSP" with "Detection"
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Explanation of Change

Attachment L, Figure L-8

Added "ing" to "Monitor" in figure caption

Attachment L, Figure L-9

Deleted figure

Attachment L, Figure L-10

Renumbered figure from "L-10" to "L-7" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-11

Renumbered figure from "L-11" to "L-8" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-12

Renumbered figure from "L-12" to "L-9" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-13

Renumbered figure from "L-13" to "L-10" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-14

Renumbered figure from "L-14" to "L-11" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-15

Renumbered figure from "L-15" to "L-12" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-16

Deleted figure

Attachment L, Figure L-17a

Renumbered figure from "L-17a" to "L-13" and updated figure

Attachment L, Figure L-17a

Replaced "Record" with "Request for Analysis Form" in figure caption

Attachment L, Figure L-17b

Deleted figure

Attachment L, Figure L-18

Deleted figure

Attachment L, Figures

Inserted new Figure L-14
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5.3.2. Well Maintenance
The Permittees shall maintain the DMWs specified in Table 5.3.1 and in Permit
Attachment L, Section L-3b and Figures L~7 through L-+e12, and as required
by 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.97(c) and §264.98(b)).
5.4.

DETECTION MONITORING PROGRAM PARAMETERS AND CONSTITUENTS

The Pennittees shall conduct the DMP at the DMWs as specified in Table 5.3.1 for the indicator
parameters listed in Table 5.4.a and the hazardous constituents listed in Table 5.4.b below and as
required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.98(a)):

Table 5.4.a- Indicator Parameters
Specific conductance
pH
Tetal ergaRie kalegeH (TOH)
Total organic carbon (TOC)
Total suspended solids (TSS)
Total dissolved solids (TDS)
Calcium
DeHsitySpecific Gravitv
Potassium
Magnesium
IreH (Tetal Fe)
Chloride
5.5.

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Except as provided in Pennit Section 5.6, the Permittees shall use the following techniques and
procedures to obtain and analyze DMP samples, iHehuliHg eaelcgreHHEl greHHEl water ~ity
sam:ples, from the DMWs specified in Table 5.3.1, as required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR §264.97(d) and (e)):
5.5.1. Sample Collection Procedures
The Permittees shall collect one DMP sample and one DMP sample duplicate
semiannually from each DMW using the procedures specified in Permit
Attachment L, Section L-4c, as required by 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40
CFR §§264.97(g)(2), 264.98(d), and 264.601(a)).
Table 5.6- WQSP Well Background Values
Hazardous Constituent
Chloroform

WQSP-1

WQSP-2

WQSP-3

WQSP-4

WQSP-5

WQSP-6

1.00 1J9/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1,2-dichloroethane

1.00 1J9/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.IQ/L

1.00 J.IQ/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.I9/L

Carbon tetrachloride

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.IQ/L

1.00 J.IQ/L

1.00 J.19/L

Chlorobenzene

1.00 J.IQ/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.IQ/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 1J9/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1, 1-dichloroethylene

1.00 1J9/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.IQ/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1,1-dichloroethane

1.00 1J9/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 J.lg/L

1.00 1J9/L

1.00 J.I9/L

Methylene chloride

3-:005.00

5.00d.QQ
IJQ/L

!Jg/L

IJ9r

5.003-:00

5..003-:00

5.003-:00

!Jg/L

!Jg/L

!Jg/L
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Table 5.6- WQSP Well Background Values
Hazardous Constituent
1,1 ,2,2-tetrachloroethane

WQSP-1
1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

WQSP-3
1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

WQSP-5
1.00 ~g/L

WQSP-6
1.00 ~giL

Toluene

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1, 1,1-trichloroethane

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

Cresols

5.00

~g/L

5.00 ~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00 ~g/L

5.00

1A-dichlorobenzene

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

1,2-dichlorobenzene

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

trans-1 ,2-dichloroethylene

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~/L

2,4-dinitrophenol

5.00 ~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00 ~g/L

5.00 ~g/L

5.00 l-Jg/L

5.00

~g/L

2,4-dinitrotoluene

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

Hexachloroethane

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00 ~g/L

5.00

~/L

WQSP-2

WQSP-4

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

~g/L

5.00 ~g/L

5.00

~g/L

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

Hexachlorobenzene

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

Iso butanol

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

Methyl ethyl ketone

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

Pentachlorophenol

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~/L

Pyridine

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

Tetrachloroethylene

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00

~/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00 IJQ/L

1,1 ,2-Trichloroethane

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00 ~/L

Trichloroethylene

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~/L

Trichlorofluoromethane

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

~g/L

1.00 ~/L

Xylenes

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00

~/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~/L

Nitrobenzene

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

~g/L

5.00

Vinyl chloride

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00

~g/L

1.00

~/L

1.00 ~g/L

1.00 ~g/L

Arsenic

0.10 mg/L

0.06 mg/L

0.21 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

Barium

1.00 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

Cadmium

0.20 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.05 mg/L

0.05 mg/L

Chromium

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

2.00 mg/L

2.00 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

Lead

0.11 mg/L

0.17 mg/L

0.80 mg/L

0.53 mg/L

0.05 mg/L

0.15 mg/L

Mercury

.002 mg/L

.002 mg/L

.002 mg/L

.002 mg/L

.002 mg/L

.002 mg/L

Selenium

0.15 mg/L

0.15 mg/L

2.00 mg/L

2.00 mg/L

0.10 mg/L

0.10 mg/L

Silver

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.31 mg/L

0.52 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

Antimony

0.33 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

0.80 mg/L

0.07 mg/L

0.14 mg/L

Beryllium

0.02 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

0.10 mg/L

0.25 mg/L

0.02 mg/L

0.02 mg/L

Nickel

0.50 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

5.00 mg/L

5.00 mg/L

0.10 mg/L

0.50 mg/L

Thallium

1.00 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

5.80 mg/L

1.00 mg/L

0.21 mg/L

0.56 mg/L

Vanadium

0.10 mg/L

0.10 mg/L

5.00 mg/L

5.00 mg/L

2.70 mg/L

0.10 mg/L

~g/L

5.00
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5.1 0.2.1.

Data Evaluation Results
The Permittees shall submit to the Secretary the analytical results
required by Permit Sections 5.5.1 and 5.9.2, and the results ofthe
statistical analyses required by Permit Section 5.9.3, in the Annual
Culebra Groundwater Report in November of each year ifl eetBf1liaaee
witB. tB.e seB.effiile efl TaBle 5.1Q.2.1 eele·N, aRa as required by
20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.97(j)):
+a~le

5. ~ o.:u

AAalytisal R:eswlts

$w~fRitlal

$stledwle

Samples ~e be eellee~d dut=iftg
a._

~41H'eft

._L

...11.'

We·~·etBaet:

5.1 0.2.2.

D"

···~

~
..JI,

l'lo.Illli:Vn.

c_..,..-

L

.

12QealeflaaF tla~·s aftet: fiRal Safflt11e is eeUeetetl

Mtt~'

s6t1tetBaef

.

.r.

l2Q ealeetlaF tla~ts aftet: fifltti SatBf1le is eelleetetl

GFe'l:lfla WaterGroundwater Surface Elevation Results
The Permittees shall submit to the Secretary gt=et:tfltl watet:
groundwater surface elevation data specified in Permit Section 5.7.
This submittal shall include both gt=et:tfltl v;atet:groundwater surface
elevations calculated from field measurements and fresh-water head
elevations calculated as specified in Permit Attachment L, Section L4c(l ). Water level data shall be st:tetBittetl reported semiannually in
May and Novembenvitftifl 3Q ealefltlaF tlays aftet: tlata aFe eeUeetetl.
The November water level data shall be combined with the Annual
Culebra Groundwater Report specified in Permit Part 5.1 0.2.3.

5.1 0.2.3.

GFet:tfltl Watet: Groundwater Flow ttfltl RfttlieflHelitle Satft9liflg Results
The Permittees shall submit to the Secretary an evaluation of the
gt=et:tfla watergroundwater flow data (to include annotated
hydrographs) specified in Permit Section 5.8 afla tfte rest:tlls ef
ratlieflt:lelitle sf1eeifie ttHalysis ef gt=et:tfltlwatet:s SatBf1letl ft:etB tfte
DMWs in the Annual Culebra Groundwater 8ite ERYirellfflefltal
Report ey Oeteeet: 1 in November of each calendar year.
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WIPP GROUND \\f.ATIERGROUNDWATER DETECTION MONITORING
PROGRAM PLAN
=L-___.1.___:.:.1n.:.:;tr~o:.:::d:.::u.::ct::.:io::.:.!n
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a geologic repository for the disposal of trans~ranic
(TRU) waste facility is subject to regulation under Title 20 of the New Mexico Administrative
Code CNMACl. Chapter 4. Part 1. Subpart V (20.4.1.500 NMACl. As required by 20.4.500
NMAC <incorporating 40 CfR §264.601 ). the Permittees shall demonstrate that the
environmental performance standards for a miscellaneous unit. which are applied to the
hazardous waste disposal units <HWDUsl in the underground. will be met. The disposal heri~n
is located 2, 150 feet (ft) (eaa ITlotors [rn]) below tho land s~rfaco in tho bedded salt of the
Salado ~errnatien (hereinafter rofoFFOd to as tho Salado). At WIPP, water bearing l:lnits ecc~r
9oth above and below tho disposal horizon. Gre~nd water monitoring of tho ~ppoFITlost aet~ifer
9olew the facility is net preposoEI at WIPP 9oca~so that water bearing ~nit (tho 8oll Canyon
~ormation) is not sonsiEioreEI a creEiiblo pathway for a release froiTI the re~ository. This is
9oca~so tho repository horizon anEI water bearing sanelstenos of tho 8oll Canyon F'eFFAatien are
separateel by oYer 2000 ft (610 ITI) of Yory low permeability evaporite soelirnonts (1\eleloneii:IFA l1,
Arneneloel RonO\'lall\p~lication (DOe, 2009)). No nat1:1ral creelible pathway has Boon ostaelisheel
for contaminant transport to aet~ifors Belew tho repository horizon, as thoro is no hyelrelegic
COFAFA~nication between tho repository anell:lneloFiying aEjl:lifor. Tho IJ.S. en•.4renrnontal
Protection 1\§oncy (I!PA) cencl~:~eloel in 1QQO that nat~ral Yortisal corniTI~nicatien Elees net mc:ist
9asoel en their ro¥iow of n~rnore1:1s st~Eiies (ePA, 1QQO). r;l:lrthoriTlero, elrilling boreholes for
gre~:~nEI water monitoring thre~gh the Salaele anEI the Castile r;eFITlation (hereinafter roferroel to
as tho Castile) into tho 8oll Canyon aetl:lifor we~IEI cernpro!Tliso tho isolation properties of tho
repository rnodi~ITI.

The WIPP facility is located in Eddy County in southeastern New Mexico (figure L-1l. within the
Pecos Valley section of the southern Great Plains phvsiographic province. The facility is 26
miles <mil (42 kilometers lkm]) east of Carlsbad. New Mexico. in an area known as Los
Medafios <the dunesl. Los Medafios is a relatively flat. sparsely inhabited plateau with little
water and limited land uses. Disposal of TRIJ rniMoel waste in tho WIPP facility is s~Bject to
reg~latien I:IREior20.4.1.900 ~IMAC. As roet~iroel by 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incer~erating 40 CFR
§284 .eO 1), tho PoFFAittoos shall Elornonstrato that tho on¥irenrnontal performance stanEiarEis for
a miscellanoe~s ~nit, wl=lisl=l are applioEI to tho hazarele~s waste elispesal ~nits (..CWDUs) in the
~nelorgre~:~nel, 'Nill 9o ITlot.
The WIPP facility (figure L-2) consists of 16 sections of Federal land in Township 22 South.
Range 31 East. The 16 sections of Federal land were withdrawn from the application of public
land laws by the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWAl. Public Law 102-579. The WIPP LWA
transferred the responsibilitv for the administration of the 16 sections from the Department of
Interior. Bureau of Land Management. to the U.S. Department of Energy lOOEl. This law
specified that mining and drilling for purooses other than support of the WIPP project are
prohibited within this 16 section area with the exception of Section 31. Oil and gas drilling
activities are restricted in Section 31 from the surface down to 6.000 feet.
The WIPP is a mined geologic repository for the disposal of transuranic (JRUl waste. The
disposal horizon is located 2.150 feet (ft) (655 meters rmn below the land surface in the bedded
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salt of the Salado Formation <Salado). At the WIPP facility. water-bearing units occur both
above and below the disposal horizon. Groundwater monitoring of the uooermost aquifer below
the facility is not required because the water-bearing unit <the Bell Canyon Formation (Bell
Canvon)) is not considered a credible pathway for a release from the repositorv. This is
because the repositorv horizon and water-bearing sandstones of the Bell Canyon are separated
by over 2.000 ft (610 ml of very low-permeabilitv evaporite sediments <Amended Renewal
Application Addendum L1 lDOE. 2009)). No natural credible pathway has been established for
contaminant transport to water-bearing zones below the repository horizon. as there is no
hydrologic communication between the repository and underlying water-bearing zones. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency <EPA> concluded in 1990 that natural vertical
communication does not exist based on review of numerous studies <EPA. 1990l. Furthermore.
drilling boreholes for groundwater monitoring through the Salado and the Castile Formation
<Castile) into the Bell Canyon would compromise the isolation properties of the repositorv
medium.
GFOI:Jnel·.vaterGroundwater monitoring at tbe_WIPP facilitv in tl=te past l=tas fesi:Jseel focuses on
the Culebra R=leR=IBer Member <Culebra} of the Rustler Formation <Rustler} (l=leFeinafter Feferreel
to as the Cb1lo9ra) because it represents the most significant hydrologic contaminant migration
pathway to the accessible environment. The Culebra is the most significant water-bearing unit
lying above the repository. Moeleling of gFebiREl water FROioteFRent in tl=le CI:JieBra, Baseel on the
concept of a groi:Jnel water BasinGroundwater movement in the Culebra. using results from the
basin-scale groundwater model, is discussed in detail in Amended Renewal Application
Addendum L1, Section L1-2a, AFReneleel Renev,cal Application (DOE, 2009).
The 'PJIPP site is lesateel in ~Elely Coblnty in sebltl=leastern ~'ew Me*ise (J;igYF9 l 1) witl=lin the
Pesos \Lalley sestion of the sobltl=lern GFeat Plains pl=lysiegraphis pre•Jinse (Pewers et al., 1978).
The site is 28 R=liles (R=Ii) (42 kiloR=Ieters [kFR]) east of Carlseael, New Me)(ise in an area known as
los MeelaFios (the eli:Jnes). les MeelaFies is a FOiatiYely flat, sparsely inhaeiteel plateabl vlfth little
water anel liFRiteel lana I:Jses.
Tl=le 'A'IPP site (Figi:Jre l 2) sonsists ef 18 sestiens ef J;eelerallanel in Tewnsl=lip 22 Soi:Jtl=t,
Range 31 east. Tl=le 18 sestiens ef J;eelerallanel were witl=lelrawn fFOR=I tl=te applisatien of pb19lis
lana laws 9y the 'NIPP lana 'l¥ithelra•Nal Ast (bW.t.), Pb191is Law 1Q2 97Q.llle WIPP l\D.tA
transfeFFeEl tl=te responsiBility fer tl=le aElFRinistration of tl=le 18 sections freR=I tl=le QepaFtFRent ef
Interior, 81:Jreabl ef lana ManageFRent, te tl=te U.S. QepaFtFRent ef enef§y (DO&). This Jaw
spesifieel tl=lat R=lining anel Elrilling fer pblrposes other than SblppoFt ef tl=le WIPP pFOjest aFe
prohiBiteel witl=tin tl=lis 18 sestien aFea ·.-o~ith tl=le e)(septien of Section 31 . Oil anel gas Elrilling
activities are restristeel in Sestien 31 froFR tl=le Sblrfase Elo\\'R to 8,QQQ feet.
This monitoring plan addresses requirements for sample collection, Culebra grei:Jnel
surface elevation monitoring, Culebra grei:Jnel watercroundwater flow
direction and rate determination, data management, and reporting of Culebra grei:Jnel
~ monitoring data. It also identifies indicator analytisal parameters a.ru1
hazardous constituents selected to assess Culebra groi:Jnel watergroundwater quality,..aR6
estaBlishes persennel FespensiBilities for the WIPP groblnel v,cateFCroundwater detection
monitoring program (DMP}. Because quality assurance is an integral component of the gFOblnel
watefgroundwater sampling, analysis, and reporting process, quality assurance/quality control
(QAIQC) elements and associated data acceptance criteria are included in this plan.
~

Instructions for performing field activities that will be conducted in conjunction with this OMe
saFRpling anel analysis plan are provided in the WIPP Standard Operating Procedures lSOPsl
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{see Table L-3). which are maintained in facility files and which comply with the applicable
requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC lincoroorating 40 CFR § 264.97 (d)). field o~or:ating
~rosodt,~Fes, FOfor:onsod throt,~ghout this ~lan. Procedures are required for each aspect of the
Culebra §FOI:IAd watoraroundwater sampling process, including Culebra gro1:1nd
~ surface elevation measurement, Culebra gFOt,~nd ·.vatororoundwater flow
direction and rate determination, sampling equipment installation and operation, field waterquality measurements, and sample collection. Those ~rosodt,~ros ~rossrieo pro~or field saFR~Iing
toshniq~:~os. Data required by this plan SaFR~Ios will be collected by trained qualified personnel
in accordance with SOPs {Table L-3). t,~ndor tho St,~~orvision and dirostion of qt,~alifiod engineers,
ssiontists, or other toshnisal ~orsonnol.

11

L -1 a

12

L-1a(1)

13

The WIPP sito-facilitv is situated within the Delaware Basin bounded to the north and east by
the Capitan Reef, which is part of the larger Permian Basin, located in the south-central region
of North America. D1:1ring tho PorFRian ~oriod, whish saFRo to a sloso al3ot,~t 245 FRillion years
ago, ansiont seas sover:od tho basin. Their later o\'a~or:ation r:os1:1ltod in tho do~osition of a thisk
soq1:1onso of ova~oritos. A.ddonduFR l1, Sostion L1 1 of tho A.FRondod Rono~oval A.~~lisation
(DO!;, 2QQQ) ~FOsonts a detailed dissussion of tho r:ogional goologis history. Three major
evaporite-bearing formations were deposited in the Delaware Basin (see Figures L-3 and L-4
and Amended Renewal Application Addendum L 1, Section L 1-1 lDOE. 2009) for more detail):
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The Castile, whish forFRod through O\'a~or:ation of tho PoFFRian Sea; consists of
interbedded anhydrites and halite. Its upper boundary is at a depth of about 2,825 ft (861
m) below ground surface (bgs), and its thickness at the WIPP facility is 1,250 ft (381 m).

24

•

The repository is located in the Salado, which overlies the Castile and resulted from
prolonged desiccation that produced predominantly halite, with some carbonates,
anhydrites, and clay seams. Its upper boundary is at a depth of about 850 ft (259 m)
bgs, and it is about 2,000 ft (610 m) thick in the repository area.

•

The Rustler Formation (hereinafter roforr:od to as tho R1:1stlor) was deposited in a
lagoonal environment during a major freshening of the basin and consists of carbonates,
anhydrites, and halites. Its beds consist of clay and anhydrite and contain small amounts
of brine. The Rustler!& upper boundary is about 500ft (152m) bgs, and it ranges up to
350ft (107m) in thickness in the repository area.
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These evaporite-bearing formations lie between two other formations significant to the geology
and hydrology of the WIPP site. The Dewey Lake Redbeds Formation lDewey Lake) overlying
the Rustler is dominated by nonmarine sediments and consists almost entirely of mudstone,
claystone, siltstone, and interbedded sandstone (see Amended Renewal Application Addendum
L 1, Section L 1-1c(6) of tho AFRondoa Ronowal/\~~lisation (DOE, 2009)). This formation forms a
500-ft- (152-m) thick barrier of fine-grained sediments that retard the downward percolation of
water into the evaporite units below.~ The Bell Canyon ForFRation (hereinafter roforroel to as tho

'Wf:lile tf:leFe may lle seme llRsertaiRiy e¥er tf:le ame~o~RI ef verlisal resf:lar!ije ees~o~rriR!iJ wiiRiR IRe R~o~stler, IRe iss!le is eAiy ef
sigAifisaAse te leAg terrA ~FFAaRee sale~o~latieRs iR wf:lief:l releases frem IRe repesitery ess~o~r tt:lre~o~gt:l tf:le ereatieA ef a migratieR
patf:lway res~o~ltiAg tram erilliRg (iAae\•erteRtly) iR tt:le WIPP area. Tt:le seRseq~o~eRses gf ¥ertisal reetlarge are oo~o~REied iR tf:le mooeliRg
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3
4

8ell Canyon) Js_the first water-bearing unit below the repository (see Amended Renewal
Application Addendum L1, Section L1-1 c(2) of tf:le Ar:RenEieEI Renewal A~~lisation (DOE,
2009)}- and is confined above by the thick evaporite seEj1::1enses deposits of the Castile aeove.
It consists of 1,200 ft (366m) of interbedded sandstone, shale, and siltstone.

16

The Salado was selected to host the WIPP repository for several reasons. First, it is regionally
extensive, underlying an area of more than 36,000 square mi (mi 2 ) (93,240 square kilometers
[km 2]}. Second, its permeability is extremely low. Third, salt behaves mechanically in a plastic
manner under pressure (the lithostatic pressure at the disposal horizon is approximately 2.200
2
n::~oro tf:lan 2,QQQ pounds per square inch [lb/in. ] or ~14.9 megapascals [MPa]) and
eventually n::~oves deforms to fill any opening (referred to as creep). Fourth, any fluid remaining
in small fractures or openings is saturated with salt, is incapable of further salt dissolution, and
has probably remained in place for r:Rillions of yearssince deposition. Finally, the Salado lies
between the Rustler and the Castile (Figure L-5), which contain very low permeability layers that
help confine and isolate waste within and keep water outside of the WIPP repository (see
Amended Renewal Application Addendum L1, Section L1-1c(5) and L1-1c(3) of tf:le Ar:RenEieEI
Renewal A~~lisation (DOE, 2009)).

17

L-1a(2)

18
19
20
22

The general hydrogeology of the area surrounding the WIPP facility is described in this section
starting with the first geologic unit below the Salado. Addendum L1, Section L1-2a of the
Amended Renewal Application (DOE, 2009) provides more detailed discussions of the local and
regional hydrogeology. Relevant hydrological parameters for the various rock units above the
Salado atWIPP are summarized in Table L-1.

23

L-1 al2Xil

24

32

The Castile is a basin-filling evaporite sequence of sediments surrounded by the Capitan Reef.
The Castile represents a major regional gro~::~nEI wateFCroundwater aquitard that effectively
prevents upward migration of water from the underlying Bell Canyon. Fluid present in the castile
is very restricted because evaporites do not readily maintain pore space, solution channels, or
open fractures at depth. Drill-stem tests conducted in the Castile during construction of the
WIPP facility fo1::1nEI determined its permeability to be lower than detection limits; however, the
hydraulic conductivity has been conservatively estimated to be less than 1o-a ft (3 x 1o-9 m) per
day. A description of the Castile brine reservoirs outside the WIPP area is provided in
Addendum L1, Section L1-2a(2)(b) of the Amended Renewal Application (DOE, 2009).

33

L-1al2lliil

34

The Salado is an evaporite sequence that filled the remainder of the Delaware Basin and lapped
extensively over the Capitan Reef and the back-reef sediments beyond. The Salado consists of
approximately 2,000 ft (610 m) of bedded halite, with interbeds or seams of anhydrite, clay, and
polyhalite. It acts hydrologically as a regional confining bed. The porosity of the Salado is very
low and naturally interconnected pores are probably nonexistent in halite at the depth of the
disposal horizon. Fluids associated with the Salado occur mainly as very small fluid inclusions in
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Gro1::1nEI waterGroundwater Hydrology

The Castile

The Salado

lly assYmiR!l tl:lat YREier fytyr:e slimate seREiitieAs (whish are ass11meEI te be sealer aAEI wetter), the !JFeYAEI water SYrfase ele...atieA
(water table) raises Rear !JFeYAEI syrfase, at whish time the YJater table teAEis te mimis te~ra~tly.
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7

the halite crystals and also occur between crystal boundaries (interstitial fluid) of the massive
crystalline salt formation; fluids also occur in clay seams and anhydrite beds. Permeabilities
measured from the surface in the area of the WIPP facility range from 0.01 to 25 microdarcies.
The most reliable value, 0.3 microdarcy, was obtained from well DOE-2. The results of
permeability testing at the disposal horizon are within the range of 0.001 to 0.01 microdarcy. As
a coA=!~arison, tho ~orrnoaeility of tho Salaeo is ro1:1ghly a tho1:1sane tin::~os loss than that of a
lm.v~r clay liner roq~:~iroe of sl:lrfaco im~ol:lnBA=Ionts ane lanefills, ass1:1ming similar thicknesses.

8

L-1a(2Kiii)

9

The Rustler has been the subject of extensive characterization activities because it contains the
most transmissive hydrologic units overlying the Salado (s~ocifically, tho C~:~loera Momeor,
hereafter roferroe to as tho Cl:lloera). Within the Rustler, five members have been identified. Of
these, the Culebra is the most transmissive and has been the focus of most of the Rustler
hydrologic studies.
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The Rustler

The Culebra is the first continuous water-bearing zone above the Salado and is up to
approximately 30ft (9 m) thick. Water in the Culebra is usually present in fractures and is
confined by overlying gypsum or anhydrite and underlying clay and anhydrite beds. The
hydraulic gradient within the Culebra in the area of the WIPP facility is approximately 20ft per
mi (3.8 m per km) and becomes much flatter south and southwest of the site (Figure L-i~).
Culebra transmissivities in the Nash Draw range up to 1,250 square ft (ft2) (116 square m [m 2])
per day; closer to the WIPP facility, they are as low as 0.007 to 74 ft2 (0.00065 to 7.0 m 2) per
day. Tho C1:1lobra is hyerologically confines.
The two primary types of field tests that are being used to characterize the flow and transport
characteristics of the Culebra are hydraulic tests and tracer tests.
The hydraulic tests consist of pump, injection, and slug testing of wells across the study area
(see Amended Renewal Application Addendum L 1, Section L 1-2a(3)(a)(ii) of tl:lo Amoneee
Renewal 1\f)~lisation (DOE, 2009)). The most detailed hydraulic test data exist for the WIPP
hydropads (e.g., H-19). The hydropads generally comprise a network of three or more wells
located within a few tens of meters of each other. Long-term pumping tests have been
conducted at hydropads H-3, H-11, and H-19 and at well WIPP-13 (see Amended Renewal
Application Addendum L 1, Section L 1-2a(3)(a)(ii) of the Arneneoe Renewal A~~lication (DOE,
2009)). These pumping tests provided transient pressure data both at the hydropad and over a
much larger area. Tests often included use of automated data-acquisition systems, providing
high-resolution (in both space and time) data sets. In addition to long-term pumping tests, slug
tests and short-term pumping tests have been conducted at individual wells to provide pressure
data that can be used to interpret the transmissivity at that well (see Amended Renewal
Apolication Addendum L 1, Section L 1-2a(3)(a)(ii) of the Arneneee Renewal A~~lication (DOE,
2009)). (Adaitional short term ~urn~ing test6 t-:lave been cona~:~ctee in tl:le Water Quality
SaR=~~Iing F2rogram (WQ8P) '#ells (see /\eeenei:IFR L1, Sestion L1 2a(6)(a)(ii) of the An=leneee
Renewal A~~lieatien (QOi, 2QQQ)). Detailed cross-hole hydraulic testing has roeontly been
conducted at the H-19 hydropad (see Amended Renewal Application Addendum L1, Section L 12a(3)(a)(ii) of tho /\menaea Renewal A~~lieation (DOE, 2009)).
Tho hyera~:~lic tests aro aesignoe to yiela ~ross1:1ro aata fer estimation of hyarolegie
characteristics Pressure data are collected during hydraulic tests for estimation of hvdrologic
characteristics such as transmissivity, permeability, and storativity. The pressure data from longterm pumping tests and the interpreted transmissivity values for individual wells are used fef:
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iR131:1t to fle·.v R=teelolingin calibration of flow models. Some of the hydraulic test data and
interpretations are also important for the interpretation of transport characteristics. For instance,
the permeability values interpreted from the hydraulic tests at a given hydropad are needed for
interpretations of tracer test data at that hydropad.
There is strong evidence that the permeability of the Culebra varies spatially and varies
sufficiently that it cannot be characterized with a uniform value or range over the region of
interest to WIPP. The transmissivity of the Culebra varies spatially over ~ten orders of
magnitude from east to west in the vicinity of WIPP. Over tAo site, C1:1loBra transR=tissivity vaFios
ever tAreo to fe1:1r erelors of A=tagnit~:~Elo. Fig1:1ro De 3Q sAows variation in transR=tissivity in tAo
C1:1loBra in tAo WIPP region. Transmissivities have been calculated at 1 x 10~l square feet per
day (1 x 10-9~ square meters per second) at well~ east of the WIPP site to 1 x 103
square feet per day (1 x 10-3 square meters per second) at well H-7 in Nash Draw (see
Amended Renewal Application Addendum L1, Section L1-2a(3)(a)(ii) of tAo AR=tonEloel Rono~oval
/>,f3J3Iisation (DOE, 2009)).
Transmissivity variations in the Culebra are believed to be controlled by the relative abundance
of open fractures rather than by primary (that is, depositional) features of the unit (Roberts.
~-Lateral variations in depositional environments were small within the mapped region, and
primary features of the Culebra show little map-scale spatial variability, according to Holt and
Powers, 1988. Direct measurements of the density of open fractures are not available from core
samples because of incomplete recovery and fracturing during drilling, but observation of the
relatively unfractured exposures in the WIPP shafts suggests that the density of open fractures
in the Culebra decreases to the east. Q~:~alitativo seFFolatiens Aavo Boon netoa Between
transR=tissi•lity ana so·.~ral goelogis feat1:1ros f30SSiBiy rolatoa to eJ3on frast1:1ro aonsity, insl1:1eling
( 1) tAO aistFiBI:Ition of OVOFBI:IFSOA aB0'/0 tt:lo CI:IIOBFa, (2) tt:lo aistriBwtien of Aalito in otAor
R=tOR=IBors of tAo R~:~stlor, (3) tAo aissol1:1tion of Aalito in tAo l:lf3J30F f30Ftion of tAo Salaae, anel (4)
tAo aistriBwtien of gyJ3SYR=I fillings in frastwros in tAo CwloBra.
Moas1:1roa A=tatriM f30resitios of tAo C~:~loBra '/BF)' froR=t Q.Q3 to Q.3Q. Frast1:1ro f3eresity val1:1os Aa'IO
net Boon R=toaswrea airostly, Bwt intorJ3retoa val~:~os froA=t trasor tests at tAo 1=1 3, J.J 8, ana 1=1 11
Ayarof3aas vary freA=t 5 H 1Q4 to 3 H 1Q~. Data are inswffieient to aeterR=tine wt:lett:ler tAo a'l~rage
J30resity of tt:le A=tatriM ana frast1:1ros varies signifisantly en a regional seale.
Geochemical and radioisotope characteristics of the Culebra have been studied. There is
considerable variation in gro~:~nEI·l/atororoundwater geochemistry in the Culebra. The variation
has been described in terms of different hydrogeochemical facies that can be mapped in the
Culebra. A halite-rich hydrogeochemical facies exists in the region of the WIPP site and to the
east, approximately corresponding to the regions in which halite exists in units above and below
the Culebra, and in which a large portion of the Culebra fractures are gypsum filled. An
anhydrite-rich hydrogeochemical facies exists west and south of the WIPP site, where there is
relatively less halite in adjacent strata and where there are fewer gypsum-filled fractures.
Radiogenic isotopic signatures suggest that the age of the gre1:1na wateroroundwater in the
Culebra is on the order of 10,000 years or more (see Amended Renewal Application Addendum
L1 of tAo /\R=toneleel Renewal A1313lisation (DOE, 2009)).
The radiogenic ages of the Culebra gre1:1na watergroundwater and the geochemical differences
provide information potentially relevant to the gre1:1na watergroundwater flow directions and
gro1:1n8 r.vatorgroundwater interaction with other units and are important constraints on
conceptual models of gro~:~na watorgroundwater flow. Previe1:1s sensoJ3t1:1al A=toaols of tAo
C~:~loBra (see A9elon91:1A=t L1 of tAo AR=tonaoa Ron&'.val A1313lisatien (DOE, 2QQ9)) Aave net Boon
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able to sonsistently relate the hyarogeoshemisal fasies, raaiogenis ages, ana flow sonstraints
(that is, transmissivity, bounaary sonaitions, ets.) in the Culebra.
Het~RJver, tihe Permittees have proposed a AeW-Conceptualization of greuna wateroroundwater
flow that seulel explain§ observed geochemical facies and greunel v1ateroroundwater flow
patterns. The RaW-Conceptualization, referred to as the basin-scale greuna wateraroundwater
~model, offers a three dimensional approach to treatment of Supra-Salado rock units, and
assumes vertical leakage (albeit very slow) between rock units of the Rustler exists (where
hydraulic head is present).

Flow in the Culebra is considered transient. This dif:fers from f'}revious interf'}retations, \\'heroin
no flow was ass1:1meel between Rustler units. The model assumes that the grounel
~system is dynamic and is responding to the drying of climate that has
occurred since the late Pleistocene period. The Permittees assumed that recharge rates during
the late Pleistocene period were sufficient to maintain the water table near land surface, but has
since dropped significantly. Therefore, the impact of local topography on greuna
~flow was greater during wetter periods, with discharge from the Rustler at
WIPP to the west toward Nash Draw; flow is currently dominated by more regional topographic
effects during drier times, with flow in the Rustler from WIPP towards the Balmorhea-Loving
Trough to the south. to a more southerly direstion.
l=o1:1r hyarogeoshemisal fasies 'lAth in the Culel;)ra in the WIPP area (OOE, 1997) have !;)eon
identified:
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Zone A
Zone 8
Zone C
Zone 0

saline (2 3 molal) NaCI l;)rines, Mg/Ga ratio of 1.2 to 2;
dil1:1to (<Q.1 molal) CaS04 rish gro1:1na water;
variable somf'}osition (Q.J 1.8 molal); MgfCa ratio Q.J to 1.2; ana
high salinities (3 7 molal); KINa weight ratios (Q.2).

l=asies A gro1:1na 'Arater flmv is slow, has not sf:langea over the last 14,QQQ years, ana f3FOI;>al;)ly
reshargea more than eQQ,QQQ years ago. Vertisal leakage oss1:1rs to r=asies A, ana both lateral
and vertisal gro1:1ns water flow rates are eMtremely low. F=asies 8 ossurs in an area with greater
vertisal ffast1:1ring in tf:le C~:~lel;)ra, anel tf:lerefere eJ<f:lil;)its more vertisal infiltration ana mere rat=~i9
lateral flow in the Culebra. F=lo'lJ in F=asies 8 is s1:1rrently to the south (it may miM witf:l Fasies C
water to the soutf:least) but was more towarEI the west 9uFing wetter slimates; •RJrtisal infiltration
from tf:le Oewey Lake to the Culebra Fasies 8 is assumes by tf:le Permittees to f:la•Je essurree
suring wetter slimates in an area soutf:l of tf:le WIPP site. Fasies C water was not 9ilute9 to
sreate Fasies 8 water. Fasies C oss1:1rs "in l;)etween" P:asies A ana 8, ana gro1:1ns water flow
enteree tf:le C1::1lebra prior to tf:le eli mate sf:lange (to erier sonelitions) 14 ,OOQ years ago. Fasies C
gro1::1ne water flow is to the soutf:l at WIPP, wf:lere the Permittees theorizes tf:lat it joins witf:l a
small amo1::1nt of Fasies A sol1:1te l;)eing transportee from the east. Groune water flow rate in
Fasies C is faster tf:lan in A b1::1t slower tf:lan in 8, ana tf:le proposes resharge area from the
Oewey Lake to tf:le Culebra was to tf:le nortf:least of the \l'liPP site. Fasies C gro~:.~ne water
infiltrates into tf:le Oewey Lake ana then interastee witf:l anhysrite and halite along its path to the
Culel;>ra, wf:lerein it miMes witf:l smaller amounts of P:asies A water. tf:le Pem:~ittees sonslueee
tf:lat tf:le f3rosonse of anf:lydrite 'llitf:lin R1:1stlor 1:1nits eoes not presl1::1so slow 9o•.vn·.vara infiltration
(OOe, 19Q7).
Using data from 22 wells. Siegel. Robinson. and Mvers (1991) originally defined four
hydrochemical facies (A. B. C. and Dl for Culebra groundwater based primarily on ionic strength
and major constituents. With the data now available from 59 wells. Demski and Beauheim
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1
2

{2008) defined transitional NC and BLC facies. as well as a new facies E for high-moles per
kilogram {molal) Na-Mg Cl brines.
•

Zone B - Dilute {ionic strength <0.1 molal) CaS04-rich groundwater. from southern hightransmissivity area. Mg/Ca molar ratio 0.32 to 0.52.

5

•

Zone B/C - Ionic strength 0.18 to 0.29 molal. Mg/Ca molar ratio 0.4 to 0.6.

6

•

Zone C - Variable composition waters. ionic strength 0.3 to 1.0 molal. Mg/Ca molar ratio
0.4 to 1.1.

8

•

Zone NC - Ionic strength 1.1 to 1.6 molal. Mg/Ca molar ratio 0.5 to 1.2.

9

•

Zone A- Ionic strength >1.66 molal. up to 5.3 molal. Mg/Ca molar ratio 1.2 to 2.4.

10

•

ZoneD- Defined based on inferred contamination related to potash refining operations.
Ionic strength 3 molal. KINa weight ratios of -0.2.

•

Zone E -Wells east of the mudstone-halite margins. ionic strength 6.4 to 8.6 molal.
Mg/Ca molar ratio 4.1 to 6.6.
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The low-ionic-strength (S0.1 molal> facies B waters contain more sulfate than chloride. and are
found southwest and south of the WIPP site within and down the Culebra hydraulic gradient
from the southernmost closed catchment basins. mapped by Powers (2006). in the southwest
arm of Nash Draw. These waters reflect relatively recent recharge through gypsum karst
overlying the Culebra. However. with total dissolved solids (IDS) concentrations in excess of
3.000 mg/L. the facies B waters do not represent modem-day precipitation rapidly reaching the
Culebra. They must have residence times in the Rustler sulfate units of thousands of years
before reaching the Culebra.
The higher-ionic-strength (0.3-1 molal) facies C brines have differing compositions.
representing meteoric waters that have dissolved CaS04. overorinted with mixing and localized
processes. Facies A brines <ionic strength 1.6-5.3 molall are high in NaCI and are clustered
along the extent of halite in the middle of the Tamarisk Member of the Rustler Formation. Facies
A represents old waters <long flow paths) that have dissolved halite and/or connate brine. or a
mixture of the two from facies E. The facies D brines. as identified by Siegel. Robinson. and
Mvers (1991 l. are high-ionic-strength solutions found in western Nash Draw with high KINa
ratios representing waters contaminated with effluent from potash refining operations. Similar
water is found at shallow depth (<36ft (11 mll in the upper Dewey Lake at SNL-1. just south of
the Intrepid East tailings pile. The newly defined facies E waters are verv high ionic strength
(6.H.6 molal) NaCI brines with high Mg/Ca ratios. The facies E brines are found east of the
WIPP site. where Rustler halite is present above and below the Culebra. and halite cements are
present in the Culebra. They represent primitive brines present since deposition of the Culebra
and immediately overlying strata.
Previously, the Permittees and others believed the geochemistry of Culebra !iJFe~na
~was inconsistent with flow directions. This was based on the premise that
~facies C water must transform to facies B water (e.g. become Mfresher"), which is inconsistent
with the observed flow direction. It is now believed that the observed geochemistry and flow
directions can be explained with different recharge areas and Culebra travel paths (Amended
Renewal Application Addendum L 1 ef tt:le l\FRenaea Renewall\~~lisatien (DOE, 2009)).
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Head distribution in the Culebra (see Amended Renewal Application Addendum L1 ~
Amended Ronov.'al A~~lication (DOE, 2009)) is consistent with basin-scale §FOI:IAEI
~ &asiR-modeling results indicating that the generalized §FOblnEl
~flow direction in the Culebra is currently north to south. However, the
fractured nature of the Culebra, coupled with variable fluid densities, can cause localized flow
patterns to differ from general flow patterns.
GFObiAd water levels in tho Cblloera in tho 'PJIPP ro§ion have eoon moasbiFOEl for sovor:al
decades. Water lo"'ol rises t:Ja·,co eoon oesorvoEl in tt:Jo WIPP ro§ion anEl are ~essiely FOiateEl to
rocevery fFOR=I iR=I~acts cablseEl ey st:Jaft installation, res~enso to ~etasl=l efflblent Eliscl=lar§o, or aro
blnox~lainoel, as eliscblssoel eelmv. Tl=lo extent of water level rise eeser\'e8 at a ~artic~:~lar well
do~onds on SO\'eral factors, Bblt tl=lo ~FOKiR=Iity of the eesoF\'atien ~oint to tl=le ~etontial cablso of
tl=lo water level rise a~~ears to eo a ~riR=Ial)' factor.
In tho vicinity of tl=lo WIPP site, water level rises are 9oliove8 to ee cablso8 ey recovery from
dr:ainage into the shafts. Or:aina§o into shafts l=las eoon re8blce8 ey a RblmBer of §FObltin§
~regr:ams ever tl=le years, most FOcently in 1QQJ aFObiAS the Air Intake Shaft. ~ertl=l•....est of tl=le
site, in anEl near ~asl=l Oraw, "'•'ator levels a~~oar te flblctblato in ros~onse te offlblent Eliscl=large
from ~etasl=l R=lines. Correlation of v.rator lo•,col flbiCtblatien 'JJitl=l ~etasl=l mine Etisct:Jaf§e, l=lev;e•,cor,
cannot be ~FO'lOA Elofinitivoly eocabl&o sblfficiont sata en tl=lo tiR=Iing ana velbiR=IOS of siscl=lar§o
are net a\'ailaele. \AJator level rises in tl=lo vicinity of tho PI Q l=ly8re~a8, aeoblt e.a miles sobltl=l of
tl=lo site, are tt:IObi§Rt to ee cablse8 ey neither WIPP activities nor ~otash R=linin§ Elischar§e. They
remain biAOKj3laine8. Tho Permittees centinble to monitor grobln8 water I0\1els tRFObl§hoblt tl=lo
region.
Groundwater levels in the Culebra in the WIPP region have been measured in numerous wells.
Water-level rises have been observed in the WIPP region and are attributed to causes
discussed in the Renewal Application Addendum L1. Section L1-2a(3l(alliil lOOE. 2009). The
extent of water-level rise observed at a particular well depends on several factors. but the
proximity of the observation point to the cause of the water-level change appears to be a
primary factor.
Hvdrological investigations conducted from 2003 through 2007 provided new information. some
of it confirming long-held assumptions and some offering new insight into the hvdrological
svstem around the WIPP site. A Culebra monitoring network optimization study was completed
by McKenna (2004) and updated by Kuhlman (2010> to identifv locations where new Culebra
monitoring wells would be of greatest value and to identifv wells that could be removed from the
network with little loss of information.
As discussed in Amended Renewal Application Addendum L1. Section L1-2a(3l(alliil lOOE.
2009). extensive hvdrological testing has been performed in the new wells. This testing has
involved both single well tests. which provide information on local transmissivity and
heterogeneitv. and long-term l 19 to 32 days> pumping tests that have created observable
responses in wells up to 5.9 mi (9.5 kml away.
Inferences about vertical flow directions in the Culebra have been made from well data collected
by the Permittees. Beauheim (1987) reported flow directions towards the Culebra from both the
underlying Los Medafiosblnnames lower momeor Member of the Rustler (Los Medaiiosl and
the overlying Magenta R=IOR=IBOr Member of the Rustler (Magenta> over the WIPP site, indicating
that the Culebra acts as a drain for the units around it. This is consistent with results of basin-
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~gF01:1na

2

wateroroundwater 9asiR-modeling. Resent siFRI:llatians to enl:lanse tl:le sanse~t1:1al
1:1naer:stanaing of tl:la geal:lyaFOiogy of tl:la R1:1stlor san Be fa1:1na in Car9et ana Kn1:1~~. 1QQ6.

8
9
10

Use of water from the Culebra in the WIPP area is quite limited because of its varying yields and
high salinity. The Culebra is not used for water supply in the immediate WIPP site vicinity. Its
nearest use is approximately 7 mi (11 km) southwest of the WIPP facility, where salinity is low
enough to allow its use for livestock watering (sl:lawn, far exam~le, as 'Jllelll=f 8 in j;igi:IFO L 7 ).
1=4awever, tl:le PerFRittees iaentifiea tl:le C1:1leBra as ~atential a(:11:lifer in tl:le CoFR~Iianse
Certifisatian A~~lisatian (00~. 1QQ6). 8esa~:~se of tl:lis, tl:le C1:1leBra l.'lill Be tl:le fes1:1s af fl:lti:IFO
gFOt.~na water monitoring at WIPP as it is also tl:le mast transmissive sontin~:~~a~:~~s water Bearing
rone at WIPP ana is tl:le FRost likely ~atl:lway far santaminant migration.

11

L-2

12

Because geologic repositories such as the WIPP facility are defined under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) as land disposal facilities and as miscellaneous units,
the gFO~:~~na wateroroundwater monitoring requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40
CFR §§264.600 through 264.603) shall be addressed. The requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR §§264.90 through 264.101) a~~lies ~to miscellaneous unit
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDF) only if grat.~nEI wateroroundwater monitoring is
needed to satisfy 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §§264.601 through 264.603)
environmental performance standards.
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General Regulatory Requirements

23

The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) has concluded that gra1:1na
in accordance with 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264
Subpart F) at WIPP is necessary to meet the requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating
40 CFR §§264.601 through 264.603).

24

L-3

WIPP

25

L-3a

Scope

26

Tl:le PeFr:Rittees l:lave estaBiisl:leEI a RCRI'. "Grat.~nEI '/.later Oetestian Monitoring Program (gMP)
Plan" to aefine ana ~retest gre~:~~na 'lwtater rasa~:~~rses at V¥1PP. One of tl:le aBjesti'les of tt:te WIPP
OMP is te estaBiisl:l, By means of gre~:~~na water sam~ling ana anaiY6iS, an ass1:1rate ana
ra~resentati¥e gra~:~~na 'o\tater aataBase tl:lat is ssientifisally ElefensiBie anEI EleFRonstr:ates
reg1:1latary som~lianse. In aEIEiitian, tl:le OMP will Be 1:1sea to aeteFFRine Baskgre1:1na or existing
sanEiitians of gra~:~~na water (:11:lality ana (:1~:~~antity, insl1:1aing gro1:1na 'IJater s1:1rfase ele'latian anEI
airestian of flow, are1:1na tl:le WIPP fasility araa.
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~monitoring

Gra~:~~na

water Detection Monitoring Program (DMPl=Overview

This QME_plan governs all gra~:~~na 'Nateroroundwater sampling events conducted to meet the
applicable requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 264§§ Subpart F 264 .QQ
tl:lrol:lgl:l 264.1 Q1 ), and ensures that aU-such data are gathered in accordance with these and
other applicable requirements. Tl:le grol:lnEI·Nater q1:1ality Elata generates By FRonitoring asti¥ities
will ~revise a sam~rel:lensive Baskgre1:1na ElataBase against wl:lish f1:1t1:1re a8nalytical results
collected san Be sam~area during the DMP are compared to the baseline established in this
Permit to determine whether or not a release has occurred.
Gra~:~~nEI ..·.:ater monitoring at WIPP l:las Been l:listorisally sona~:~stea By se•1eral ~regrams
insl1:1aing tl:le 'PIIPP Site Charasterii!atian Pregram, the WIPP WQSP, ana resently tl:le WIPP
Grol:lna 'Atater Sl:lrveillanse PregraFR (GW&P). GFOI:lna water (:11:lality ana QFOI=Ina 1.\'ater st.~rfase
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elevation Elata ha·;e been cellecteel by these pregr:aFRs fer over 12 years at WIPP. Oata from the
'JIIQSP wells (which are wielely Elistrib1:1teel across the area, see Fig1:1re b 8) will be 1:1seel to
contin1:1ally Elofine changes in the area's potentiometric s1:1rface anel gre1:1nel water flow
Elirections. ~o·.v FRonitoring wells incl1:1eloel in tt:lo WIPP G'JVSP (VVQSP v.•olls 1 9a) were
constr1:1cteel to tho specifications provieleel in tt:le RGRA Gro1:1nEI \6/ator Monitoring Tect:lnical
enferceFRont G1:1ielanco Ooc1:1FRont (ePA, 1Q89) anel constit1:1to tl:lo RGRl\ gro1:1nel 'Hater
FRenitoring network spocifioel in tt:lis OMP as reEJI:Iireel by 2Q.4.1.5QQ ~JMAG (incorpor:ating 4Q
GFR §§294.QQ thro1:1gl:l 294.101). Tt:lese wells are being 1:1soel to ostablist:l backgro1:1nel gro1:1nel
water EJI:Iality, gro1:1nel water s1:1rface elevations ana flo\'J Eliroctions in accorelanco witt:l 2Q. 4.1.5QQ
NMAG (incorporating 4Q GFR §§294.Q7(f) anel (g) anel 294.Q8(e)). J1:1stification for tt:le locations
of those wells (d 1:1pgraeliont anel 4 elowngr:aeliont) is prosentoel below.

21
22

There are two separate components of the Groundwater Monitoring Program, the Detection
Monitoring Program lDMPl and the Water Level Monitoring Program (WLMPl. The first
component consists of a network of six Detection Monitoring Wells lOMWsl. The DMWs
(WQSP 1-6) were constructed to be consistent with the specifications provided in the
Groundwater Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance Document and constitute the RCRA
groundwater monitoring network specified in the DMP. The DMWs were used to establish
background groundwater quality in accordance with 20.4,1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §
264.97 and 264.98l0l. The second component of the Groundwater Monitoring Program is the
WLMP. which is used to determine the groundwater surface elevation and flow direction. Table
L-4 is a list of the wells used in the WLMP as of Januarv 1. 2011. The list of wells is subject to
change due to plugging and abandonment and drilling of new wells.

23

L-3b

24

28

Tl=le WQSP 'Neils 1 tt:lro1:1gl=l 9 constit1:1te tt:le RCRA OMP for WIPP (Fig1:1re b Qanel Permit
!'Jtachment 8, Fig1:1re 82 3) El1:1ring Eletection monitoring as rOEJI:Iiroel by 2Q.4.1.5QQ ~MAG
(incorporating 4Q CFR §§294 .QQ tt:lrol:lgt:l 294.1 Q1 ). Tt:lis monitoring plan is a contin1:1ation of tt:le
c1:1rrent '.tVIPP GWSP, anel tt:lese wells will soF\•e as tt:lo monitoring locations el1:1ring backgro~:~nel
'Nator EJI:Iality ct:laracterizatien anel tt:le RCRA OMP (Fig~:~ro b Qanel PorFRit Attact:lment 8, Fig1:1re

29

~

30

Wells WQSP-1, WQSP-2, and WQSP-3 wer-e-are located directly upgradient (north) of the
WIPP shaft area. Tl=le locations of tl=lo tt:lree 1:1pgr:aelient wells were solocteel to be representative
of tt:le flow vectors of gre1:1nel water moving elowngraelient onto tt:le WIPP site. Fig1:1re 34 of
Davies, 1Q8Q, shows tho sim1:1lation of Elirection ana magnit1:1Elo ef gro1:1nel water flow. The
1:1pgraelient wells \YOre locateel baseel en the flow vectors res1:1lting from this rnoelel sim1:1lation.
The original WQSP observation wells, as well as these in the RCRA OMP, have been anel will
centin1:1e to be 1:1soel as piezorneter wells to s1:1pport collection of gre1:1nel water s~:~rface elevation
anel gro1:1nel water flow rnoeleling Elata te Elernonstrate reg1:1latory coFRplianco. Well location
SI:IFYOY€ for each of the seven 'Neils were perforrnoel by the Perrnittoos' SI:IFYey personnel 1:1sing
the State Plano Coorelinatos ~orth Arnorican Dati:IFR Moelol27 FRott:loel. Ros~:~~lts of tt:lo s~:~~rvoy5
are on file with tho Now Mexico State engineers Oepartrnent along witt:! tho associateel
extraetion permits for each well.
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Current WIPP DMP

WQSP-4, WQSP-5, and WQSP-6 wer-e-am_located downgradient (south) of the WIPP shaft
area in concert with tho flow vectors shown by this FRoelel sirn~:~lation. All three Culebra
downgradient wells (WQSP-4, 5, and 6} were sited to be located generally in the path of
contaminants that might be released from the shaft area in the Culebra.basoel on tt:le greatest
velocity FRagnit~:~~elo of gro1:1nel water flow leaving the shaft area as shown on Fig1:1ro 34 of
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Davies, 1Q8Q, aRel I::IP§FaelieRt of the VVIPP LWA eo1::1Relary. Well WQSP-4 was also specifically
located to monitor the zone of higher transmissivity aroi::IRel·.vells DOe 1 aRel 1=1 11, which may
represent faster flow path away from the WIPP shaft area to the LWA boundary (Amended
Renewal Application Addendum L 1, Section L1-2a(3)(a)(ii) of the AffieReleel ReRewal/\pplisatioR
(DOE, 2009)).
The C~::~leer:a f:las seeR selesteel for the fos1::1s of tf:le DMP el1::1e to it eeiR§ re§ioRally elEteRsive aRel
exhieitiR~ the ffiost si§RifisaRt traRsffiissivity of the w-ater eeariR§ I::IRits at WIPP. The C~::~leera
has seeR eJEteRsively st1::1elieel el1::1riR§ all past hyEirelo§is sharasterizatioR pre§raFAs aRel fo1::1Rel to
ee the FRost likely hyEirelo§iS pathVJ.r.ay to the assessiele eRvireRfJ!eRt or sofJ!pliaRse poiRt for aRy
poteRtial soRtafJ!iRatioR.
The compliance point is defined in 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.95) as the
vertical plane immediately downgradient of the hazardous waste management unit area (i.e., at
the downgradient footprint of the WIPP repository). Permit Part 5 specifies the point of
compliance as "the vertical surface located at the hydraulically downgradient limit of the
Underground HWDUs that extends to the Culebra Member of the Rustler Formation."-The
RCRft, §FOI::IRB'Ar.ater fJIORitoriR§ Ret\•Jork was Rot iRstalleel iffiFAeeliately eleWR§FaelieRt of this
!'llaRe. J.lowe•Jer, eesa1::1se the YReleF§FOI::IReii=IWDYs at 'ftliPP are S1::1epart X I::IRits, aRel el1::1e to
the relati'l81y 1::1Ri~1::1e soRtaiRFAORt aRel traRsport aspests of the site, FAORiteFiR§ at lhe proposeel
losatioRs will allow for eletestioR of releases prior to release of these soRtaFAiRaRts to the §OReral
p1::18lis at the l>t'lA eo1::1Relary. Wells WOSP-4. 5. and 6 are situated to demonstrate that during
the operating life of the facility (including closure). release of contaminants to the general public
will not occur.

TAo DMP \Veils 'IJOFO lesatoet to intorcof:)t Jlov: voeteFS EtwNRSFaEJioRt a·.\<ay R:oR=I tRo 'A'IPP sRaft:s
area saseel oR SI::IFFORt eleRsity sorrestoel poteRtioFAetris s1::1Ffases (F=i§I::IFO b Q). 8aseel oR Rat1::1ral
soRtoi::IFS of the poteRtioFAetris s1::1Ffase (Fi§l::lre b Q) the selesteel well plaseFAeRt losatioRs are
elowR§raelieRt of the §OAer:al flo•N elirestioR fFoFA the shaft area. Transport modeling suggests ef
SORtaFAiRaRt FAi§FatioR thFOI::I§hOI::It the CI::II09Fa to the baRel 'ftlithelrawai/\Gt BOI::IRelary SI::I§§O&ts
that travel times from the Waste Handling shaft to the LWA boundarv could be on the order of
thousands of years.. if, I::IReler 'NOFSt sase soRelitioRs, This assumes conditions where hazardous
constituents GOYkknigrate from the sealed repository <post closure) to the Culebra via the
sealed shafts. If soRtaFAiRaRts were to A=li§rate fFOFA the elisposal fasility, they wo1::1lel ee eleteGteel
ey the DMP wells losatoel FAiel•.yay eetweeR the shafts aRel l>A'A s1::1sh that saFAples R:oFA wells
SOI::IIel eletest these SORtaFAiRaRtS lOR§ eefoFO they SOI=Ifel FOash the bW/t BOI::IRelary.
Potentiometric surfaces and §FOI::IRel \¥ateFCroundwater flow directions defined for the Culebra
prior to large-scale pumping in the WIPP area and the excavation of WIPP shafts suggests that
flow was generally to the south-southeast from the waste disposal and shaft areas (Mercer,
1983; Davies, 1989). ResoRt (DeseA=Iser 1QQi) pPotentiometric surface maps of the Culebra
adjusted for density differences show very similar characteristics. The wells used for measuring
the potentiometric surface of the Culebra are measured monthly and listed in Table L-4. (Fi§l::lre
b Q). WQSP 4, VVQSP 9, aRel l.liJQSP e have seeR losateel elowRgraelieRt of the ·.yaste
eA=IplaseffieRt areas assoreliRg to presoRt elay aelj1::1steel poteRtioA=Ietris s1::1Ffases.
PoteRtioA=Ietris s1::1rfases that ha·1e Rot seeR sorresteel for eleRsity eliffereRses aRel that soRtaiR
traRsieRt reliss of previo1::1s pi::IFApiRg elrawelowR O'JORts elo Rot refiest ass1::1rate Rat1::1ral gro1::1Rel
w-ater flow elirestioRs aRel sho1::1lel Rot ee 1=1seel to assess the aeleE!I::Iasy of §FOI::IRel water
A=IORitoriR~ losatioRs. Previo1::1s poteRtioFAetris Sll!rfase FAaps showiRg a I'JOteRtioFAetris lo•.v aRel
hyelrolo§is graelieRt to·...r.arel the area eeMieeR WQSP 3 aRel WQSP 4 hael Rot seeR aelj1=1steel to
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fresl:l·.vater l:leaef eqyi•Jalents, anef l:laef alse 9een infl~:~enseef 9y tl:le len§ term f>l:lR=If>iA§ at well !=I
1Q. l=lense, seFRe l:listeric FRar;>s r:Ray net rer;>resent nat1:1ral C~:~le9ra flew elirectiens or €Jraelients,
anel ar;>r;>ro13riateness ef tl:lo RCRA r:Ronitorin§ netwerk cannot 9e elefinitively eval1:1ato8 1:1sin§
tl:lese Elata.

5

L-3b(1)

6

L 39(1 )(i)

7

Diagrams of the six DMP wells are shown in Figures L-7 through L-12. Detailed descriptions of
geology and construction methods may be found in DOE 1995.

1

2

3

s

Detection Monitoring ~Well Construction Specification
WQSP 1

26

The six WQSP Culebra wells Well WQSP 1 was were_drilled between September 13 and
49Qctober 26, 1994;-te-a. The total depth of 7a7 ft (22a FR) 9§seach well is shown in Table L-5.
The 9orel:lole ~wvaswells were drilled through the Culebra and extenels 1a ft (a ITI) into the
t-.mnar:Roellower ITleFR9er ef the R1:1stlerLos Medanos as shown in Table L-5. The well§ was-were
drilled to a efef)tR ef 693ft (211 ITI) 9§s 1:1sin§the top of the Culebra using compressed air as the
drilling fluid. Tl:le interval frer:R 6Q3 to 737ft (225 te 211 ITI) 9§s (the total eler;>th) was elrilleel1:1sin§
air FAist vAth a foaFRin!iiJ a!iijent as the Elrillin!iij fl1:1iel. 'Jl!QSP 1 \'JaS elrilled te 695.6 ft (212 FR) 9!1JS
tf6iR§: and a 9¥.-in. drill bit. The wells were then and was cored from 695.6 to 737ft (212 to 229
ITI) 9!1JS using a 5~-in. core bit to cut 4-in.- (0.1-m) diameter core to total depth. See Table L-5
for the drilling and coring intervals for each well. After coring, WQSP 1 WQSP wells were was
reamed to 9Va;-in. (0.3 m) in diameter to total depth. WQSP 1 vJasAfter reaming. wells were
cased from the surface to 737ft (224.6 ITI) 9€)stotal deeth with 5-in. (0.1-m) (0.28-in. [0.7centimeter (em)] wall) blank fiberglass casing with in-line 5-in.- (0.1-m) diameter fiberglass 0.02in. (0.1-cm) slotted screen across the Culebra interval freFR 7Q2 to 727ft (214 te 222 FR) 9!iijs.as
shown in Table L-5. The annulus between the borehole wall and the casing/screen is packed
with sand froFR 64Q to 651ft (1Qa to 1Q8 ITI) 9!1JS and with 8/16 Brady gravel freFR 651 te 737ft
(198 te 225 FR) 9!1JS. as indicated in Table L-5. Based on sore le!iiJ res1:1lts, the Cl:lle9ra is lecated
fror:R 6Q9 te 722ft (21 3 te 22Q FR) 9§s (see ~i§I:IFS b 1Q).

27

b 39(1 )(iil

2s

37
38
39
40

Well WQSP 2 ·.vas efrilled 9et\veen Ser;>teFR8er 6 and 12, 1QQ4, tea tetal 8ef3tR ef 846ft (257.9
ITI) 9!1Js. Tl:le 9orel:lole was elrilled threl:l!iiJh tl:le C~:~le9ra ana extends 12.3 ft (3.7 ITI) into the
~:~nnar:Rea lo•Ner FReFR9er ef tl:le R1:1stler. Tl:le well was drilled tea der;>tl:l ef 8QQ ft (244 FR) 9!1Js
with a 9!' in. efrill sit 1:1sin!1J ceFRJ3resseef air as tl:le arilling f11:1iEI. The interval freFR 8QQ te 846ft
(24 4 to 258 FR) 9!1JS (the tetal Elef3tR) was elrillea with a 51<. in. cere 9it to cut 4 in. (Q.1 FR)
aiar:Reter core I:ISin!iiJ air ITlist 'Nith a foar:Rin!iiJ agent as the elrilling fl1:1iel. After cering, WQSP 2 ...Jas
rear:Reel to 9!' in. (Q.3 FR) in eliameter to total eler;>th. ',0/QSP 2 was easeel frem the s1:1Fface to 846
ft (258 FR) 9gs witR 5 in. (Q.1 FR) (Q.28 in. [Q.7 GITI] wall) 91ank fi9erglass casin!iij with in line a in.
(Q.1 FR) eliarneter fi9erglass Q.Q2 in. (Q.1 cFR) slotteEI ssreen across the Cule9ra inteF\•al froiTI 811
to 836 ft (247 te 255 FR) 9!1Js. The ann1:1lus 9eW.·een the eorel:lole wall anel the sasin!iijJscreen is
f3ackeel witl=l sanel frem 7QQ to 793ft (241 to 242 FR) 9§S ana with 8/16 8raely §ravel froFR 7Q'J to
846ft (242 te 258 FR) B§S. 8aseel on core leg res1:1lts, tl=le C~:~le9ra is locateel freiTI 81Q.1 to 833.7
ft (247 to 254 FR) 9§s (see Fig1:1re b 11 ).

41

b 38( 1)(iiil

42

Weii'P!QSP 3 was Elrilleef 9etween Osto9er 21 anEI26, 1QQ4, to a tetal Elef)tR ef 88Q ft (268 FR)
9gs. The eerel=lele was elrilleel thFOI:I§R the Cl:lleera ana extenels 1Qft (3.1 FA) into the I:IARaiTleel
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lower mem~er of tl=le R1:1stler. The well was Elrilleet to a ete~th of 88Q ft (288 ffi) Bgs 1:1sing
som~resseEI air as the Elrilling fl1:1iEI. The Borehole was sleaneet ~:~sing air ffiist with a foaffiing
agent. WQSP 6 \Vas etrilleet to 833 ft (254 ffi) Bgs ~:~sing a 9% in. etrill Bit anet was soreet freffi 833
to 879ft (254 to 288m) Bgs ~:~sing a 51' in. sore Bit to s1::1t 4 in. (Q.1 m) Eliaffieter sore. ft.fter
coring, WQSP 6 'liaS reaffieet to 9% in. (Q.J m) in etiaffieter to total ete~th of 88Q ft (288 m) Bgs.
WQSP 3 was caseet frem tl=le s1:1rfase to 88Q ft (288 ffi) Bgs with 5 in. (Q.1 ffi) (Q.28 in. fQ.7 om)
wall) Blank fi~er:glass casing with in line 5 in. (Q.1 ffi) etiaffieter fiBer:glass Q.Q2 in. (Q.1 Gffi)
slotteet screen across the C1:1leBra interval from 844 to 889ft (257 to 285m) Bgs. The ann1:1l1:1s
Between the Borehole wall anet the sasingJssreen is f)askeEI with sanet froffi 827 to 83Q ft (252 te
253 ffi) Bgs anet with 8/18 8raety gravel from 83Q to 88Q ft (253 to 288 FFI) BgS. 8aseEI on GOre log
res~:~lts, tl=le C~:~leBra islosateet from 844 to 87Q ft (257 to 285m) ~gs (see j;ig~:~re b 12).

12

b 3B(1 )(iv)

13

25

Well WQSP 4 was Elrilleet Between OctoBer 5 anet 1Q, 1994, to a total Elef)th of 8QQ ft (244 FR)
Bgs. TJ:Ie Borel=lole was Elrilleet thro~:~gh the C1::1le~ra anet eMtenets 9.2 ft (2.8 m) into the ~::~nnameEI
lower mem~er of the R1:1stler. The 'Nell 'h'aS Elrilleet to a Ele~th of 74Q ft (228 ffi) Bgs with a 9~' in.
etrilll;lit 1:1sing soffi~resseEI air as the Elrilling ft1:1iEI. The interval from 74Q.5 to 798 ft (225.7 te 243
ffi) Bgs was coree! with a 51' in. (Q.13 m) sore Bit to s1:1t 4 in. (Q.1 m) Eliameter sore 1:1sing air
ffiist with a foaming agent as tl=le Elrilling ft1:1iEI. After cering, WQSP 4 was reaffieEI te 9% in. (Q.3
ffi) in eliameter to total ele~th of 800ft (244 R=t) ~gs. 'JIJQSP 4 'liaS cases frem the s1:1rfase to 8QQ
ft (244 ffi) ~gs with 5 in. (Q.1 m) (Q.28 in. fQ.7 om) wall) Blank fil;)er:glass casing with in line 5 in.
(Q.1 ffi) eliaR=teter fil;)er:glass Q.Q2 in. (Q.1 em) slotte61 ssreen across the C~:~lei;)Fa interval freffi 784
to 789ft (233 to 241 m) l;)gs. The ann1:1l1:1s l;)etween the l;)orehele wall an61 tl=te sasingJssreen is
~ackee w~tl=l sane from 752 te 755 ft (229 te 23Q m) l;lgs ana witt:t 8/18 8raey gra·10l frem 755 to
8QQ ft (23Q te 244 ffi) l;)gs. 8asee en sore leg res1:1lts, the C~:~lel;)ra is losateel froffi 798 te 79Q.8 ft
(233 to 241 ffi) Bgs (see F=igl:lre b 13).

26

b 31;1(1 )(v)

27

39

VVell VVQSP 5 was 61rilleel Bet\veen 0Gtol;ler 12 an6119, 1994, tea total Elef)th of881 ft (2Q8 m)
Bgs. Tl=te Berel=tole IJ.ras elrilleel tl=tro~:~gl=t tl=te C~:~lel;)ra anel eMten61s into tl=te ~:~nnaffieEI lower meml;)er
of tl=le R1:1stler. The well '.h'aS etrille61 to a 61e~S)th of 878 ft (2Q8 m) l;)gs ~:~sing soffi~ressee air as the
elrilling ft1:1i61. Tl=te l;lerehele was sleaneEI~:~sing air mist witl=t a foaming agent. 'A'QSP 5 was ElrilleEI
to 848ft (198m) Bgs I:ISing a 9% in. Elrilll;)it an61·t.ras sores frem 848 to 878ft (198 to 2Q6 m) Bgs
~:~sing a 514 in. sere Bit to s1::1t 4 in. (Q.1 m) 61iameter sere. After oaring, '.liJQSP 5 was reame61 te
9~' in. (Q.3 FR) in 61iameter to total 61ej:)tl=t of 881 ft (2Q8 m) l;lgs. WQSP 5 was oases freffi tl=te
s~:~rfase to 681 ft (2Q8 m) l;)gs with 6 in. (Q.1 m) (Q.28 in. [Q.7 sm]·.vall) I;)Jank fil;)er:glass casing
witl=t in line 5 in. (Q.1 ffi) 61iaffieter fil;)er:glass Q.Q2 in. (Q.1 em) slette61 ssreen across tt:te C~:~leBra
inteF\'81 froR=t 848 to 871 ft (197 te 2Q6 m) l;)gs. Tl=te ann1:1l1:1s l;)et\veen the Borehole wall anEI the
sasing/ssreen is IS)askeEI with sane from 823 te 828ft (19Q to 191 ffi) Bgs an61 witl=t 8/18 8raEiy
gravel from 828 te 881ft (191 to 2Q8 m) l;)gs. 8ase61 en sera leg ras~:~lts, tl=te C~:~lel;)ra isleeate61
freffi 848 to 874.4 ft (198 to 2Q6.8 m) l;lgs (see Fig1:1re b 14).

40

b Jl;)( 1)(vi)

41

Well WQSP 8 was ElrilleEII;)atwaen Sa~S)teffil;)er 28 anet Ostol;ler 3, 1994, to a total Ele~th ef 818.6
ft (187.9 m) l;lgs. The l;)arel=lela was elrilleel tl=tra~:~gl=l tl=le C~:~laBra anel eMten61s 9.7 ft (3 m) into the
~::~nnaffieEIIewar ffieml;)er of the R~:~stlar. The well was elrillael te a Ele~th of 387ft (112 ffi) Bgs
~:~sing somj:)ressea air as the elrilling fl~::~ia. The interval freffi 387 to 818 ft (112 to 188 ffi) l;lgs (the
total aef)th) was arilleet ~:~sing !;Irina as the Elrilling ft1:1iel. WQSP 8 .....as Elrilleet to 588ft (173 ffi) 4
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in. (0.1 n:t) ft ags l:.lsing a 9% in. arilleit ana -.vas sores ffen:t 588 to 818ft (17J te188 FR) ags
l:.lsing a 51' in. sere bit to sl:.lt 4 in. (0.1 n:t) sian:teter sere. Mer sering, WQSP 8 was reaFRea to
9% in. (0.3 n:t) in sian:teter to total aej3tR of 818.8 ft (188 n:t) egs. WQSP 8 llJaS eases fren:t tl=le
Sl:lrfase to 616.6 ft (188 n:t) egs 1Nitl=l 5 in. (0.1 FR) (0.28 in. {0.7 eFR] \Vall) blank fiberglass easing
witl=l in line 5 in. (0.1 FR) eliaFReter fiee~=glass 0.02 in. (0.1 sn:~) slotteel ssreen asross tl=le Gl:.lleera
interval ffon:t 581 to 606ft (177 to 185 n:t) bgs. Tf:le annl:lll:.ls eetw~en tl=le eerel=lele wall anel tf:le
sasing/-sereen is 13asl(eel witl=l sanel froFR 567 to 570ft (173 to 17J.7 n:~) egs anel witl=l 8/18 8rasy
gravel ffon:t 570 to 616.6 ft (174 to 188 n:t) egs. 8aseelen sore leg resl:llts, tl=le Gl:lleera is lesateel
fFoFR 582 to 600.9 ft ( 177 to 185 n:t) egs (see Figl:lre L 15).
L-4

Monitoring Program Description

I The WIPP DMP has been designed to meet the grol:lnel watergroundwater monitoring

13

requirements of 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §§264.90 through 264.101 ). The
following sections of the monitoring plan specify the components of the DMP.

14

L-4a

15

Tf:le sev~n RGRP, n:tonitoring wells f:lave been san:t13les en a sen:tiann~:~al basis sinse tf:leir
installation in 1995 to estaelisl=l easkgrol:lna grol:lns water E:'ll:lality in assoraanse witl=l 20.4.1.500
NMl\G (inseFj3erating 40 GFR §§264.97 anel 264.98). Tl=lis l=las insll:lelea at least twa fl:lll rol:lnas
ef20.4.1.500 NMAG (IAS9Fj39r:ating 40 GFR §284) A1313enai* IX analysis fer saFR13Ies ffen:t eael=l
of tf:le I3FOI30&eel RGRA aetestien n:tenitering wells. In aaaitien, grol:lna water saFR13Ies were
sollestea ffon:t tf:le OMP wells (fron:t Marsf:l 1997 l:lntil waste eFRj31asen:tent) at a freE:'ll:lensy of fel:lr
san:t13le replisates sellestoa sen:tiannl:lally ffon:t easf:l well fer tl=le inaieater 13aran=~eters of 13~.
sj3esifis senal:lstanse (&C), total erganis sareon (TOC), ana total erganis l=lalogen (TOX) to
R:lrther estaelisf:l baskgro~:~ns grol:lna Ylater ql:lality l:lntil aetestien n:tonitoring in aseersanee with
20.4.1.500 NMAG (ineer13erating 40 GFR §284.98) eeson:tes a1313lisaele. l'~, total of fei:Jr rol:lnas of
A1313enai* IX analysis will ee eenal:lstea fer san:t13les ffen:~ easl=l well fer l:l&e in easkgrel:lnd
grol:lnd water E:'li:Jality aeterFRinatiens.
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Monitoring Frequency

Oetestien n:tonitoFing 'Nill start when tl=le Pern:tittees en:tplase waste ana sentinl:le tf:lroi:Jgf:l tf:le
130st slosl:lre 131=lase as reE:'ll:lirea ey 20.4.1.500 NMl\C (insor13orating 40 GFR §264.90(e]). OI:Jring
eleteetion n:tonitoFing, one saFR13Ie ana one san:t13le ell:l13lieate will ee solleetea sen:tianni:Jally ffon:t
easf:l well in the RGRJ\ eleteetion n:tonitoring network. As sl=lown in Table l 2, the OMP will
sontinl:le to eolleet groi:Jna water E:'ll:lality san:113les fer all seven wells on a sen:~ianni:Jal basis
al:lFing tf:le life ofthe OMP. 20.4 .1. 500 NMAC (inseFj3orating 40 GFR §2e4 .97(g]f2]) 13FO'Ifeles that
an alteFRate sarn13ling ffeqi:Jensy to tl=lat 13ro\•iaea in 20.4.1.500 r>JMAC (ineer13orating 40 GFR
§2e4 .98) n:tay ee 13r0130Sea ey tl=le Pern:~ittees. Given the nati:Jre and rate of grol:lna water flow in
the area Sl:lFFel:lnaing WIPP, sollesting anel anal~ing one sarn13le sen:~ianni:Jally will ee 13rotestive
of R1:::1n:1an health anel tl=le environn:tent eesal:lse any l=lazaraol:.ls eonstit1:::1ent lea•Jing tl=le
l:lAEiergFOI:lAG aisj3osal faeility will not have tf:le j3otential to n:ligrate eeyona tl=le QFOI:.lnel water
n:~onitoFing network in a ono year tin:~o fran:~e. Grol:lna water flow eharastoristies are 13resenteel in
aetail in Melena1:::1n:t L1, Seetion L1 2a ef tho An:~enaeel Renewal A1313lisation (OOe, 2009).
Grol:.lna watorGroundwater surface elevations will be monitored in each of the seven six QMP
DMWs weH&-on a monthly basis. The gro1:::1na watergroundwater surface elevation in each QMP
DMW we»-will also be measured prior to each annual sampling event. Grol:.lna
wateFGroundwater surface elevation measurements in the elfler-WLMP wells e)(isting WQSP
well sites will also be monitored on a monthly basis when accessible to &l:l1313len:~ent the area
water le\•el aataease ana to l=lelj3 aefine regional ehanges in grol:.lna water flow airoetions ana
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graelieAts. The characteristics of the RCRA CMPDMW (sampling frequency, location) will be
evaluated if significant changes are observed in the gre1:1Rel wateroroundwater flow direction or
gradient. If aAy shaAge ess1:1rs whish se1:1lel affest the aBility ef the CMP te f1:1lfill the
reql:lireFAeRts ef 2Q.4.1.5QQ t>JMAC (iAser~eratiAg 4Q CFR §264 SI:IB~aFt F), the PeFFAittees shall
~reR=I~tly Aetify t>JME:C iA writiAg aRel a~~ly fer a ~erR=Iit R=!eelifisatieR, if a~~re~riate.

6

L-4b

7

The parameters listed in Part 5, Table 5.4.a and hazardous constituents listed in Part 5. Table
5.4.b aAalytes ef iAterest are measured te estaBlish as part of the DMP. Baskgrei:IAel gre1:1Rel
water q1:1ality ~rier te eR=!~IaseR=IeAt ef waste iRsl1:1ele all iRelisater ~araR=Ieters aRel all ether
~araFAeters listeel iA 2Q.4.1.5QQ NMAC (iAse~eratiAg 4Q CFR §264) >''<~~eRelix IX. Fielel
R=~easl:lreR=IeAts ef ~~. SC, teFR~erat1:1re, sl:lleriele, et:l, tetal ireR, aAel alkaliAity are alse FAeas~:~reel
ei1:1FiRg easkgre1:1Rel saFA~IiAg .
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Analvtical Parameters and Hazardous Constituents
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The CMP was iRitiateel1:1~eR ·.vaste eFA~IaseR=!eAt, at whisl:l tiR=Ie tl:le seFAiaRRI:Ial saFA~Ies ·t.~IIBe
aAal~eel fer the ~araR=!eters listeel iA TaBle L 3. ParaR=!eters te Be aAalyzeel By the seAtfast
laBeratery s1:1sh as s~esifis seRell:lstaRse, tetal elisselveel seliels, tetal s1:1s~eReleel seliels, eleRsity,
~1-1. tetal ergaAis sar9eA, aRel tetal ergaRis l:lalegeAs were iAsl~:~eleel as iAelisater ~araFAeters
Besa~:o~se ef their l:IRiversal seFAFAeRality te gre1:1RE;I water. ParaFAeters s1:1sh as st:lleriE;Je, alkaliRity,
salsil:IFA, R=lagResil:IR=I, aRel ~etassil:IFA were iRsl1:1eleel as R=latrix s~esifis geReral iRaisater
~araFAeters. Calsil:IR=I, FAagAesii:IR=I, ~etassi1:1FR, sl:lleriae, aAel ireA FRay Be aeleteE;J el1:1riRg
E;JetestieR FAeRiteriRg, •Nith ~rier a~~re•o'al ef NMeC. OrgaRis aRel iRergaRis seFA~ei:IRels eR tt:le
Fight haRel siele ef TaBle L 3 were st:leseR Besa~:~se tl:ley will ess1:1r iR tl:le '-'l'-aste te Be elis~eseel at
the 'A'IPP fasility. Additional ~araFAeters constituents may be identified through changes to the
list of hazardous waste numbers authorized for disposal at the WIPP facility. tl:le teRtatively
ieleRtifieel seFA~ei:IRS (TIC) ~resess s~esifieel iR tl:le 'A'aste ARalysis PlaA, PeFFRit Attasi:IFAeRt C. If
seFA~el:IRels constituents are identified, these will be added to the CMP listPart 5. Table 5.4.b,
unless the Permittees provide justification for their omission (e.g .. constituent not in 40 CFR
§264 Apoendix IX). and this omission is approved by NMED.
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Grei:IRelwaterGroundwater Surface Elevation Measurement. Sample Collection and
Laboratorv Analysis

35

Gre1:1Rel waterGroundwater surface elevations will be measured in each wellDMW prior to
gre1:1RE;I wateroroundwater sample collection. Gre1:1Rel w-aterGroundwater will be extracted using
serial and final sampling methods. Serial samples will be collected until gre1:1Ra
~field indicator parameters stabilize, after which the final sample for complete
analysis will be collected. Final samples will then be analyzed for the CMP aRalytisal s1:1ite
parameters and constituents in Part 5. Tables 5.4.a and 5.4.b.

36

L-4c(1)

37

The WIPP gr91:melwateroroundwater level monitoring program (WLMP) activities are conducted
in accordance with the WIPP facility SOPs listed in Table L-3. is a SI:IB~regraFA ef the CMP. Tl:le
q1:1ality assl:lraRse astivities ef the WLMP are iR strist asseraaAse witl:l WP 13 1, aRel tl:le q1:1ality
ass1:1raRse iR=I~IeFAeRtiRg ~reseel1:1re s~esifis te grei:IAS •Nater s1:1rfase elevatieR FAeRiteriAg is

30
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Gre1:1Rel waterGroundwater Surface Elevation Monitoring Methodology
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2
3

4

5
6
1

WIPP Prosod~ro WP 02 E:M1014~. C~rront versions of 8oth WP 1J 1 and WP 02 E:M1014 are
maintained in tho WIPP Operating Rosord.
Gre~nd water s~rfaso olo•tation ~onitoring is in progress now and will sontin~o tl=lro~gl=l tho
post slos~ro saro period specified in Per~ it Part 7. Tl=lis section of tl=le plan adaressos the
asti¥itios of tho 1NLMP d~ring tho preoperational and operational phases of WIPP.

Collestion of gro~nd v~ater s~rfaco ele"'3tion aata is req~ired sy 20.4.1.500 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR §264.Q7(f)). Those aata also provide:
roq~irod

8

•

Data sollostion as

9

•

A ~eans to f~lfill som~itments ~aae in tho Final en¥iron~ental Impact ~tatement
(f:&l8).

11

•

A ~eans to so~ply with fut~re gro~nd water inventory and ~onitoring rog~lations.

12

•

10

14

•

•

17

18
19

20

21
22
23

24
25

26

21
28
29
30

31
32

33

34
35

for

~aking

land ~so dosisions, (i.e., designing long
sontrols for the site).

tor~

astivo ana passive

Assistanso in ~nderstanding any shangos to readings fro~ tho '>'later pross~ro
installed in oash of tho shafts to ~onitor water sonditions sohind tho liners.

transd~sors

15
16

lnp~t

instit~tional

13

sy tl=lo environmental Menitering Plan.

An ~ndorstanding of '<'Jhethor er not tho horizontal and ·w~ortisal graaients of flow are
shanging over time.

Tho oBjostivo of tho 'NLMP is to extend tho des~montod rosord of gre~nd water s~rfaso
elevation fl~st~ations in tho G~losra and Magenta ~o~sors of tho R~stlor in tl=lo visinity of tho
WIPP fasility ana to moot tho roq~irornonts of 20.4 .1.500 NMAG (insorporating 40 GFR
§264.Q7(f)). Gre~nd •tJator s~rfaso olo·.'3tion data will so sollostod fro~ oash wollef tho RGRA
DMP. Gro~nd water s~rfaso olo"'3tion data will also so sollestea ffo~ other G~losra wells, as
well as ~onitoring wells semploted in other "'3tor searing zones overlying ana ~nderlying tho
WIPP repository horizon (see Fig~re L 18) when assess to those zones is pessisle. This
insl~des, s~t is not limitea to, the 8ell Canyon, the Forty niner, the sontast zone setween the
R~stler and ~alado, and the Dewey Lake.
Groundwater surface elevation measurements will be taken monthly at each of the six DMWs
and prior to the annual sampling event. Additionally. Gre~nd wateraroundwater surface
elevation measurements will be taken monthly in the other Culebra wells as listed in Table L-4.
at least one assessible ce~pleted inteF\'31 at each available well padwhen accessible. •"..t well
pads 'Nith t\vo or more wells sompletod in the sa~o inteF\'31, q~arterly moas~re~onts will be
taken in the roa~ndant wells (wWelllocations are shown in Figure L-48.1~J Gro~nd 'Nater
s~rfase ele"'ation ~eas~re~ents will be taken ~onthly at eash of the seven DMP wells, as well
as prier to easl=t sa~pling e¥ent. If a cumulative gre~nd watorqroundwater surface elevation
change of more than 2 feet is detected in any DMP well over the course of one year which is not

~ WP Q2 I!:M1Q14 "GFellRElwater bevel Meas!lrel'fleRts" is a tesi=IRisal!i)r:ese9Hre tl=lat s!i)esifies tl=le ste!i)s fellewee 9y eRviFeR!'fleRtal
MeRiteriAg (EM) !i)erseAAel fer r:flakiRg r:flaAilal gr:ellR9 water level r:fleas!lrer:fleAts iA grellAEl water wells iA tl=le ¥isiAily ef tRe WIPP
fasili~.

Tt.:te j3rese91lre !i)Fe¥iees geAeral iRStFilstieAs iAslllEliAg !i)rer94:jllisites, safety !i)FesalltieAs, !i)erfeFr:flaRse fr~lleRs;<, qllality
assllraRse, aR€1 reseres. a!i)esifis iRstrllstieRs are iRslll9e9 fer llSiAg tRe water le¥el r:fleasllrel'fleRt elestFisal seAilllstaAse !i)reoe aA€1
sata r:flaRageffieAt.
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attributable to site tests or natural stabilization of the site hydrologic system, the Permittees will
notify NMED in writing and discuss the origin of the changes in the ~Annual Culebra
Groundwater Report specified in Permit Part 5. Abnormal, unexplained changes in §FOI::Ind
~surface elevation ~will be evaluated to determine if they indicate changes
in site recharge/discharge which could affect the assumptions regarding QMP..WQSP well
placement and constitute new information as specified in 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40
CFR §270.41 (a)(2)).
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I

Gro1:1nd waterGroundwater surface elevation monitoring will continue through the post-closure
care period specified in Permit Part 7. The Permittees may temporarily increase the frequency
of monitoring to effectively document naturally occurring or artificial perturbations that may be
imposed on the hydrologic systems at any point in time. This will be conducted in selected key
wells by increasing the frequency of the manual gro~::~nd wateraroundwater surface elevation
measurements or by monitoring water pressures with the aid of electronic pressure transducers
and remote data-logging systems. The Permittees will include such additional data in the reports
specified in Section L-5~.
Interpretation of gro~:~nEI•nateFOroundwater surface elevation measurements and corresponding
fluctuations over time is complicated at the...WIPP facility by spatial variation in fluid density-BetR
vertisally in 'IJEIII sores and areally froffi well to v~ell. To monitor the hydraulic gradients of the
hydrologic flow systems at WIPP accurately, actual gro~::~nd ·.vateroroundwater surface elevation
measurements will be monitored at the frequencies specified in Table L-2, and the Culebra
groundwater densities of the fluids in the wells listed in Table L-4 9efes-will be measureg
annually. When 9oth of these ~araffieters are known, eetl::livalent freshwater heaels \\'ill ee
sals~:~lated. The sonse~t offresh·.vater head is diss~::~ssed in L~::~sszynski (1991).
A diss~:~ssion eM~Iainin§ the sals~::~lation of fresh•.vater heads freffi FRiel forr:Ratien de~th at WIPP
san ee fe1:1nd in ~a1:1g, et al. (1987). Freshwater heads are ~:~sef1:1l in identi~R§ t:lyEira1:1lis
graEiients in aetl:lifors of variaele Elensity SI:IGR as those eMistiR§ at the WIPP site. Frest:l•.vater
t:leaEI at a §i'.teR ~oint is defineel as tt:le hei§t:lt of a soll::lffiR of frest:l·.vater tt:lat will ealanse tt:le
eMiStiR!jJ ~r9SSI::IFO at tt:lat ~oint (bi:ISGZyRSki, 1981).
Measured Culebra §FOI::Ind water surface elevation data can be converted to equivalent
freshwater head from knowledge of the density of the borehole fluid, using the following formula.

31

p =P§~h
32

where
(~ress~::~relenqth

33

p = freshwater head

34
35

~~=average

36

~=freshwater

37

h =fluid column height above the datum (length)

38
39
40

of freshwater head)

specific gravity of the borehole fluid (unitless ratio of borehole density to
density of fresh water)
density (mass/volume)

If the freshwater density is assumed to be 1.000 gram per cubic centimeter (g/cm 3), then the
equivalent freshwater head is equal to the fluid column height times the average borehole fluid
specific gravity. density (eM~ressed as s~esifis gravity).
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4

Density measurements are made annually. Densitv for the DMWs will be expressed as specific
gravity as measured in the field during sampling events using a hydrometer. Freshwater head
for other Culebra wells will be calculated as described above from fluid densitv measurements
obtained using pressure transducers.

5

L-4c{1){i)

1
2
3

6

Field Methods and Data Collection Requirements

I To obtain an accurate §FOI:JAd watergroundwater surface elevation measurement, a calibrated

15

water-level measuring device will be lowered into a test well and the depth to water recorded
from a known reference point. When 1:1sing an electrical cend1:1ctance probe, the depth to tA<ator
'Nill be determined by reading the Bf'lf'lropriate meas1:1rement markings on tho embossed
moas1:1ring tape when tho alarm is activated at tho s1:1rface. 'A'IPP PFOcodt:Jro WP Q2 eM1 Q14 An
SOP will be used when making water-level measurements for this program. The SOP will
specify spoeifios the methods to be used in obtaining groundwater-level measurements. and
provide general instructions including prerequisites. safetv precautions. performance frequency.
quality assurance. data management. and records. A CI:JFFOnt revision of this procod1:1ro will be
maintained in tho WIPP Operating Record.

16

L-4c(1)(ii)

11

AIH!ncoming data will be processed in a timely manner te-thatasst:Jroensures data integrity. The
data management process for gro1:1nd 'Natororoundwater surface elevation measurements will
begin with completion of the field data sheets. Date, time, tape measurement, equipment
identification number, calibration due date, initial of the field personnel, and
equipment/comments will be recorded on the field data sheets. If, for some unexpected reason,
a measurement is not possible (~. a test is under way that blocks entry to the well bore),
then a notation as to why the measurement was not taken will be recorded in the comment
column. Personnel will also use the comment column to report any security observations (i.e.,
well lock missing).
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GFOI:Jnd 'NatorGroundwater Surface Elevation Records and Document Control

Data recorded on the field data sheets and submitted by field personnel will be subject to
§I:Jidolinos OI:Jtlinod in applicable SOPs WIPP Procodi:JFOS WP Q2 eM3QQ1 3 and WP Q2
EM1 Q14 4 (see Table L-3l. C1:1rront copies of those proeod1:1ros are maintained within tho Vl!IPP
Operating Roeore. These procedures specify the processes for administering and managing
such data. The data will be entered onto a computerized work sheet. The work sheet prooram
wi#-calculate§ gro1:1nel watororoundwater surface elevation in both feet and meters relative to the
top of the casing and also relative to mean sea level. The work sheet will also aelj1:1stprogram
adjusts gro~:~nel•tJatorgroundwater surface elevations to equivalent freshwater heads.
A check print will be made of the work sheet printout. The check print will be used to verify that
data taken in the field was properly reported on the database printout. A minimum of 10 percent

~ Wf' Q2 !iM3001 "Jl,emiRistfali~e Preeesses fer eR~ireRFReAial MeRileriRg Pregr:aFRs" is a FRaRageFReAt OOAtf:el ~resee~:~re 19 previae
~e

a9FRiRistfalive s~:~i9aAee 19 9e 1:1s8EI 9y eRvireRFReRtal MeRii9FiRg (~M) P8f'S&RRel19 FRaiRtaiR Ejl:lality eeRlrel (QC) asseeiatee wiiR
saFR~IiAg aeti~lies aRe 19 ass1:1re ~at 9ata a9Ej11ir8G I:IRGer IRe WIPP ii'WireRFReRlal M&RiteriRg PregraFR are vali!il. TRo
~FeGal:llieAs aA!illimitatieRs peFiieR ef ~is ~ree8E11:1re ass1:1re ~at eRiy Ejl:lalifie!ill}eFSeRAel BGE!I:Iire saFR~Ies I:IR!iler ~e EM pregraFR,
!Rat GFGSS OOAtaFRiRatiGR ef SBFR~IiRg 8E!I:IipFROAt is preveRleG, aRe IRa! saFRple t:lel!il tiFRes are RBI eKEleeEieEI. TRe PerfeFFRaRG8
pertieA ef tl:le pree8E11:1re previees step 9y step iAstr~:~GlieRs fer Q~:~alily Assl:lr:aRse!Q~:~alily CeRtrel (QAIQC) iFRplemeAtatieA, lf:le ~:~se
of eata st:leets aA9 saFR~Ie traekiR§ log9eeks, sam~le taskiR§ frem eellestieR 19 S~>i9FRittal, aRe asliGRs 19 lake if sample res~>ilts
iRGisate IRe peteAiial fer exseelliRg a reg~:~la19ry liFRit.
4
WP Q2 ~M1 Q14 "(;rei:IR9YJater beyel Meas~:~remeAI", is a teeRRisalproeeOOre wtliGR lists ll=!e 8Ell:lipFReAI FG€fl:lire9 aA!il tRo
eperatieAal Gheeks Reeessary 19 f*IOOFFR §Fei:IR!ilwaler level FReas~:~reFReRts. Tt:lis pres8E11:1re as well as WP Q2 EMJQQ1 alse previees
iAfeFFRalieR oR perfeFFRiR§ valieatieA aA!l verifisatieR ef laaeratery eata.
EM
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of the spreadsheet calculations will be randomly verified on the check print to ensure that
calculations are being performed correctly. If errors are found, the work sheet will be corrected.
Tl=te eata sentainee en tl=te seR=t~~:-Jterizee werk sl=teet will Be translates inte a eataBase file. A
~rinte~:-Jt will Be R=taee ef tl=te eataease file. Tl=te eata easl:l R=lentl=t will tl=ten ee seR=t~ilee inte r:e~ert
feFR=tat ane transR=Iittee te tl=te a~~re~riate a§ensies as req~:-Jestee By tl=te PerR=tittees. Gr:e~:-Jne
wateFGroundwater surface elevation data and equivalent freshwater heads for a»-the Culebra
wells in Table L-4 will be transmitted to NMED ene R=lentl=tin May and November after eata are
sellestee. Semi-annual groundwater reports will also include annotated hydrographs and trend
analvsis.

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

14

A SeR=I~~:-Jterizee eataBase file will Be R=taintainea fer all §F91:-lne \Vater Sl:-lffase ele·~atien aata.
Mentl=tly ane q~:-Jarter:ly eata will Be a~~enaee inte a yearly file. Y~en \1erifisatien tl=tat the year:ly
eataBase is free ef err:ers, it will ee a~~eneee inte tl=te ~rejest aataBase file. A ~rintee se~y ef the
SI:-JFFent ~FGjest eataBase (tl=trel:-l§R [)eseR=tBer ef tl=te ~reseein§ year) will Be ke~t in the
f!nvirenR=Ient, Safety ane ~ealtl=t [)e~artR=tent (l!&&lol) eM fire resistant stera§e area.

15

L-4c(2)

16

L-4c(2)(i)

17

Tl=te water eearin§ 1:-lnits at WIPP are l=ti§hly variaBle in tl=teir aeility te yiele 'Nater te R=teniterin§
wells. Tl=te C~:-JieBra, tl=te R=test transR=Iissive l=tyerele§is 1:-lnit in tl=te WIPP ar:ea, exhiBits
trans~J~issi·Aties tl=tat ran§e R=tany ereers ef JJ~agnit~:-Jae asr:ess tf:Je site ar:ea ane is tf:le ~riR=tary
fes~:-Js ef tf:le QMP.
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Gre~:-Jne

waterGroundwater Sampling

GreYne waterGroundwater Pumping and Sampling Systems

The §Fe~:-Jne watergroundwater pumping and sampling systems used to collect a gre~:-Jne
from the seven :Six_new QMP DMWs weU&-will provide continuous
and adequate production of water so that a representative §re~:-Jna wateroroundwater sample
can be obtained. Tf:le wells ~:-Jsee fer gre~:-Jne 'ltater q~:-Jality saR=I~Iing vary in yiela, ee~th, ana
~1:-JR=I~ing lift. Tf:Jese tasters affest tf:Je 8~:-Jratien ef ~1:-JR=I~ing as well as tf:le eq~:-Ji~R=tent r:eqyir:ee at
easf:J well.
~sample

The type of pumping and sampling system to be used in a well depends primarily on the aquifer
characteristics of the Culebra and well construction. The QMP 'NellsDMWs are wiU-96
individually equipped with dedicated submersible pumping assemblies. Each well has a specific
type of submersible pump, matched to the ability of the well to yield water during pumping. The
down;-hole submersible pumps are will Be controlled by a variable electronic flow controller to
match the production capacity of the formation at each well.
Tl=te elestrenis fle·.v sentreller alle•.vs ~ersonnel sollesting saR=I~Ies te sentrel tf:le rate of
eissl=taf§e 8~:-Jring well ~1:-lrgin§ te R=liniR=Iize tl=te ~etential fer less of velatiles fr:eR=t tf:le saR=t~le. As
recommended in the "RCRA Ground-Water Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance
Document" (EPA, 1986} the wells will be purged a R=liRiR=II:-lR=I efno more than three well bore
volumes or until field parameters have stabilized. whichever occurs first. at a rate tf:lat will
R=liRiR=Iize tf:le agitation ef rosf:Jaf§e water. Tf:Jis will Be asseR=I~Iisf:Jee By R=lonitorin§ forR=tation
~ress~:-Jre ane R=latsf:lin§ tf:Je rate of eissf:Jar§e froR=t tf:Je well as nearly as ~ossiBie to tf:le rate of
resl=taf§e te tf:Je well. 'JIIIPP Prosea~:-Jre WP Q2 eM1 QQ29 s~esifies tf:le R=letf:lees 1:-l&ee fer

WP Q:i! E:M1QQ2 "lilestFis Sl:i9R'!eFSi91e PllR'!P MeniteFiR!) SysleR'! lnstallatien anEI OpeFalien" is a tesf:misal Ji'FeGeEIIlFe tl:lat pFe·~iEies
step ey step instrustiens foF aeq~Air:ing gFellAEl wateF saR'!Jilles ~Asing elestFis Sll9R'!eFSi91e JilllR'!Ji'S (liSPs). Tl:le Ji'FeSeElllFe aEidr-esses
tl:le 8'llliJiiR'!ent in §eneFal, lists pFesa~Atiens ana liR'lilatiens wl:!isl:l ass~AFe tl:lat enly 'lllalifieEI inEiiviEI~Aals eJileFale tl:le 8'llliJi1R'!ent,

5
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centFOIIing flew rates ana menitering fermatien ~ressure. A current versien ef this eeeument will
ee ffiaintainee in the WIPP O~erating Racers. Well purging will be performed in accordance
with an SOP reEjuirements \'Jill be usee in conjunction with serial sampling to determine when
the gFOune watergroundwater chemistry stabilizes and is therefore representative of undisturbed
greune ·.vateraroundwater.
The DMP wellsDMWs are will be cased and screened through the production interval with
materials that do not yield contamination to the aquifer or allow the production interval to
collapse under stress (high epoxy fiberglass). Oetails ef well censtructien are ~resentee in
Sestien L 39(1). An electric, submersible pump installation without the use of a packer is_wm-l:>e
used in this instance. The largest amount of discharge from the submersible pump ~take§
place from a discharge pipe. In addition to this main discharge pipe a dedicated +efleR®-sample
line, running parallel to the discharge pipe, is_will alse be used. The sampling line is
manufactured from a chemically inert material. P:lew tl=lreugl=l tl=le ~i~e will ee regt,llatee en the
surface ey a fie"'' centFOI ·~alva ane/~r ·~ariable s~eee arive centreller. Cumulative flow wm-t:>e!§
measured using a totalizing flow meter. Flow from the discharge pipe ~is routed to a
discharge tank for disposal.

22

The dedicated +efkm®-sampling line wi»-&eis used to collect the water sample that will undergo
analysis. By using a dedicated +ef1eR®-sample line, the water will not be contaminated by the
metal discharge pipe. The sample line will branch from the main discharge pipe a few inches
above the pump. Flow from the sample line will be routed into the sample collection area. Flow
through the sample collection line ~!§ regulated by a flow-control valve. The sample line wiU
&&is insulated at the surface to minimize temperature fluctuations.

23

Pressure Meniterina Systems

24

Tl=le OMP wells ee net reEjuire the installatien ef a ~asker eecause sam~le eiases aue te \veil
senstFttctien eeficiencies are net ~resent l=lewever, ~ressures will ee meniteree using aewn
f:lele auteFRatic air line BUJ:>blers in the feFFRatien te ffiaintain tf:le \"later le\•el aee¥8 the ~UFR~
intake. Pressure transaucers may be usea in line with bueblers te ~re¥iae centinual electrenie
menitering tl=tre1:1gl=t Elata acEjuisitien systems. WIPP Precea1:1re WP Q2 eM1 QQ2 ~re¥iaes
instructiens fer menitering fermatien ~ressure 1:1sing a1:1tematic airline b1:1belers in cenj1:1nctien
with ~ress1:1re trans81:1cers ana Elata acEjuisitien systems. A c1:1rrent versien ef tl=tis aec1:1ment will
be maintainea in tl=te VVIPP O~erating Recera.
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Tl=le mebile fiela laberatery ~reviaes a werk ~lace fer cenaucting fiela sarn~ling ana analyses.
Tl=te laeeratery will ee ~esitienea near tl=te ·.velll=teaa, willee climate centrellea, ana will centain
tl=te necessaF)' eEII:Ii~ment, reagents, glassware, ana aeieniz:eel water fer cena1:1cting tl=te ·.tarieus
fielel analyses.

36

Samelina OveF¥iew

37
38

Twa ty~es ef ·.·.tater sarn~les will be cellectee: serial sam~les ana final sarn13les. Serial sam13les
will ee taken at regular intervals ana analyz:ea in the rneeile fielel laeeratery fer ¥arieus f3l=tysical
ana cl=teFRical 13arameters (callea fiele inaicater 13arameters). Tl=le serial saFRf3le aata willee usee

32
33
34

39

pFefeEll:lisite aGtieAs 'l#ti6R ass1:1re tRe serreGt iAstallatieA aAEI epeFatieA. TRe J*!SeEII:Ire Eletails Raw te iAstall IRe varie1:1s s1:1tlsystems
s1:1sR as the s1:1rfase Elissf:large aAEI press1:1r:e meAiteriRQ system aRe IRe 1')1'965\:IFe meRileriAQ 91:1991er ami l=!ew te start 1:113 aREI sRI:It
Elewft IRe eSI='.
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to dotoffi=line wl=tetl=ter tl=te sarnple is representative of ~::~nEiist~::~rbeEI gro~::~nEI water as a Elirost
of tl=te stabilization of fioiEI inEiisator para~otors anEI tl=to vol~::~rno of tl=to water being
p~:~~ped fro~ tl=to well. Interpretation of tl=te serial sarnpling Elata will enable tl=te Tea~ leader
(see Sostion l 7) to deterrnino wl=ten sonditions representative of ~:~nEiist~::~rbed gro~::~nd \Vater are
attained in tl=te p~:~rnpeEI gro~::~nd water.
f~::~nstion

7

Final sa~plos will be sollesteEI wl=ten tl=te serially sarnpleEI fieiEI indisator pararneters l=tave
stabilized and are tl=lerefore representative of ~::~ndist~::~rbeEI gro~::~nEI water.

8

L-4c(2)(ii)

9

Serial sampling is the collection of sequential samples for the purpose of determining when the
'lJateraroundwater chemistry stabilizes and is therefore representative of undisturbed
gro~::~nd 'lJateraroundwater. The Permittees: SOP for serial sampling will provide criteria for
determining when a final sample should be taken. will sonsiEier a seFial sarnple representative of
~:~ndist~::~rboEI gro~:~nd water wl=len tl=le ~ajority of field inEiisator para~eter ~eas~:~re~ents l=la\<e
stabilized witl=lin •a persent of tl=le average of analytisal res~:~lts for tl=le field inEiisator para~eter
fro~ tl=le baskgro~:~nEI gro~::~nEI water <;tl::lality for easl=l OMP well. Nonstabilization of one or two
field indisator para~eters attFib~::~table to ~atFiM interferenses, instr~:~~ont dFift, or otl=ter
~::~nforeseen reasons will not presi~:~Eie tl=le sollestion of final sarnples, !')roviEied tl=le vol~:~~e of
J:li:IF§Jed water exseeEis tl=lree well bore '1el1:1~es. Each DMW will be pureed to no more than
three well bore volumes. or until field parameters stabilize. whichever occurs first. Well
stabilization occurs when the field-analyzed parameters are within ± 5% of three consecutive
measurements. A well bore volume is defined as the volume of water from static water level to
the bottom of the well sump. Serial samples will be analvzed in the mobile field laboratorv for
field indicator parameters, The Permittees will re!')ort, in tl=le operating resord, any final sa~ples
sollested wl=len field inaisator para~eters were not stabilized, and will provide an explanation of
why the sample was collected when field indicator parameters were not stabilized and place that
explanation in the WIPP Operating Record.
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Serial Samples

gro~::~nd

Serial samples will be collected and analyzed to detect and monitor the chemical variation of the
§IFOI:IAB wateroroundwater as a function of the volume of water pumped. Once serial sampling
begins, the frequency at which serial samples are collected and analyzed will be left to the
discretion of the Tearn leaaer {see Sestion l ?)Permittees, but will be performed a minimum of
three times during a sampling round.
The Permittees will use appropriate field methods to identify stabilization of the following field
indicator parameters: sl=lloriEie, ai\•alent sations (l=larEiness), alkalinity, total iron, pH, ~
temperature, specific conductance, and specific gravity.
Protosols fer solleetion of serial sa~ples are spesifiea in WIPP Proeed1:1re WP Q2 eM1QQG6.,.
Analysis of serial sarnples are speeified in 'A'IPP ProeeEI~:~ro 'PlP Q2 eM1QQ5+. C~::~rrent versions
of tl=lese preseE11::1res will be rnaintained in tl:le 'A'IPP O!')erating Reeord.

"WP 02 i!M10Qe "P"iAal Sample afKI SeFial Sample CelleslieA" is a lesRAisal pRlsee~re tRat pRl¥i9es step By step iAstr~slieAs fer
asq~iFiAg gre~AG water samples fr.em IRe WQSP wells aAG fr.em pri¥ately awAeG 'NElliS iA tRe ¥iSiAity af WIPP. TRe pRJseG~re
aeeresses tRe e~llipmeAt iA geAeral, lists preea~dieAs aAG limilatiaAs vfl:lieR a&s~re tRat eAiy ~~alifiee iAGi¥iG~als aperate IRe

e~~il'lmeAt, aRe prBFEM!llisile astiaAs vfl:liel:l assyre IRe eata ~Yality. Tl:le f'IRJGeeYre aeeresses oolleetieA ef samples fr.em pri¥ate
wells, selleslieA ef seFial gRJ~Ae 'Haler samples, IRe selleslieA ef fiAal samples far SYBmiUal te the laBeratery, aRe eata re¥iew BY IRe
meAiteFiRg task leaeer.
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The three field indicator parameters of temperature, €Rspecific conductance, and pH will be
determined by either an "in-line" technique, using a self-contained flow cell, or an "off-line"
technique, in which the samples will be collected from a ~®sample line at atmospheric
pressure. The iren, elivalent satien, shleriele, alkalinity, s§pecific conductance; and specific
gravity samples will be collected from the ~®-sample line at atmospheric pressure. Because
of the lack of sophisticated weights and measures equipment available for field density
assessments, field density evaluations will be expressed in terms of specific gravity, which is a
unitless measure. Density is expressed as unit weight per unit volume.
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New polyethylene containers"' that are certified clean by the laboratorv. will be used to collect
the serial samples from the TE*1eR®-sample line. Serial sampling water collected for solute and
specific conductance determinations will be filtered through a 0.45 micrometers (IJm) membrane
filter using a stainless-steel, in-line filter holder. Serial samples collected in laboratorv-certified
clean containers do not require rinsing prior to sample collection. Filtereel water will ee 1:1seel te
rinse the saR=tl'lle settle !'lrier te serial saR=tl'lle sellestien. Unfiltered ~re~:~nei·Nateroroundwater will
be used when determining temperature, pH, eRspecific conductance, and specific gravity.
Sample bottles will be properly identified and labeled.

Samples collected will immediately be analvzed for pH and specific conductance lSCl as these
parameters are most sensitive to changes in ambient temperature.The filtereel saR=t!'lle sellesteel
fer sel~:~te analyses will se iR=IFReeliately anal~eel fer iFGn anel alkalinity sesa1:1se these twa
sel~:~tien !'laFaR=teteF& aFe elEtFGR=tely sensitiV<l te shan~es in the aFReient water saFRI'IIG f>F96St,~F9
and teFRf)eratt,~re. /\ saFRJ>Ie anel eii:IJ>Iisate ef filtereel water will ee sellesteel anel anal~eel fer
selblte l'laFar:ReteF& (all(alinity, shleriele, divalent satiens, anel iran). Temperature, pH, and
€Rspecific conductance, when not measured in a flow cell, will be measured at the approximate
time of serial sample collection. These samples will be collected from the unfiltered sample line.
Sar:R!'IIes te se anal~eel fer shleriele anel elivalent satiens (after !'lreservatien with nitris aeiel and
steFed at 4oq FRay ee steFeel fer ene week f)rier te analysis with senfielense that the analytisal
res~:~lts •tAll net ee altereel.
Upon completion of the collection of the last serial sample suite, the serial sample bottles
accrued throughout the duration of the pumping of the well will be discarded. No serial sample
bottles will be reused for sampling purposes of any sort. However, serial samples may be stored
for a period of time depending upon the need. WIPP Preseel1:1re WP 02 BA1009Standard
Operating Procedures (see Table L-3) defines the protocols for the collection of final and serial
samples and analysis. 'A'IPP PFGsaelblre WP 02 iM1 OOe elefines the I'IFetesels fer serial saR=tl'lle
analysis. GblrFent veF&iens ef these iOIFGGaelblres will ee FRaintaineel in the WlPP Of)eratin§
Resera.
D1:1rin~ the fiF&t ti#G years ef DMP well serial saFR!'IIin§, the first sar:RJ>Ia will sa anal~ea as seen
as !'19Ssiele after the !'II:IFRI'I is t1:1rnea en anel aaily tt:lereafter fer a !'19Fieel ef fe1:1r Elays er 1:1ntil the
fielEl inelisater l'laraFReteF& (shleriEle, Elivalent satiens, alkalinity, anel iron) staeilii!a. et:l, !'11=1, anel
SG will sa sentin1:1ally FRenitereel ey ~:~sin§ a flew sell witt:l ian &J>asifis elestreaes anel a real tiFRe

WP 92 EM1 905 "GFellnllwater Serial Samjjle Analysis" is a tesl:inisal fJFesellllre that fJr&>~iEies stefJ-BY slefl instr~,~Gtiens fer oo site
analysis ef gre~,AnEI •vater te lleteFmine gre11nll 'A'8ter stalilility jjrier tel he sellestieA ef fiAal samflles fer aAalysis. The fJFeSe!l~,~r-e
a99r:esses tl:le e~l:liflment in geneFal, lists fJFesal:ltieAs an!l limitatiens wflisR assure !Rat enly q11alifie!l in9ivi91lals efjeFate tl:le
eqYifJFAent, fJFer:eEIYisite astiens 'JA:lisR ass1,1re Elata q~,~ality. TRe fJFeSeS~,Are a99resses the fiele meas11rement ef Eh, fl~, teFAJlerahire,
sfJeoifio gravity, Sfleoifis oen!lioiotanoe, alkalinity, shleri9e, 9i¥alent sation, an9 tetal ir-en as ineioaters ef !lf9~,ARQ water stability.
7
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5

roaso1:1t When sotostion monitorin§ 9o§ins, tt:lo serial saFRJ:llin§ J:lrososs R=~ay eo R=~osiffos ans
tho sosision to sollost ffnal saFRfillos wo1:1ls tt:lon eo eases on tho ni:IR=Ieor of well eoro vel1:1mos
fili:IF§Os ans ros1:1lts of tho analysis of shloriso, tOR=IfilOFatl:lro, SfilOGifis §ravity, fill=l, ~h. ans SC.
RoR=Ioval of serial saR=If'llin§ from tho DMP will eo aGGOR=If'llist:los thro1:1§h a J:lOrR=Iit R=losiffsation
ans a R=IOSifisation to this fillan.

6

L-4c(2)(iiil

7

The final sample will be collected once the measured field indicator parameters have stabilized
(refer to Section L-4(c)(2)(ii)). A serial sample will also be collected and analyzed for each day
of final sampling to ensure that samples collected for laboratory analysis are still representative
of stable conditions. Sample preservation, handling, and transportation methods will maintain
the integrity and representativeness of the final samples.
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Final Samples

Prior to collecting the final samples, the collection team shall consider the analyses to be
performed so that proper shipping or storage containers can be assembled. Table L-4§ presents
the sample containers, volumes, and holding times for laboratory samples collected as part of
the DMP: however. the analvticallaboratorv may request sample containers. volumes. and
holding times that are different. when appropriate.
The monitoring system will use dedicated pumping systems and sample collection lines from the
sampled formation to the well head. ~on sosisatos saR=IJ:llo sollostion lines fr.oR=I tho well hoas to
tf:lo saR=I,:Jio sollostion area will ee sissarses after easf:l 1:1se.
Sample integrity will be ensured through appropriate decontamination procedures. Laboratory
glassware will be washed after each use with a solution of non phosphorus detergent and
deionized (01) water and rinsed in Dl water. Sample containers will be new, certified clean
containers that will be discarded after one use. Gro1:1ns vJaterGroundwater surface elevation
measurement devices will be rinsed with fresh water after each use. Non-dedicated sample
collection manifold assemblies will be rinsed in accordance with SOPs with tv:o §allons of fFosh
.....ater, tf:len rinses witf:l fi•Jo §allons of 5 J:lorsent nitris asis sol1:1tion ans rinses witf:l ffvo §allons of
Dl water after each use. The exposed ends will be capped off during storage. Prior to the next
use of the sampling manifold, it will be rinsed a second time with Dl water and a &laRk-rinsate
blank sample will be collected to verify sesontaR=~inationcleanliness.
Water samples will be collected at atmospheric pressure using either the filtered or unfiltered
+efloR@-sampling lines eranshin§ fr.oR=I the main saR=I,:Jie line. Detailed protocols, in the form of
filFOGOBI:IrosSOPs (see Table L-3) define how, ass1:1re that final samples will be collected in a
consistent and repeatable fashion. WIPP Proses1:1re WP Q2 ~M1QQ6 sefines tf:lo roetl:liremonts
for sollestion of final saFRfillos for analyses. A s1:1rrent version of this J3roses1:1re will eo
R=laintaines in the WIPP 013eratin§ Resors.
Final samples will be collected in the appropriate type of container for the specific analysis to be
performed. The samples will be collected in new and unused glass and plastic containers (refer
to Table L-46: however. the analvticallaboratorv may request sample containers. volumes. and
holding times that are different. when appropriate). For each parameter analyzed, a sufficient
volume of sample will be collected to satisfy the volume requirements of the analytical
laboratory (as specified by laboratory Stansars OJ:loratin§ Proses1:1res [SOPs}). This includes an
additional volume of sample water necessary for maintaining quality control standards. All final
samples will be treated, handled, and preserved as required for the specific type of analysis to
be performed. Details about sample containers, preservation, and volumes required for
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individual types of analyses are found in the applicable procedures :SQ.Es__generated, approved,
and maintained by the contrast analytical laboratory.

2

Before tho final sample is taken, all plastic ana glass containers will eo rinsed 'llith tho pumpoa
gFOuna water, oitl=lor filteFOa or unfilterea, dependent upon analysis protosol. When tho rinsing
pFOsoauro is completed tho final sar:t:~plo 'Nilleo sollestoel.

3
4

5

Final samples will be sent to the analvtical sontrast laboratories and analyzed for parameters
and hazardous constituents specified in Part 5. Tables 5.4.a and 5.4.b. general shemistry,
raaionusliaos, metals, ana solestod VOGs tl=lat are spesifis to tl=lo waste antisipatoa to arrive at
'1'/IPP. Taelo L 3 presents tho sposifis anal)4os for tho DMP.

6
1

8
9
1o

Duplicates of the final sample will be provided to WIPP Project oversight agencies as-when
requested ey tho Permittees or NME:D.

11

14

Res~lting wWastes resulting from the sampling and field analysis of groundwater are disposed
of in accordance with the WIPP SOPs <see Table L-3l.Prosod~ro WP 02 RG.01s. A current
version of this prosoaure will eo r:Raintainea in tho WIPP Operating Resord.

15

L-4c(2)(iv)

16

Many of the chemical constituents measured by the DMP are not chemically stable and require
preservation and special handling techniques. Samples requiring acidification will be treated
with either high purity hyelroshloris asiel, nitric asid, or s~::~lfuris asia (ULTRE:X or OE!Ui~Jalont),
aoponaing ~pon tho stanaarel rnothod of treatment roEJuiroa for the particular parameter s~ite or
as requested by ksontrast analvtical laboratory SOPs (see Taelo L 4 ).
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Sample Preservation. Tracking. Packaging. and Transportation

The contrast analvtical laboratory receiving the samples will use prosea~::~res that prescribe the
type and amount of preservative, the container material type, aAG-the required sample volumes
that shall be collected. and the shipping requirements. This information will be recorded on the
Final Sample Checklist for use by field personnel when final samples are being collected. The
Permittees will follow the EPA "RCRA Ground-Water Monitoring Technical Enforcement
Guidance Document," Table 4-1 (EPA, 1986), ~when laboratory SOPs do not specify sample
container, volume, or preservation requirements. WIPP SOPs (see Table L-3) provide
instructions to ensure proper sample preservation and shipping.
The sample tracking system at the WIPP facility \•till use~ uniquely numbered chain of
custody (CefC) Forms ana Lrequest for analysis (RFA) Ferr~=ts (CofC/RFAl forms. The primary
consideration for storage or transportation is that samples shall be analyzed within the
prescribed holding times for the constituents parameters of interest. WIPP Proseaure 'NP 02
EM3001 SOPs (see Table L-3) provides instructions to ensure proper sample tracking protocol.
A s~::~rront revision of this prosea~ro will eo r:Raintainoa within tho WIPP Operating Recore.
lns1::1latea shipping containers pasl~ageel with Grt:Jshoa iso or rousaelo iso pasks will eo ~::~sea to
keep tho samples cool during transport to tho contrast laeoratory. ~olsing tir:Res for spesifis

WP Q2 RC.Q1 "Site GeReFateG, NeR RaeieaGtive lofai!aree~s Waste MaAa!jeiMAI PlaA" is a Sl8f" ey Slef" J"~GeSI.Ire that eetlAes
site !lBReFate ReA Faaieastive hazaree~<~s waste (SGNRI=IW) aRe lists res!}9ASi9ilities 9f waste AlaAa!jeAleRt eF!jaAizatieRs iRsl~eiRg
tl=te geRerater, waste l=taRalers, saAlpliR!l !}erseRRei, safety perseRRel, aRe seAlf"liaRse perseRAel. lA aeeitieA, tl=te p~sea~re aefiAes
tfaiFHR!j ~l.fireFReRis, SSRtaiAeF AlarkiR!l FEl~lliF8Al8Ris, Sf"ill F8Sf"9RSe, aAS list !1F9Ri9iti9AS. A aeGtieR ef tl=te !i'~SeSI.Ire is fes~sea 9R
waste AlaRa!leAleRt !IFaStises iASII:lEliR!l tl=te AlaRa!jeAleRI iR satellite aGG\,!Al\,llalieR areas, IRe l=tai!ar:Qe~,~s waste stagiR!l area fer
A'!alerials awaitiR!iJ aRalysis, IRe estaelisl=tAleRt ef ass~,~Al~,~latieR tiAles, aoo Razar:Qe~,~s waste eisJ*)sal.

8
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2
3

anaMical ~arameters reE!blim sam~les te Be sRi~~eEI By e*press air frei€JRl. TRe ceelers will Be
packaseEI te meet Department ef TranspeFtatien anEI lntematienal Air TranspeFtatien
J\sseciatien cemffiercial carrier Fe€Jbllatiens.

4

L-4c(2)(v)

5

To ensure the integrity of samples from the time of collection through reporting date, sample
collection, handling, and custody shall be documented. Sample custody and documentation
procedures for ~sampling and analysis activities are detailed in WIPP facility PreceEibiFe WP
02 eM3001 SOPs (see Table L-3). TRese preceEiblres 'Nill Be strictly felleweEI tRF9b1€JR9blt lRe
ce1:1rse ef eaeR saffi~le eellectien anEI analysis event. /\ c1:1rrent revisien ef tRis preceE11:1re will Be
ffiaintaineEI in tRe WIPP Operatins ReceFEI.
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Sample Documentation and Custody

Standardized forms used to document samples ~include sample identification numbers,
sample labels, custody tape, the sample tracking~. and the FeE! blest fer
analysis/GRain ef c1:1steE1y (R~/\ anEI Cef.CCofC/RFA~ form. An example form is shown in Figure
L-13. Tt:le ferffis are BFieny ElefineEI in tRe fellev.~n€J s~:~l::lsectiens.

16

All saffiple EleCI:Iffientatien vAll tie seffi~leteEI fer eacR
er Ris!Rer Elesisnee fer ceffipleteness anEI acc1:1racy.

17

Sample Numbers and Labels

18

25

A unique sample identification number will be assigned to each sample sent to the laboratory for
analysis. Tt:le Teaffi LeaEier (see Sectien L 7) ¥.~11 assisn tRe Rl:lffil::lers ~Fier te saffi~le cellectien.
The sample identification numbers will be used to track the sample from the time of collection
through data reporting. Every sample container sent to the laboratory for analysis will be
identified with a label affixed to it. Sample label information will be completed in perffianent,
indelible ink and will contain the following information: sample identification number with sample
matrix type; sample location; analysis requested; time and date of collection; preservative(s), if
any; and the sampler's name or initials.

26

Custody Seals

27

33

Custody seals will be used to detect unauthorized sample tampering from collection through
analysis. +Ae-For example. custody seals wm-&ethat are adhesive-backed strips tt:wH-are
destroyed when removed or when the container is opened. The seal will be dated, initialed, and
affixed to the sample container in such a manner that it is necessary to break the seal to open
the container. Seals will be affixed to sample containers in the field immediately after collection.
Upon receipt at the laboratory, the laboratory custodian will inspect the seal for integrity; a
broken seal will invalidate the sample.

34

Sample Identification and Tracking beaeeel(

35

A-&§ample tracking I9€JBeek (&TL.8) information will be completed for each sample collected.
term will Be ceffipleteEI fer eacR sample cellecteEI. The sample tracking informationSTL8 will
include§ the following information: C ef C CofC/RFA form number; R~A Ne.; date sample(s)
were sent to the lab; laboratory name; acknowledgment of receipt or comments; well name and
round number. Sample codes will indicate the well location; the geologic formation where the
water was collected from, the sampling round number; and the sample number. The code is
broken down as follows:
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WQ6 1C2R2 3 N1 4
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
g

1

Well identification (e.g., WQSP-6 in this case)
Geologic formation (e.g., the Culebra in this case)
3
Sample round no. (Round 2)
4
Sample no. (N1)
2

To distinguish duplicate samples from other samples, a "D. is added as the last digit to signify a
duplicate. ~information will be completed in the field by the sampling
team~ and shesked by the Tean:l Leader. VVhen saFRJ')Ies are shif')J')ed, the STU~ will remain in
the s1:1stedy ef the eM Sestien fer sarnf')le trasl,.in€) ra~:~rraeses.

14

Sample tracking is monitored and documented with the CofC/RFA form and the shipping airbill.
Both of these documents are included in the data packets. Receipt at the analvtical laboratory
may be monitored. if necessary. via the shipper's website tracking application. Samples are
considered complete when a copy of the original CofC/RFA form is merged with the Field Lab
copy of the same document.

15

Rea1:1est ferAnalvsis and Chain of Custody and Request for Analysis

16

29

AR RF'A and Cef.CCofC/RFA form will be completed during or immediately following sample
collection and will accompany the sample through analysis and disposal. An eMan:lrale ef the
Rj;A and CefC fern:l is !')resented in F'i€)1:1res L 17a and L 17b. The RF'A and CefCCofC/RFA
form will be signed and dated each time the sample custody is transferred. A sample will be
considered to be in a person's custody if: the sample is in his/her physical possession; the
sample is in his/her unobstructed view; and/or the sample is placed, by the last person in
possession of it, in a secured area with restricted access. During shipment, the carrier's air bill
number serves as custody verification. Upon receipt of the samples at the analvticallaboratory,
the laboratory sample custodian acknowledges possession of the samples by signing and
dating the R~ and CefCCofC/RFA form. The completed original (top page) of the RF'A and
be#GCofC/RFA form will be returned to the TeaFR LeaderPermittees with the laboratory
analytical report and becomes part of the permanent record of the sampling event. The ~
and CefCCofC/RFA form also contains specific instructions to the analvtical laboratory for
sample analysis, potential hazards, and disposal instructions.

3o

L-4c(3)

31

Analysis of samples will be performed &y-~a Gen:ln:lersiallaberatery. Mmethods ~
Sf)esified in f)FeGI:IreFRent dOGI:In:lents and will be selected to be consistent with EPA guidance
found in resoFRrnended f)Fesed1:1res in SW 846 (EPA, 1996). Additional detail on analytical
techniques and methods will be given in laboratory SOPs. In Part 5. Tables 5.4.a and 5.4.b ~
presents the analytical parameters and constituents for the WIPP DMP.
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Laboratory Analysis

The Pern:1ittees will establish the sriteria for laboratory selestien, insl1:1din€) the stif')l:llatien that
the laeoratery fellew the J')FeGedl:lres SJ')esified in sw 848 ana tl=lat tho laBoratory fellew EPA
J')retosols. The analvtical solestod laboratory shall demonstrate, through laboratory SOPs, that it
will follow appropriate protocols such as EPA SW 846~ FO(i]k-lirornonts and tl=lo req1:1iren:lonts
sposifiod by the ePA f)retosels. The analvticallaboratory shall also provide documentation to
the Permittees describing the sensitivity of laboratory instrumentation. This documentation will
be retained in the WIPP facility eQperating fRecord= and will eo availal:llo fer re'liew I:IJ')en
reqk-lost ey NMED. Instrumentation sensitivity needs to be considered because of regulatory
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requirements governing constituent concentrations in !iiFOI:JAS watoFOroundwater and the
complexity of brines associated with the WIPP ro~;~esiteryCulebra groundwater.
0Aso tho iAitial Eji:JalifisatieA sritoria, as s~;~osifioEI aeeve, have eooR rTIOt, tho PorrTiittoos will
solost a laeeratery eases I:JJ;IOA sei'Tl~;~otitivo aiEl. Tho solostoEIIa9eFater=y ·.viii ~;~oFferi'Tl aRalytisal
work fer tho PoFFRittoos fer a J;~FOEiotoFFRiAoEI ~;~orieEI of tirTio, as s~;~osifioe iA tho seRtrast eotv;eoR
tho PoFFRittoos aREI tho solostoEI laeeratery. As this ~;~orieEI of ~;~oFfeFFRaAso sei'T\os to aA oREI, a
ROW laeeratery solostieAISOR=IJ;!Otitivo aiEl J;!FOSOSS will eo iAitiatoEI ey tho Pori'Tlittoos. Tho sarTIO or
a ElifferoAt la9eFater=y R=lay eo solostoEI fer tho ROW seAtrast ~;~orieEI. The laboratorv will maintain
documentation of sample handling and custody. analvtical results. and internal qualitv control
(QCl data. Additionally. the laboratory will analvze OC samples in accordance with this plan and
its own internal QC program for indicators of analvtical accuracy and precision. Data generated
outside of laboratory acceptance limits will trigger an evaluation and. if appropriate. corrective
action as directed by the Permittees. The laboratory will report the results of the environmental
sam ole and QC sample analyses and any necessary corrective actions that were performed. In
the event that more than one analvticallaboratory is used (e.g .. for different analyses). each one
will have the responsibilities specified above. ~A copy of the laboratory SOPs fef..tRe
laeeratery SbiFFeAtly biASor seRtrast will be maintained iA a file in WIPP facilitv files and will be
available for inspection by the NMED.tho e~;~oFatiRg roserEI ey tho PoFFRittoos. Tho PoFFRittoos
will pFOviEio NMeQ 'Nith aA iRitial sot of applisaelo laeerater=y SOPs fer iRfeFFRatieR pblrpesos,
aREI pre•JiEio NMeQ with aRy blpEiatoEI SOPs OR aA aAAI:Ial ~asis.

32

Data validation will be performed OR eot:lalf E>f tt:lo PeFFRittoos ey tt:lo MaAagoi'TlOAt aREI O!;!OFatiRg
CeAtraster (MOC) eR¥iFORR=IORtal MeRiteriRg (&M). Qata valiEiatieR resbllts are and reported in
the Annual Culebra Groundwater Report and will be maintained in the WIPP facilitv Operating
Record. ElesblrTIORtoEI oR aR Appreval/\tariatieR Roq1:1ost (AWVR) feri'Tl (PresoEiblro WP 15
PC3Q41 ). If RO Elissro~;~aRsios are fe1:1REI iR tho Elata, tho ARNR feri'Tl will ee sigReEI aREI the
Of!lflFeveEf Sex 'A'ill Be sReekoEt. If l:leYJever, Elissr=epaRsies aFe f.et:JA9, tRe /',RI\LR fe~ twtJill Be
sigRoEI aREI the ElisapprevoEI er approves oR seREiitieR ~ex will ~e st:leskeEI aREI tt:le feFFR'Mill eo
rot1:1rReEI to the tearT! loaEior asSOI'TlJilaRieEI ey aR attashoEI ro~;~ert Elissl:lsSiRg the Elata valiEiatieR
ros1:1lts, aRy aROI'Tlalies, aREI FOSOII:ItiORS. COJi)ies of tt:le Elata valiEiatieR FOJilOrl Will ~0 Elistri~l:lteEI to
the eM MaRager, QA MaRager, the TearT\ beaEier, aREI the CeRtrast AEII'TliRistFater. Copies 9f tho
Elata valiEiatieR report will ee kept oR file iR tt:le eM roserEis sostieR fer FO'lfew I:IJ;!OR FOEfblest ey
NMeQ.

33

L-4d

34

L-4d(1}

21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29
30
31

35

Calibration
Sampling and Groundwater Elevation Monitoring Equipment Calibration
RoablirerTieRts

40

The equipment used to collect data for the WQSP aREI this DMP will be calibrated in accordance
with SQE.srTiaiRteRaRse aEIR=IiRistrative presoEiblres sposifioEI eolew. The Permittees eM SostieR
will be responsible for calibrating needed equipment on schedule, iR assoFEiaRso with writteR
~;~rese81:1ros. Tt:le eM SestieR will also eo respeRsielo_arui for maintaining current calibration
records for each piece of equipment.

41

L-4d(2)

36
37

38
39

42

43
44

Grei:IREI watorGroundwater Surface Elevation Monitoring Equipment Calibration
Requirements

The equipment used in taking groi:IREI watergroundwater surface elevation measurements will
be maintained in accordance with WIPP facility SOPs (see Table L-3). PresoE11:1re WP 1Q
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5

AD6029 9 A ebln:ent ro\'ision of this ~roeoEiblro will eo rnaintainoEI in tho WIPP O~oratin€1 RoeorEI.
The eM ioetionPermittees will be responsible for ensuring ealierating tl:lo nooEioel equipment i§
calibrated on schedule in accordance with written ~roeoEiblros~. The eM SoetionPermittees
will also be responsible for maintaining copies of records of the most recent Gblrrent calibration
reeorels for each piece of equipment.

6

L-4e

7

13

As reqblireel ey 20.4.1.500 NM/\C (ineorperating 40 Cf:R §§264.97 anel 264.98), elata eolleeteEI
to establish baekgreblnEi greblnEi 'Nater qblality anEiAnalvtical data collected as part of the DMP
will be evaluated using appropriate statistical techniques. The following specifies the statistical
analysis to be performed by the PermitteesDMP. Statistieal analysis of DMP Elata will eonform to
ePA gbtielance "Statistioall\nalysis of Grobtnel Water Monitoring Data at RCRA f:acilitiosft (EPA,
-1-9892009)= ane "Statistical Analysis of Groblne Water Monitoring Data at RCRA f:asilities,
AEiEienEiblm to Interim f:inal Gbtielanceft (ePA, 1992).

14

L-4e(1)

15

en'lirenmontal parameters ·1ary with space anEI time. The effect of one or 9oth of these l\t.f()
factors on the e*pectee 'Iaibie of a point rnoasblromont will eo statistically o'18lblateEI throblgh
spatial analysis anel time series analysis. These mothoels often roqblire e~ensi'lo samplin€1
efforts that may o)(coeel the prasticalli~its of the DMP sarnplin€1 prosoEiblres.

1
2

3
4

8
9
10
11
12

16

17
18

Statistical Analysis of Laboratory Analvtical Data

Temporal and Spatial Analysis

24

Spatial analysis may ha'lo limiteel biSo DMP elblring the operational perioe, altf:loblgf:l the effect of
spatial ablto con:elation on the interpretation of tf:le Elata will eo consiEiereEi for each parameter.
Spatial 'lariability will be accoblntee for ey the blso of preEieterrnineEi key samplin€1 losations.
Data analysis will be performeEI on a losation specific easis, or Eiata from Eiifferent locations will
be cornbinee only when the Elata are statistically f:lorno€Jonoobls. Statistical f:lomo€Joneity will be
Eieterrnineel by o'l81blating rnean val bios anel '/ariances frorn the resieblals from tf:le ineli'liEiblai·Noll

25

Elata,.

26

Time series analysis plays a rnore important role in elata analysis for tf:le DMP. Parameters will
be repartee as time series, either in tabbllar form or as tirno plots. l=or key time series
pararnetors, tf:loso plots will eo in tho form of sontrol sf:larts on wf:licf:l control levels will be
ielontifioe bases on preoperational elatabaso, fi*oEI stanelarels, oontrol leGation elatabasos, or
other stanEiarEis for eemparison. Wf:lore signifioant seasonal ohangos in tf:lo o*poGteei•Jalblo of
tho parameter are ielontifioel in tho preoperational elatabase or in tho controllooations,
eorreotions in tf:lo oentrol lo'lols whief:l refloot the seasonal of:lan€JO will be maEie anEI
Eloeblrnontee.

19
20
21
22
23

27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34

35

36
37

Temporal and spatial analyses of the data were completed as part of establishing the water
quality baseline <Crawley and Nagy, 1998: IT. 2000l. As a result. the Permittees determined to
evaluate changes relative to baseline on an individual location basis and to report the
concentrations of constituents as a time series. either in tabular form or as time plots. No

9
WP 1Q AD3Q2Q "Calil:n=atieR aml CeRirol ef MeRiteFiR§ aREl Data CelleetieR ~q~:~ipmeRI" proviaes IRe step 9y step proteGe Is fer IRe
esla91isf:!meRt aoo maiRteRaRse ef a master aala9ase ef meRiteFiR§ aREl aala sel!estieR (M&I)C) eq~:~ipmeRI, IRe resall prosess fer
eq~:~ipmeRt ReeEliR§ sali9ratieR, IRe perfermaRse ef sali9ralieRs, IRe FRaRa§emeRI ef sali9ralieR res~:~lts te aetermiRe IRe aaeq~:~asy ef
resall fH!q~:~eRsies, NRGtieRal testiR§ ef M&DC eqiJipmeRt, aREl repertiR§ iRsi~:~EliR§ e~:~t ef teleraRse repertiR§ aRa e11pi~ sali9rali(m
repertiR§. IR adElitieR, tRe presea~:~re previEles step 9y step prosess fer tile sterage ef salibrateEl M&OC e(!~:~ipmeRI aREl tRe ~o~se ef
reRtal eq~:~i!"FAeRt.
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1

2

particular seasonal variations have been noted in the concentrations of groundwater samples
collected during the spring and autumn: therefore. continuing temporal analysis is not required.

5

The analvtical results for constituents will be reported as time series. either in tabular form or as
time plots or both. and compared to the 95th percentile values or reporting limits identified in
Part 5. Table 5.6.

6

L-4e(2)

1

8
9
10
11

Fer eata sets whish iAslblee FRere tl=laA teA eata peiAts tl=lat are l=leFRegeAeebls iA spase aRe tiFAe
(iAslbleiAg seaseAal l=leFRegeAeity) aRe ha'le less thaA teA perseAt FAissiAg eata, a test fer
seAfeFFAaAse te the AeFFAal eistriebltieA will ee peFferFRee. The test fer AerFRality ef the eata will
ee perfeFFAee iA assereaAse witl=l the FAetheeelegies preseAtee iA "Statistisal AAalysis ef
GrebiAe Water MeAiteriAg Cata at RCRA Fasilities, AeeeAebiFR te IAteriFA FiAal GblieaAse" (iF2A,

12

~

13

If RSFFAality is Ret R=let, tl=le eata Will Be leg tFaASfeFFRee (er traASfeFFAee biSiAg a Sblitaele
FAatheFAatisal traAsferr:RatieA, e.g., SEJblare rest) aRe retestee fer AeFFAality. If the traAsfeFFAee
eata fit a AeFFAal eistriebltieA, tl=le erigiAal eata will ee asseptee as l=la'liAg legAerFRal er aA
ethewtise FAatl=leR=Iatisally traAsferFAee AerFRal eistriebltieA. If AeFFAality is still Ret febiAe, twe
CSbiFSes FRay Be tal(eA. ORe 'Nill Be te G9AtiAble te test tl=le fit te staAeare faFRilies ef eistriBbltieAS,
sblcl=l as the gaFRFRa, seta, aRe Weieblll, with preper FReeificatieAs te sbleseEJbleAt aAalyses eases
eA these resbllts. The ether ceblrse vAll ee te bl&e AeAparaFRetris FRethees ef eata aAalysis.

3
4

14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
21
28

29
30

31
32

33
34

35
36
37
38
39

Distributions and Descriptive Statistics

Fer eata sets sR=!aller thaA teA, Bblt heFAegeAeebls aRe ceFRplete, tl=le legAeFFAal eistril:lbltieA will
ee assbiFAee. Cata sets with R=!ere tl=laA teA perceAt FRissiAg eata will ee aAalyae biSiAg
AeAparaFAetris R=lethees. NeAheFRegeAeebls eata sets will ee SbiBeivieee iAte l=leFRegeAeebls sets
aRe each ef these aAalyeee iAeiv4eblally.
Cessripti•te statistiss will ee salsbllatee fer eael=l heFRegeAeebls eata set. At a FRiAiFRbiFR, these
iAslblee a seAtral Wible aRe a raAge ef variatieA. The seAtral wlble is tl=le arithFRetis FReaR ef the
biAtraAsfeFFAee eata if the eata are Ret ceAseFee at eitl=ler eRe. If tl=le eata are eeAseree, eitl=ler a
triFRFRee FReaR er tl:le FReeiaA will ee blsee as tl:le eeAtral 'Iaibie (·.vl=tich FRay ee witl:liA tl:le
eeAseree raAge). If tl=le eata set is greater thaA teA aRe is biAseAseree, tl=le staAeare eeviatieA
will ee calcbllatee aRe blsee as a easis fer tl=le repartee raAge iA •tariatieA. If tl=lese criteria are Ret
FRet, tl=le raAge eet\'leeA tl:le Q.29 aRe Q.75 sartelist will ee ~:~see.
Techniques were established to compare detection monitoring data generated during the
baseline studies. A 95th upoer tolerance limit value (UTLVl or 95th percentile was determined
from those data sets where target analvtes were measured at concentrations above the method
detection limits. The UTLV is provided for normal or lognormal distributions and a 95th
percentile confidence interval is provided for data sets that are nonparametric or have greater
than 15 percent non-detects. For analvtes with only a few detects (greater than 95 percent nondetects). an accurate 95th percentile cannot be calculated. For these analvtes. the maximum
detected concentration is used as the baseline value. For the analvtes that are non-detect in all
the samples. the method reporting limit was used as the baseline value.
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L-4e(3)
2
3
4

5
6
1

8
9
1o
11

12

13
14
15
16

11

18
19
20
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Action LevelsData Anomalies

Data anomalies incl~o:~ee Elata points repartee as being below the limit of eetection (bD) or
otl=len:.'ise censoroe over a specific range of val~o:~es, missing Elata points occ~o:~FFing raneoFRiy in
tho data sot, and o~o:~tliors tl=lat cannot be ascribes to a known so~o:~rco of variation.
Wl=leno•~er possible, saFRple val~o:~es wl=lich are reportee below eetoction liFRits will be
incorporated into tl=le eatabase as saFRple val~o:~es FReas~o:~ree at one l=lalf tl=lo eetestion liFRit for
statistical analysis. Wl=lon values are not available, alternati•Je FRotl=lods of analysis, as specified
in pro•1ious sections, will be ~o:~sod. In particular, the use of nonparaFRotric statistics will be
roqbfirod.

Miss in§ Elata points comprising loss tl=lan 10 percent of tl=le Elata sot do not significantly affect
data analyses. Results based on data in wl=licl=l more tl=lan 10 porsont is FRissing will be identified
as SbfGR at tl=lo time of roportin§. Consideration of the potential effect of missing data sl=lall be
FRado 'o'Alon tho majoFity of tl=lo data are FRissing froFR a discrete time Sf3an.
Using baseline distributions. actions levels were identified in accordance with methodologies
described in the baseline documents. Action levels are based on the 95th percentile or reporting
limits identified in the baseline. If the groundwater concentration of a constituent identified in
Part 5. Table 5.6 is found to exceed an action level. a test for outliers is performed in
accordance with the F"oFFRal testing for o~o:~tliers will only be dono in accordanso \'Jitl=l ePA
gbfidanco. Tl=lo methodologies specified in Section 8.2 of tl=lo "Statistical Analysis of GroundW~ater Monitoring Data at RCRA Facilities" (EPA, +Qgg2009_) will be ~o:~soe to shosk for Obftliors.

24

If an Obftsido so1:1rco of variation is not identified to acco~o:~nt for o~o:~tliors in a data sot, it will be
inclbfdod in tl=le data set and all subsequent analyses. If tl=lo incl~o:~sion of s~o:~cl=l outliers is fo1:1nd to
affect tho final ros~o:~lts of tl=lo analyses significantly, botl=l res1:1lts (witl=l and without o~:~tlioFS) will be
repartee.

25

L-4e(4)

21

22
23

Comparisons and Reporting

26

Prior to TRU mixed waste receipt, measurements were made of each background gro1:1nd

21

~quality constituent specified in Part 5. Table ~5.4.b at every DMP gro1:1nd
~ monitoring well during each of the ten background sampling events (with the

28

29
30

31
32

33
34

35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43

44

exceptions of trans-1.2-dichloroethylene and vanadium that were added after TRU mixed waste
disposal beganl. If any backgro1:1nd ground water q1:1ality paraFRotor or constitblont l=las not boon
FRoasurod pFior to waste receipt, FRoasblroFRonts will be FRaelo for tl=lose J3araFRotors or
constitblonts in l=lyelra~o:~lically blpgradiont DMP grounel water monitoring wells for a soq~:~onco of
fo1:1r saFRpling events. Following cornf3letion of tl:le fo1:1r saFRJ3Iing events, tl:le aritl:lrnotic moan
and variance sl:lall tl:len be cals~o:~latod by tl:le fielel s1:1porvisor or elesigneo for oacl:l well. These
measurements will tl:lon serve as a baekgro1:1nel val~o:~e statistical baseline (Part 5. Table 5.6)
against wl:lieh that is statistical ·..a lues YS.elifor evaluating the significance of the results of
subsequent sampling events during detection monitoring '#ill be sornparoel. Time-trend control
charts with associated screening values for each constituent are used for this evaluation.
Statistieal analysis anel oornparison will be aseoFRplisl:leel1:1sing one of tho five statistical tests
sposifiod in The Permittees will compare the results from groundwater constituents of ongoing
semi-annual groundwater sample analvsis to these baseline values in accordance with
20.4. 1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.939I(h)~). wl=licl=l FRay ineluEio Gocl=lran's
/>,pf3FOMiFRation to the Qel:lrons Fisl=lor sti:IEients' t test at the 0.01 leYel of signifieanee (deseribed
in Appendix IV to 2Q.4.1.5QQ ~~MAG (ineorporating 40 GFR §294). If the comparisons show 1b.a1
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;I
7

a constituent statistically exceeds the baseline a sigRifioaRt iRorease at any~
DMWs (as defined in 20.4.1.500 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.98(f))l, the well shall be
resampled and an analysis performed as soon as possible, in accordance with 20.4.1.500
NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.98(g}(~~}}. The results of the statistical comparison will be
reported annually 1Q_j~the NMED in the Annual Culebra Site eRvireRFRBRtal Groundwater
Report (A&iR) in November, aRa will be repertea to NME:D as required under 20.4.1.500
NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §264.98(g}} iR Ootobor.

8

L-5

Reporting

9

L-5a

Laboratory Data Reports

3

4
5
6

10
11
12

13

Laboratory data will be provided in electronic and hard copy reports to the Permittees.,.
Laboratory aata reports will be forv~tnaea to tl:le TeaFR Leaaor (see SootieR L 7) aRa NME:D and
will contain the following information for each analytical report:
•

A brief narrative summarizing laboratory analyses performed, date of issue, deviations
from the analytical method, technical problems affecting data quality, laboratory quality
checks, corrective actions (if any}, and the project manager's signature approving
issuance of the data report.

•

Header information for each analytical data summary sheet including: sample number
and corresponding laboratory identification number; sample matrix; date of collection,
receipt, preparation and analysis; and analyst's name.

•

Parameter and constituentARalytioal paraFReter, analytical result§, reporting units,
reporting limit, analytical method used.

•

Results of QC sample analyses for all concurrently analyzed QC samples.

14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22

23

All analytical results will be provided to NMED as specified in the Permit Part 5.

24

L-5b

25

29

Analytical results for constituents from semi-annual gr01:ma 'ltatergroundwater sampling
activities will be compared and interpreted by the TeaFR LeaaerPermittees through generation of
statistical analyses as specified in Section L-4e. The TeaFR LeaaerPermittees will perform
statistical analyses; the results will be included in the Annual Culebra Groundwater Report
l\S!;R in summary form, and will also be provided to NMED as specified in Permit Part 5.

30

L-5c

26
27
28

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Statistical Analysis and Reporting of Results

Semi-Annual Groundwater Surface Elevation Report and Annual Culebra SHe
eR'IiFORFRBRtaiGroundwater Report

Data collected from this DMP will be reported to NMED as specified in Permit Part 5 in the
Annual Culebra Groundwater Report, aRa to tl:le EM MaRager aRd ~IMED iR tl:le l\SER. The
l\SER ~will include all applicable information that may affect the comparison of
background grOI:JRd watergroundwater quality and groi:JRd waterqroundwater surface elevation
data through time. This information will include but is not limited to:
•

DMW and WLMP Wwell configuration changes that may have occurred from the time of
the last measurement (i.e., plug installation and removal, packer removal and
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reinstallation, or both; and the type and quantity of fluids that may have been introduced
into the test wells).

1

2
•

AAy-pfumping activities that may have taken place since publication of the last annual
report (i.e., related to §Fe1:1nel wateraroundwater quality sampling, hydraulic testing, and
shaft installation or grouting asti•Jities) that may have taken place since the last annual
groundwater report.

•

A discussion of the origins of abnormal unexpected changes in the groundwater surface
elevation. which is not attributable to site tests or natural stabilization of the site
hydrologic svstem that exceeds 2 ft in a DMP well over the course of the period covered
by the Annual Culebra Groundwater Report (this may indicate changes in
recharge/discharge which would affect the assumptions regarding DMP well placement
and constitute new information as specified in 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR
§270.41 CalC2U.

14

•

The results of the annual measurements of densities.

15

•

Annotated hvdrographs.

16

•

Groundwater flow rate and direction.

17

•

Potentiometric surface map generated using the following steps:

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

-

Examine hydrographs to identifv month having the lamest number of Culebra water
levels available with the fewest wells affected by pumping or other anthropogenic
events.

-

Convert water levels from subject month to equivalent freshwater heads using fluid
densities appropriate to the date.

23

-

Fit trend surface through freshwater heads.

24

-

Extrapolate the trend surface to the boundaries of the model domain used for the
current Performance Assessment Baseline Calculations lPABCsl and define initial
fixed-head boundarv conditions based on the trend surface.

-

Using the ensemble-average Culebra transmissivity field used for the current PABC.
optimize the model boundary heads to improve the fit of the model to the freshwater
heads at the wells using optimization software interactively with MOD FLOW.

30

-

Run MOD FLOW with optimal boundary conditions fit.

31

-

Contour MODFLOW head results on WIPP site.

32

-

Compute particle path and travel time from the Waste Handling Shaft to the LWA
Boundary.

-

Data analysis that will accompany the potentiometric surface map will include:

18
19
20

21

22

25
26

27
28

29

33
34

35

•

Measured versus modeled scatter plot diagram
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•

Frequency of modeled head residuals

2

•

Modeled residual freshwater head at each well

3

•

Explanations for modeled misfit residuals greater than 16.4 feet (5 meters).

4

•

Semi-annual groundwater surface elevation results will be reported as specified
in Permit Part 5. Condition 5.1 0.2.2.

5
6
7

8
9

RaeiemJGiiee SJ'leGifis eata sellestee

•

8t.~ring

tl=le

J'lreviet.~s

year.

The DMP data used in generating the ASeR Annual Culebra Groundwater Report will be
maintained as part of the WIPP facility eQperating fBecord and will be provided to NMED for
review as specified in the permit.

1o

.: :.L-~6:....-_.:..:R~e~co~r-=-ds=M.:.:::a:.:..:n.=.ag:::a.:e~m.:.:.e:::.:n~t

11

Records generated during gret.~ne wateroroundwater sampling and water level gret.~ns water
ele!Jatien monitoring events will be maintained in either tl=le ferFR project files in tRe eM
sestienat the Permitees facilitv or the Operat4ng Record. Project reser8s files will include, but
are not limited to:

12
13

14

st.~rfase

15

•

16

•

17

•

18

•

19

•

20

•

21

•

22

•

23
24
25
26
27

28

29

Sampling and Analysis Plans (SAP)
SOPs
Field Data Entry Sheets
STL8s
.cofCLRFA ans CefC forms
Centrast Analytical Laboratory Data Reports
Variance Logs and Nonconformance Reports
Corrective Action Reports.

Tl=lese ans all raw analytisal reser8s Detection Monitoring Program monitoring. testing, and
analvtical data generateEI in senjt.~nstien witl=l gret.~ne 'JJ-ater sarnJ'lling and gret.~nEI vJ-ater st.~rfase
elevatien WLMP datarnenitering will be stereEI in fire resistant saeinetsmaintained in the WIPP
facility Operating Record. in tl=le EM sestien asser8ing te tl=le R.eser8s lnventery anEI DisJ'le&itien
Sol=leEil-:lle (Rig&) anEI will ee rnaEie availaele fer in&J'leotien t.~J'len FeE!t.~est Tl=le fellewing reser8s
will ee transrnitteEI te tl=le PerFRittees' Prejest Reser8s SeF¥ises (PR&) fer leng term sterage in
aooeretanoe witl=l tl=le RIDS:

30

•

31

•

32

•

33

•

34

•

Instrument FRaintenanse and oalieratien reserds
QG saFRJ'lle Elata
Centre! ol=larts and salsl-:llatien
SaFRf=lle trasking and oentrel dest.~rnentatien
Raw analytioal rest.~lts.

35

l 7

Prejeot Organizatien and Re&f=lensieilities

36

L 7a

envirenmental Menitering Manager
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2
3
4

s
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16

The EM Manager will be res,:>ensible fer the overall design and im,:>lementatien of tho DMP. Tho
EM Manager will develop and ap,:>rovo s,:>esific procedures all DMP activities, and will review
and afJprove ,:>rogrammatis reports. Tho EM Manager will provide oversight of appropriate levels
of cooperation and consultation betv.'oen tho EM Section and tho State of Now Mo:*ico
regarding onv4ronmontal monitoring and will revise the QA section of tho DMP, if necessary, and
s1::1bmit ro•Jisions as permit modifications as specified in 2Q.4.1.QQQ NMAC (incorporating 4Q
CFR §270.42).
Tho EM Manager and staff will be responsible for achieving and maintaining quality in tho DMP.
All DMP data will be reviewed and approved by the EM Manager, or designee, prior to release.
The EM Manager will establish minimum qualification criteria and training requirements for all
DMP fJOrsonnel. Tho EM Manager will assure that position descrifJtions for assigned DMP
personnel are adeq1::1ately prepared. Tho EM Manager and/or Team leader will assure that
training is f)erfoFFRed on an individual basis to ffiaintain an acceptable level of f>Foficionsy by all
now or temf)orary DMP staff and by all permanent GWSP staff. The EM Manager will assure
that documents detailing all staff training aro c1::1rrent and properly Hied. Copies of training
records •tAll eo on file for the PeFFRittees in tho MOC Technical Training Section.

18

The EM Manager will appoint a DMP Team leader and Field Team, and assign the following
responsibilities spociHed below.

19

l 7b

20

27

The Team leader will coordinate and o·.cersee field sampling activities, ensuring that sampling
and associated procedures "'<'ill be followed and that QA/QC and safety guidelines will be mot.
The Team leader will direst the DMP per written af)proved precod1::1res, and initiate the review of
progra!TI!Tiatis plans and prosed1:1res. The TeaiTI leader will review and e'lall::late saffif)le data,
prepare anef re·.ciew pregraffiiTiatis reports, and assure that appropriate salT! pies will be colloctea
and analyad. The Team loader will assure that adeq1::1ato technical support is provides to the
Quality A~s1::1ranco (QA) Department, when req1::1ired during audits of vendor facilities. Any
noncenfoFFRances or project changes will be iiTimeeliately comm~::~nisateef to the Team leaeer.

28

l 7c

29

36

The Held tea!TI ffio!Tibers will consist of one or !Tioro scientists, engineers, or technicians, who
will be re&fJonsible for saffiple collection, handling, &Ripping, and preparation and !Tiaintenance
of appropriate data sheets, and completion of &aiTiple tracking doc~::~mentation 1::1nder the
direction of the Tea!TI leader, in accordance witt:! this DMP anel associated fielef prosed1::1res.
Tho field teaiTI will inspect, ITiaintain, and ens1::1re proper calibration of equipment prior to 1::1se at
eaoh site, •.Yhile ensuring that site health and safety FOEII::Iirements will be met at all tiiTies. The
field team 1#ill COITIITII::Inicate any nonsonforrnanoes, malfunctions, or project changes to the
Tea!TI leader iiTimediately.

37

l 7d

38

The Safety Manager will be responsible fer ens~::~ ring that the necessary reEjuireiTients for the
health and safety of personnel associated with sampling and analysis asti•..ities are met. The
cognii!ant !Tianager will be responsible for ens~::~ring that field tea!TI members operate in a safe
manner anef f)ersonnel have a,:>,:>ro,:>riate tFSining. The Safety Manager will ensure that perioais

17
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41

Team leader

Field Team

Safety Manager
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2

health ana safety assessments are sen£Jl::lete£J ana that the segni2:ant manager will initiate
serrestive astiens where £Jefisiensies are identified.

3

L 7e

4

15

SamJ3Ie sellostien sentainers Sl::lf'lf'llie£J ey the laeeratery will ee sertifie£J as slean ey either the
laeeratery er their Sl::lf'IJ3Iier. The Permittees will Sl::IJ3J3Iy sentainers fer ra£Jielegisal samf'lles. The
analytisal laeeratery 'Nill ee resf'lensiele fer f'l8rferming analyses in asser£Janse with this QMP
Plan ana regl::llatery reEJl::lirements. The laeeratery will maintain £Jesl::lffientatien ef saffif'IIO
handling and Gl::l&te£Jy, analytisal resl::llts, and inteffial QC data. A£J£Jitienally, the laeeratery 'Nill
analy2:e QC saffif'lles in asser£Janse with this J3lan ana its ewn internal QC f'IFegraffi fer in£Jisaters
ef analytisal assl::lrasy ana f'lreGisien. Qata generated el::ltsi£Je laeeratery assef'llanse limits will
trigger an in·..estigatien ana, if af'lf'IF9f'lriate, G9FF8Eitive astian, as £Jireste£J ey the eM Manager.
The laeeratery 'Nill ref'lert the resl::llts ef the environmental samJ3Ie ana QC saffif'lle analyses ana
any nesessary serrestive astiens that were f'l8rferme£J. In the event that ffiere tt:lan ene
analytisallaeeratery is l::lse£J (e.g., fer different analyses), east:! ene will t:lavo tt:le resf'lensisilities
SJ3esifie£J aseve.

16

L 7f

17

24

Tt:le QA Manager will f'lrevi£Je in£Jef'len£Jent evorsigt:lt ef the OMP, via tt:le assigned segniant QA
engineer, te verify that EJl::lality e9jostives are £Jofine£J ana ast:lieve£J. Tt:le QA Manager will ensl::lre
e9jestivo, in£Jef'len£Jont assessffients ef tt:le QMP EJl::lality f'IBrfe!"ffianse ana tt:le EJYality
f'lerfermanse ef tt:le sentrast analytisallaseratery. Tt:le QA Manager t:las seen delegates
al::ltt:lerity en eet:lalf ef tt:le Permittees ey tt:le MOC General Manager ana ,....ill t:la·l8 assess te
'Nerk areas, identify EJYality f'lreeleffis, initiate er reseffimenel serreetive astiens, verify
imJ3Iementatien ef serreetive astiens, anel ensl::lre tt:lat werk will se sentrelloel er st9f'lf'l8ell::lntil
aeleEJl::late elisf'lesitien ef an l::lnsatisfastery senelitien t:las seen imf'lleffienteel.

25

L-78

26
28

Sf'lesifis Quality Assurance (QA) reEJl::lirements fer WIPP are elefineel in 'ftliPP elesl::lment WP 13
1. A GYFFBnt revisien ef tt:lis elesl::lffient will se maintaineel in tt:le '.'VIPP OJ3erating Roserel.
Rrequirements specific to the DMP are presented in this section.

29

L-i&ZaQA Prearam

30

33

Tt:le QA f'lregram was elevelef'leel te assl::lre tt:lat integrity anet EJl::lality will so ffiaintaine£J fer all
samf'lles sellostoel anel tt:lat BEJYiJ3ffient anel roserels ,....ill eo maintainoel in asserelanse witt:! EPA
gYielanse. Tt:lo QA Pregram ielontifios Elata EJl::lality e9jestivos (gQO), J3resosses fer assl::IFing
samJ3Ie Ell::lality, anel f'IF9Gessos fer generating ana maintaining EJYality reserels.

34

L-i97a(1 l

35

Data Quality Objectives (OQOsl are qualitative and quantitative statements that specify the
quality of data required to support project decisions. DQOs have been will ee established to
ensure that the data collected will be of a sufficient and known quality for their intended uses.
The overall DQO,§ for this DMP are shown in the following sections.f'lrejest will eo te sellost
ass~::~rate anel elefensiele Elata ef knewn EJl::lality tt:lat will eo s~::~ffisiont te assess tt:lo sensentratiens
ef senstit~::~onts in tt:le gre~::~nel water l::ln£Jorlying tt:le WIPP area. Tt:le Elata gonorateel tt:11:1s far sy
tt:le mAP t:las seen l::ISOEI te estaelist:l easkgrel::lnEl grel::lnel·Nator EJl::lality. Fer tt:le J3l::lrf'lese of tt:lis
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Analytisal Laeeratery Manageffient

Ql::lality ASSl::lranse (QA) Manager

quality Assurance Requirements

OveF¥iew Data Quality Objectives and Quality Assurance Objectives

Data quality Objectives
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6

DMP, DQOs fer meas1::1rement data will 9e SJ3eoified in terms af aoo~::~raoy, J:lreoisian,
oar:t:tf3leteness, reJ3resentati'<teness, anel oaR=!J')araeility. Measl::lreR=Ients af elata ~1::1ality in terms af
aool::lraoy anel J3reoisian 'Nill 9e eleriveel fram the analysis af QC saR=IJ')Ies generateel in the field
anellaearatery. /\f3f3FeJ')Fiate QC J3reoeel1::1res will 9e 1::1seel sa that knawn anel aooeJ')taele levels ef
aoo~::~raoy anel J3Fesisian 'A'ill 9e maintaineel far eash Elata set. This sestian Elefines the
asseJ:~tanse sriteria fer eash QC analysis J:lerfurmeel. The fallawing s~::~eseotians elefine eaoh

7

~

8

L-7a(1 )(i)

9

10

Collect accurate and defensible data of known quality that will be sufficient to assess the
concentrations of constituents in the groundwater underlying the WIPP area.

11

L-7a(1l(iil

12
13

Collect accurate and defensible data of known quality that will be sufficient to assess the
groundwater flow direction and rate at the WIPP facilitv.

14

L-7a(2)

15
16

Quality Assurance Objectives (QAQs) for measurement data have been specified in terms of
accuracy. precision. completeness. representativeness. and comparability.

17

L-ib7a(4-2)ill Accuracy

18

Accuracy is the closeness of agreement between a measurement and an accepted reference
value. When applied to a set of observed values, accuracy is a combination of a random
component and a common systematic error (bias) component. Measurements for accuracy will
include analysis of calibration standards, laboratory control samples, matrix spike samples, and
surrogate spike recoveriessaFRJ3Ies. The bias component of accuracy is expressed as percent
recovery (%R). Percent recovery is expressed as follows:

1

2
3
4

5

19

20
21

22
23

Detection Monitoring Program

Water Level Monitoring Program

Quality Assurance Objectives

o/oR =(measured sample concentration) x
100
true concentration

24

Accuracy Objectives for Field Measurements

25

L-ib7a<-t-2l!i)(A)

26

36

Field measurements will include pH, SC, temperature, et:.specific conductance, specific gravity
and static gra1::1ne watergroundwater surface elevation. Field measurement accuracy will be
detennined using calibration sheek standards. Thermometers used for field measurements will
be calibrated to the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable standard
on an annual basis to ass1::1reensure accuracy. Accuracy of gro1::1nd watergroundwater surface
elevation measurements will be checked before each measurement period by verifying
calibration of the device within the specified schedule. WIPP document WP 13-1 outlines the
basic requirements for field equipment use and calibration. WIPP SOPs Praseel1::1re WP 10
/\06029 contains instructions that outline protocols for maintaining current calibration of gro1::1nd
~surface elevation measurement instrumentation. A s~::~rrent re'Jision of this
dos~::~ment or J3FOsed1::1re will 9e maintained in the WIPP OJ:lerating Reoard.

37

L-ib7a(4-2l<iil(8)

21
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35

Accuracy Objectives for Laboratory Measurements
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4

5

Analytical system accuracy will be quantified using the following laboratory accuracy QC
checks: calibration standards, laboratory control samples (LCS), laboratory blanks, matrix and
surrogate spike recoveries samples. Single LCSs and matrix spike and surrogate spike sample
analyses will be expressed as %R. Laboratory analytical accuracy is parameter dependent and
will be prescribed in the laboratory SOP.
L-8e7a(2)(ii)

7

8
9
10

Precision

Precision is the agreement among a set of replicate measurements without assumption or
knowledge of the true value. Precision data will be derived from duplicate field and laboratory
measurements. Precision will be expressed as relative percent difference (RPD), which is
calculated as follows:
RPD=

11

I(measured value sample 1 -

measured value sample 2)

average of measured samples 1 + 2

x100

12

L-897a(2)<ii)(A)

13

20

PresisieA ef fiela FAeas~::~remeAts ef water q~::~ality paraFAeters will meet er eJEseea req~::~irea
repertiAg le~ls. Specific conductance lSC), pH, temperature, and eptieAally et:l will be
measured during well purging and after sampling. SC measurements will be precise to ±10%!
pH to 0.10 standard unit, specific gravity to 0.01 by hydrometer. ~temperature to 0.10
degrees Celsius CC), ~to 10 millivolts (mV). Water-level measurement will be precise
to ±0.01 ft. The precision of water density measurements. when measured in the field using
down hole instrumentation. will be determined on a well-by-well basis and will result in no more
than ±2 ft of error in the derived fresh-water head.

21

L-897aC2lliilCBl

22

31

PresisieA ef laseratery aAalyses will se assessee sy perfGrmiA§ tt:le same aAalyses lvtise eA
LGSs witt:! east:! aAalytisal 9atst:l assessee at a miAiFAI::IFA freq~::~eAsy ef 1 iA 2Q gre~::~Aa vtater
samples fer AeAraelielegisal parameters aAel 1 iA 1Q fer raaielegisal parameters. Tt:le laseratery
Will aetermiAe aAalytisal presiSiGA SGAtrellimits By perfGFFAiA§ replisate aAalyseS ef SeAtrel
samples. PresisieA FAeas~::~remeAts will se eJEpresseel as ~PD. Precision of laboratory analvses
will be determined by analyzing a LCS and a lab control sample duplicate lLCSDl or by
analyzing one of the field samples in duplicate depending on the requirements of the particular
standard method. The precision is measured as the RPD of the recoveries for the spiked
LCS/LCSD pair or the RPD of the duplicate sample analysis results. Laboratory analytical
precision is also parameter dependent and will be prescribed in laboratory SOPs.

32

L-8e7a(~2lCiii)

33

In addition to measurements of precision and bias, QC checks for contamination wjll be
performed. QC samples including trip blanks, field blanks, and method blanks will be analyzed
to assess and document contamination attributable to sample collection equipment, sample
handling and shipping, and laboratory reagents and glassware. Trip blanks will be used to
assess volatile organic compound (VOC) sample contamination during shipment and handling
and will be collected and analyzed at a frequency of1 sample per sample shipment. Field
blanks will be used to assess field sample collection methods and will be collected and analyzed
at a minimum frequency of one sample per 20 samples (five percent of the samples collected).
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Precision Objectives for Field Measurements

Precision Objectives for Laboratory Measurements

Contamination
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10

Method blanks will be used to assess contamination resulting from the analytical process and
will be analyzed at a minimum frequency of one sample per 20 samples, or five percent of the
samples collected. Evaluation of sample blanks will be performed following U.S. EPA "National
Functional Guidelines for Organic Data Review" (EPA, ~1999) and "National Functional
Guidelines for Evaluating lnorganics Analyses" (EPA, ~2004). Only method blanks will be
analyzed via wet chemistry methods. The criteria for evaluating method blanks will be
established as follows: If method blank results exceed method reporting limits, then that value
will become the detection limit for the sample batch. Detection of analytes of interest in method
blank samples may be used to disqualify some samples, requiring resampling and additional
analyses on a case-by-case basis.

11

L-897a{42){iv) Completeness

12

Completeness is a measure of the amount of usable valid data resulting from a data collection
activity, given the sample design and analysis. Completeness may be affected by unexpected
conditions that may occur during the data collection process.
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2
3
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Occurrences that reduce the amount of data collected include sample container breakage
during sample shipment or in the laboratory and data generated while the laboratory was
operating outside prescribed QC limits. All attempts will be made to minimize data loss and to
recover lost data whenever possible. The completeness objective for analysis of Part 5. Table
5.4.a parameters nonsFitioal n:~oasi::IFOn:lonts (i.o., ffoiEl n:~oasi::IFOn:lOAts) will be 90 percent and
100 percent analvsis of Part 5. Table 5.4.b hazardous constituentsfor sritisal n:~oas~::~ron:~onts
(i.o., son:~plianso Elata). If the completeness objective for Part 5. Table 5.4.b constituents is not
met, the WI~~ ~M Mana§orPermittees will determine on eohalf of tho PorFRittoes the need for
resampling on a case-by-case basis. Numerical expression of the completeness (%C) of data is
as follows:

%C

=

number of accepted samples
total number of samples collected

X

100

26

L-897a<&2lM Representativeness

21

Representativeness is the degree to which sample analyses accurately and precisely represent
the media they are intended to represent. Data representativeness for this DMP will be
accomplished through implementing approved sampling procedures and the use of validated
analytical methods. Sampling procedures will be designed to minimize factors affecting the
integrity of the samples. GFOI::IAEl waterGroundwater samples will only be collected after well
purging criteria have been met. The analytical methods selected will be those that will most
accurately and precisely represent the true concentration of analytes of interest.
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For water levels and density. representativeness is a qualitative term that describes the extent
to which a sampling design adequately reflects the environmental conditions of a site. The
SOPs for measurement ensure that samples are representative of site conditions.

37

L-897a(92)Ml Comparability

38

Comparability is the extent to which one data set can be compared to another. Comparability
will be achieved through reporting data in consistent units and collection and analysis of
samples using consistent methodology. Aqueous samples will consistently be reported in units
of measures dictated by the analytical method. Units of measure include:

34

35

39
40
41
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Milligrams per liter (mg/L) for alkalinity, inorganic compounds and metals
Micrograms per liter (IJg/L) for VOCs and semivolatile organic compounds lSVOCs).

4

Culebra Gro~nel \'Jatororoundwater surface elevation measurements will be expressed as
equivalent freshwater elevation in feet above mean sea level.

5

L-8G7b Design Control

6

The approved gro~nel water monitoring system was designee for the DMP is specified in this
Permit. Modifications to the DMP will be processed in accordance with anel willee maintaineel to
meet s~esifisations estaelisheel in 20.4.1.~900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR §§294 S~B~art
~270 42 anel294.901 thro~gh 294.903).

3

7

8

9
10

L-867c Instructions. Procedures. and Drawings

11

15

Pro¥isions anel res~onsieilities fer tihe preparation and use of instructions and procedures at
the WIPP facility are outlined in WIPP document WP 13-1 (see Table L-3). ARy-a8ctivities
performed for the DMP gro~nel 't"Jater monitoring that may affect gro~nel wateraroundwater data
quality will be performed in accordance with elos1c1menteel anel approved procedures which
comply with the Permit anel the FOE!Iclirements of 20.4 .1.900 NMAC (insoFJi)orating 40 CFR §294

16

s~e~art

17

Teshnisal ~roseel~res, as &f)esifieel elsewhere in this OMP, ha¥e seen ele•Jelof)eel fer eash
E!~ality affesting f~nstion f)erfermeel fer gro~nei·Nater monitoring. The teshnisal f)roseel~c~res
~niet~e to the OMP will eo sontrolleel By the ES&~ at WIPP. The f)Foseel~res are s~c~ffisiently
eletaileel anel insl~ele, ·.vhen af)f)lisaBie, et~antitati¥e or E!~alitati•Je assef)tanse sriteria.

12
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21

Proseel~res

22

s~rrent re¥i&ion of this elos~ment will Be maintaineel in the WIPP O~erating Resorel.

23

L-8e7d Document Control

24

26

Permittees Oos~c~mont eontrols will ensure that the latest approved versions of~
will be used in performing gro~nel watergroundwater monitoring functions and that obsolete
materials will be adequately identified or removed from work areas.

21

L 8f

28

30

Proses& eontrol reet~irements, elefineel in WIPP eloe~ment WP 1 1 are met, anel will sontin~e
Be met, for this OMP. A e~rrent re¥ision of this eloe~ment will Be maintaineel in the WIPP
O~erating Reeerel.

31

L-8Et7e Inspection and Surveillance

32

Inspection and surveillance activities will be conducted as outlined in WIPP document WP 13-1
<see Table L-3). The QA Oef)artmentPermittees will be responsible for performing the applicable
SOPs, in&f)eetiens anel s~rveillanee on tho seef)e of work. eM seetion f)ersonnel will Be
re&f)onsiBie for f)erformanee eheeks as elefineel in af)f)lieaBie f)roeeel~res anel eletermineel for the
Permittees BY MOC metrology laeoratory f)ersonnel. Perfermanse eheeks for the DMP will
eletermine the aesef)taeility of f)~rshaseel items anel assess elegraelation that oss~rs el~ring 1c1se.
A e~rrent re¥ision of this eloe~c~mont ·.viii eo maintaineel in tho 'A'IPP Of)orating Rosorel.
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were f)Fe~areel in assorelanse with reet~irements in WIPP elos~ment WP 1 1. A

Control of Work Proeesses

a
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L-SH7f Control of Monitoring and Data Collection Equipment

11

WIPP document WP 13-1 (see Table L-3) outlines the basic requirements for control and
calibrating monitoring and data collection (M&DC) equipment. M&DC equipment shall be
properly controlled, calibrated, and maintained according to WIPP facility SOPs (see Table L-3)
Presed1::1re WP 1Q A03Q2Q to ensure continued accuracy of gre1::1nd v1ateraroundwater
monitoring data. Results of calibrations, maintenance, and repair will be documented.
Calibration records will identify the reference standard and the relationship to national standards
or nationally accepted measurement systems. Records will be maintained to track uses of
M&DC equipment. If M&DC equipment is found to be out of tolerance, the equipment will be
tagged and it will not be used until corrections are made. A s1::1rrent revision of this dos1::1ment or
presed1::1r=e ...Au be maintained in the WIPP Operating Resor:d.

12

L-8f7q Control of Nonconforming Conditions

13
14

21

In accordance with WIPP dos1:1ment WP 13-1 (see Table L-3). spesifies the system 1::1sed at
WIPP fer ens1::1ring that appreflriate meas1::1res ar=e establisf:led to sontrol nensenfeFFRing
sonditiens. NensenfeFFRing senditians sonnested to tf:le OMP will ee identified in and sontrelled
by das1::1mented presed1:1r=es. e~uipment that does not conform to specified requirements will be
controlled to prevent use. The disposition of defective items will be documented on records
traceable to the affected items. Prior to final disposition, faulty items will be tagged and
segregated. Repaired equipment will be subject to the original acceptance inspections and tests
prior to use. ft, s1::1rrent r=evision af this das1::1ment will be maintained in the \JVIPP Operating
Resard.

22

L-8f7h Corrective Action

23

30

Requirements for the development and implementation of a system to determine, document,
and initiate appropriate corrective actions after encountering conditions adverse to quality at
WIPP are outlined in WIPP document WP 13-1 <see Table L-3). Conditions adverse to
acceptable quality will be documented and reported in accordance with corrective action
procedures and corrected as soon as practical. Immediate action will be taken to control work
performed under conditions adverse to acceptable quality and its results to prevent quality
degradation. A s~:~rr=ent revisian af this das1::1ment will be maintained in the WIPP Oflerating
Resard.

31

L-3k7i Quality Assurance Records

32

WIPP document WP 13-1 (see Table L-3) outlines the policy that will be used at WIPP
regarding identification, preparation, collection, storage, maintenance, disposition, and
permanent storage of QA records. A s1::1rrent revisian af this dos1:1ment will be maintained in tt:le
WIPP Operating Resard.
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Records to be generated in the DMP will be specified by procedure. QA and RCRA operating
records will be identified. This will be the basis for the labeling of records as MQA" or MRCRA
operating record" on the Environmental Monitoring Records lnventorv and Disposition
ScheduleeM RIOS.
QA reserds will das1::1ment tf:le res1:1lts af the OMP imfllernenting flFaGed~:~res and will be s1:1ffisient
ta demanstrate that all q1:1ality related asflests are valid. Tt:le reoards will be identifiable, legible,
and r:etrievable.
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6
7
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9
10
11
12
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Table L-1
Hydrological Parameters for Rock Units ~Above the Salado at WIPP

2

Santa Rosa

Storage
Hydraulic
Ceeffi&ieRt
Conductivity
2 x 10-8 to
~"""-te
S~esifis
~-a-ffi:!~
2 x 10-6 m/s (1) sa~asily
Q.Q~Q~
(2)
f3j
CHl4~ &'s/m

Dewey lake

10-8 m/s

Unit

...

Specific
storage
1 X 10-5
(1/m) (2)

iD,

• ... m

.+G-w-ffi:!

0 to 91 m

0.001 (5)

152m

0.001 (5)

13 to 23m

NA(6)

7 to 8.5 m

3 to6

0-m:!

26 to 56 m

NA (6)

~-~ ~ ~g-+4

4 to 11.6 m

0.003 to
0.007 (5)

~.8 ~ ~Q-6-tG
a.Q~ ~
~.8 ~ ~Q-4-ffi:!~ ffi:!

1 x 10-13 to
1 x 10-11 m/s
(anhydrite)
1 x 10-9 m/s
(mudstone) (2)

Specific
storage
1 X 10-5
(1/m) (2)

3-X-4Q-6-tG
3-X-4Q..Q-ffi:!~

Magenta

1 x 10-8 ·5 to
1 x 10-6 ·5 m/s
(2)

Specific
storage
1 X 10-5
(1/m) (2)

4-X-W-4-tG
~-!1-ffi:!~

Tamarisk

1 x 10-13 to
1 x 10- 11 m/s
(anhydrite)
1 x 10-9 m/s
(mudstone) (2)

Specific
storage
1 X 10-5
(1/m) (2)

.:.~.+ ~ ~g-+4
ffi:!~

Culebra

1 x 10-7 ·5 to
1 x 10-55 m/s
(2)

Specific
storage
1 X 10-5
(1/m) (2)

~-a-te
~-m-ffi:!~

ffi:!

Specific
storage
1 X 10-5
(1/m) (2)

~.Q ~ ~Q-w-tG

0-m:!

Rustler

I

6 x 10-15 to
YRRamea
1 x 10-13 m/s
leweF
11
~ 1.5 x 10- to
1.2 x 10- 11 m/s
Medaiios
(basal interval)

w-++

0-m:!

e.J ~

~ ~ g-+4

ffi:!

I
I

I
~.~ ~ ~Q-4J-ffi:!~
~.Q ~ ~ g..W-te
~.4 ~ ~Q..W-ffi:!~
~Basal

29 to 38m

NA(6)

iR,eF¥alj

Ma~FiK sl:lar:aGI:eFistiss rele•,·aRt te fl.,.ia flaw iRslwEia valwes wsaa iA tRis ~I:Jia
G9ASWEltitAty, gr:aEiieAt, ets.)
Tal:lle ~letes:

s~:~stl

as f)er:maai:Jilit}',

tl~·arawlis

( ~) Tl:la SaRta Rasa P"aFmatiaR is Ra~ ~reseRt iR tl:la ~<tJesteFfl ~er:tieA ef '"'e WIPP site. It \'laS sami:JiReEi witR tl=te
Qewey Lake RaEi 8aEis iA three elimeAsieAal re~ieAal ~rewAEI\tJater flew meealiA§ ~Camet aAEI KAW~f3, 1QQe),
aAEi tRe raA~e ef valwes eRtereEi here are tRese wseEi iA tRat stwEiy fer tl=ta Qew~y LakefTriassis
l=tyarestrati§Fa(3RiG WAit.
(~)

I

(4}

Forty-niner

I

Thickness

Hydraulic
Gradient

\lal~:~es

er raR~es af valwas ~i·JeA fer these eRtries aFe tRa val~:~es wsea iA tRFee ElimeAsieAal ~ieAal
flaw meEialiA~ (Ceri:Jat aREI KAW(3(3, 1QQe). Valwes aFe estiFflataa I:JaseEi eA litaratwre valwes fer
siFflilar Fesk ty(3as, aEij~:~stea te I:Je seAsisteAt witR site s(3esifis aata VJI:Iere aYailai:Jia. RaR~es ef ¥alwes iRslwEie
S(3atial 'laFiatieA 9\'8F tRe \&liPP site aREi EiitfereAG86 iR ¥ah:I8S 1:1689 iR EiiffereAt SiFflwlatieRS te test meael
seAsiti¥it)· te the 13arametar.
~rewAEiwatar
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(J) The FaR~e ef val~:~es ~i¥eR l:lere far traRsmissi¥ity ef tRe SaRta ~esa is estimateEI far tl:le seAter ef tl:le site.
TFaRsmissi¥ity is tl:le ~r:eEI~:~st ef tl:le tl:liskRess ef tRe ~reEI~:~stive iRterval times its R¥EIFa~:~lis seRe~:~stivity.
Tl:liskRess ef tl:le SaRta Resa is estimates te Be JQ meters at tl:le seAter ef tl:le WIPP site, aRe tl:le FaR~e ef
9eri¥e9 tFaRsmissivities are BaseEI eR tl:le FaR~e ef ~:~.,.era~:~lis seREI~:~stlvity val~:~es ~:~seEI B¥ Cereet aREI KR!.I~f}
(199e) fer tl:le semBiRee Oewe.,. bake/Triassis ~:~Rit.

( 4) Tl:le FaR~e ef val~:~es ~iveR !:I ere By traRsmissivity ef tl:le Oewey bake is estimateEI far tl:le seAter ef tRe site.
TraRsmissivity is tl:le ~r:eEI~:~st ef tl:le tRiskRess ef tRe ~r:eEI~:~sti¥e iRterval times its R¥EIFa~:~lis seREI~:~stivity.
Tt:liskRess ef tRe Oewey bake is estimateEI te Be 14 Q meters at tf:le seAter ef tf:le WIPP site, aRe tRe raR~e ef
eeriveEI traRsmissivities are BaseEI eR tf:le raR~e ef f:lyEira~:~lis seREI~:~stivity val~:~es ~:~seEI By Cereet aREI KRI:I~f}
(1 99e) fer tf:le semBiRee Oewey bake/Triassis I:IRit.
(5) ~yEIFal:llis !jFaEiieRt is a ElimeRsieRiess term Elessri9iR!j sf:laR~e iR tt:le elevatieR ef f:lyEira~:~lis f:leaEI Elivieee By
sl:laR!je iR l:leFizeRtal eistaRse. Val~:~es ~i¥eR iR tf:lese eRtFies are EletermiRee fr:em ~eteRtiemetris s~:~Ffases. The
FaR~e ef "al~:~es ~iveR fer tf:le C~:~leBra reflests tRe f:li~f:lest aRe lewest ~raeieRts eBseFYee witf:liR tRe 'NIPP site
Be~:~Reary. Val~:~es fer tf:le Oewey bake aRe SaRta Resa are ass~:~mee te Be tf:le same as tf:le ~raeieRt eetermiAeEI
ffem tRe water taele. Nete tRat tl:le SaRta Resa rermatieR is aeseRt er aeeve tRe 1.vater taBle iR mast ef tRe
seRtrellee area, aRe tRat tf:le seRse~t ef a f:lerizeRtal f:lyeFa~:~lis ~raeieRt is Ret meaRiR~floll fer tf:lese re!jieRs.
(e) rlew iR I:IRits ef very lew f:lyera~:~lis seRe~:~stivity is slew, aRe ~rimarily 'Jertisal. Tf:le seAse~ ef a f:lerizeAtal
1:\yera~:~lis ~raEiieRt is Ret a~~lisaele.
Se~:~rses: Qea~:~f:leim, 1989; OemeRise aRe Ssf:lwartz, 199Q; Oemski, U~teR, aRe Qea~:~f:leim, 1999; eaFie~:~~f:l. 1977.
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Table L-2
WIPP GrouRd ._.tateFGroundwater Detection Monitoring Program Sample Collection and GreuRd
wateFGroundwater Surface Elevation Measurement Frequency
Frequency

Installation
GFebiRa

""~~ei'Qrouodwater

Quality Sampling

QMP m9Ri~9RR§ wellsQMW.s

Semia8nnually

All e#leF ))JIPP Sl:fFWillaRG9 wells

GR s~eGial FQ~ble~ 9RI¥

GFebiRa
QMP

•~~aleFGrouodwater

Surface Elevation Monitoring

meRi~RR§ •~~ellsOMW.s

Monthly and prior to sampling events

WLMe Wells (see Iable L::4) All elReF 'AJIPP
Sl:fF¥eillaRGe well sites
Rea~:~RaaRt

'"•'Ellis at all

e~~eF WIPP

I

Monthly

SbiF\CeillaRGe t&tl911

Qblaftel'ly

sites
4
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Table b 3
A.nalytisal PaFameteF bist feF tt:le 'IJIPP DetestieR MeniteFiRg PFegFam

2

Bask§FaYRB GFaYRB water Qwality
IR8isater 12arameter:s
fll-l, SG, +OG, +01-1, +OS, +SS,

G9Rsit>;

Oj:jeratieRal OetestieR

MeRiteriR~

GFaYRB water Qwality

IR8isater 12arameter:s
fll-l, SG, +OG, +OI-l, +OS, +SS, aeRsit>;
1-laearQews GeRstitweRts

12arameter:s bistea iR
:W.4.~ .5QQ t>IMAG ~iRS9Ffl9FatiRg
4Q GliR §~64) .A•flfl9RBi* IX,
Galsiwm, MagAesiwm, Petassiwm
~iela .A.Ral•rses

~
Gl=lleFafeFFR
~ ,~ BiGRI9Fa9tl:laR9
Ga~eA tetrasl=lleFiae
Gl=lleFabeReeRe
U aisl:llereetl:l>;leRe
~ , ~ aisl=llereetl:laRe
MEAA>;IeRe sl:lleFiae
~, ~ .~.~ tetrasl:llereetl:laRe
+elweRe
~ , ~ , ~ tFisl=lleFaetl:laRe
Gresels
~ .~ aisl:llerebeReeRe
~.4 8iRitrefjR8R91
lole*<isl:llereetl:laRe
lseewtaRel

fll-l, SG, teFR,:leratwre, sl:lleriae,
eR, alkaliRily, tetal ~e, Sfjesifis
§Fa¥it>;

i2>;Fi8iRe
~ , ~ .~ +Fisl:llereetRaRe
+risl=lle~weremetl:laRe

NitrebeReeRe

~ ,4 aisl:llerebeReeRe
traRs ~ .~ aisl=llereetR>;IeRe
~.4 aiRitretelweRe
lole*<isl:llerebeReeRe
Metl=l>;l etl=l>;l keteRe
!2eRtasRI9F9flR9R91
+etrasl:llereetl:l>;leRe
+Fisl:llereetR>;IeRe
X>;leRes
ViR>;I Gl:lleFiae

Metals
Af6eAiG
8al:iYffi
GaamiYFR
Gl:lremiYFR
'=eaQ

~iela

MeFGYF)'
SeleRiYFR
S+IYeF
ARtiFR9R'y'
BefYIIiYFR
Niskel
+l=lalliYFR
VaRaBiYFR
,A.Ral•t•ses

GalsiYFR
Ma~ResiYFR

12etassiYFR

,:l!-1, SG, teFRj:j8FalYFe, 6RieFi8e, eR, alkaliRity, tatal

~8,

Sfl9Gifis

~

P.lete: 88saYs8 ef tl:le lask ef saj:jl:listisatea ,,..,ei~l:lts aR9 meas~:~res 8£1YiflFReRt a..•ailabl8 fer fiela aeRsity
assessmeRt, fiela aeRsit)' eval~:~atieRs are B*flFessea iA terms af Sfl8Gifis ~ravity, wl:lisl:l is a YRitless meas1:1re.
3
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Table L-3

1

Standard Og1uating

2

I

3

~[DCedu.:es

AQQiicable to tbe

OM~

Dtfe/Descri~ion

Number
WF!_ 02-EM:I 005

Groundwater Sedal Samgle Anal~is· Ibis grooodure Qrollides general instructions necessa~ to
gerform field anal:ises of sedal samgles in suggort of tbe DMF!. Sedal samgles are collected and
anal~ed at tbe field laborato~ for field indicators. Sedal samgle results belg determine if
gumged groundwater is regresentatille of undisturbed groundwater witbin tbe formation

WF!_ 02-EM1006

Einal and Sedal Samgle Collection: Ibis grocedure descdbes tbe stegs for collecting
groundwater samgles from tbe DMWs near tbe WIF!.F!.. Sedal samgles are collected and anal:ized
at tbe Eield Laborato~ until stabilization of tbe field garameters occurs. Eioal s.amQies for
Besource Conserllation and Becolle~ Act (BCRA) anal:ises are collected and anal~ed b~ a
contract laborato~

WF!_02-EM:IOH

Groundwater Level Measurement: This document descdbes tbe metbod used for groundwater
lellel measurements in suQQort of groundwater monitodng at tbe WIF!.F!. using a gortable
electronic water-level grobe.

WF!_ 02-EM:I02:1

F!.ressure Densi~ Surlle~: Ibis grocedure defines tbe field metbodolog~ used to determine tbe
allerage densi~ of fluid standing in tbe well bores of groundwater-level monitodng wells. Ibe
data ded~d from tbe surlle:i are used to calculate eguillalent tresbwater beads at non::detection
monitodog wells. Because most gressure densities are obtained b:i Sandia ~ational Laboratodes
llia gressure transducers installed in wells tbis grocedure is used to obtain gressure densities at
wells not eguigged witb fixed transducers

we 02-EM:I 026

Water Le'lel Data l:::landling and Begorting· This grocedure grollides instructions oo bandling
water level data collected at tbe WIF!.e site Data are collected and recorded on field forms in
accordance witb we 02-EM:I0:14 Ibis grocedure is initiated when w1ee wells in tbe water
surlleillance Qrogram balle been measured for a given montb

WF!_ 02-EMJOQ:I

Administratille F!.rocesses for Enlliroomeotal Monitodog and l:::l:i9rolog~ erograms: Ibis grocedure
grovides tbe administratille guidance enllironmental monitodng gersonnel use to maintain guali~
control associated witb en'liroomental monitor:ing samQiing and regorting acti'lities Ibis
administrati'le grocedure does not gertain to 'lOiatile o~:Qanic comgound OlQC) monitodng witb
tbe excegtioo of Section 5 0 wbicb gertains to tbe regulato~ regorting re'liew grocess

WF!_ 02-EM3003

Data ~alidation and ~edfication of BCRA Constituents: Ibis grocedure grollides iostructions on
gerforrning lledfication and llalidation of laborato~ data containing tbe anal~ical results of
groundwater monitodng samgles Ibis grocedure is agglied onl~ to tbe non-radiolggical anal~ses
results for comgliance data associated witb tbe groundwater monitodog s.amQiing at tbe WIF!.F!.
site. The data relliewed for tbis grocedure includes general chemist~ garameters aod BCRA
constituents.

WF!_-02-BC.O:l

l:::lazardous and Unillersal Waste Management F!.lan: This Qlan descdbes tbe resgonsibilities and
bandling reguirements for bazardous and unillersal wastes generated at tbe WIF!.F!. It is meant to
ensure tbat tbese wastes are groged:i bandied, accumulated, and transgorted to an aggroved
Treatment Storage Disgosal Eacili~ (ISDE) in accordance witb aQQiicable state and federal
r~ulations, U S Oegartment of Ene!:Q:i (QQE) Qrders, and Washington IBU Solutions LLC
(WIS l golicies and grocedures Ibis Qlan imQiements agglicable sections of 20 4 1 1OQ-1 :1 02
New Mexico Administratille Code (f:\IMAC), liazardous Waste Maoa~meat (incomorating 40
Code at Ee.deral Regulatioas [CEBJ earts 260-268 and 2Z3)

WF!_ 10-AD3029

Calibration and Control of Monitodng and Data Collection Eguigment· Ibis grocedure grollides
direction for tbe control and calibration of Monitodng and Data Collection (M&OC) eguigment at
tbeWIF!.F!. and ensures traceabili~ to ~lSI (~ationallnstitute of Standards and Iecbnolog:t)
standards international standards, or intrinsic standards. Ibis Qrocedure also establishes
reguirements and resgonsibilities for identif}(ing recall eguiQment and for obtaining calibration
serllices for WIF!.F!. M&OC eguigment.

WF!_ 13-:1

Washingtoo IBU Solutions LLC Quali~ Assurance F!.!:QQram Oescdgtion: Ibis document
establishes tbe minimum guali~ regui[ements for WIS gersonnel and guidance for tbe
develoQmeot and imglementation of QA grogr:ams b~ WTS o~:Qanizations at WIF!.F!.
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Table L-4
January 2011 Culebra WLMP

1
2

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

WELLID

WELLID

WELLID

AEC-7

H-17

SNL-15

C::2nl

1:::1-19 Qad*

SNk1fi

EBDA-9

1:46.1

SNk.11

H-02b2

SNL-01

SNL-18

H-03b2

SNL-02

SNL-19

.I±0.4bB

SNL:.0.3

wose-:1

.I::I.:Q5b

SNLdl.5

wose-2

.I±OObB

SNL:0.6

wose-3

.I:I::QZb1

S.M.:08

wose::4

l±:9bB

SM.::0.9

wose-5

tMOc

~

wose-6

~:::~.:.11M

SNLd2

w1ee-:1:1

~

SNk13

w1ee-:13

l±15B

SNL=.H

wn~e-:19

H-:16
*H-:19b0 monthly
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Table L-4§
Suggested Analytical Parameter and Sample Requirements

1

2

(10)
PARAMETERS

(12)
NO. OF
BOTTLES

(13)
VOLUME

(14)
TYPE

(15)
ACID WASH

(16)
SAMPLE FILTER

(17)
PRESERVATIVE

(18)
HOLDING TIME

lndicator1 Parameters:

-

• pH
• sc

-roc

4

25 mfl
2
100 ml
15 mf

~

~

Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass

Field determined
Field determined
yes
yes

No?
No
No
No

~:~SG4~

Field determined
Field determined
HCI

None
None
2
28 days
+-Gays:!

• +GX
General Chemistry

1

1 Liter

Plastic

Yes

No

HN03.4pH<2

not specified in
DMP

Phenolics

1

1 Liter

Amber Glass

Yes

No

HzS04, pH<2

Metals/Cations

2

1 Liter

Plastic

Yes

No

HN03, pH<2

not specified in
DMP
6 months2 , 3

voc

4

40ml

Glass

No

No

HCL, ph<2

14 days2

VOC (Purgable)

2

40ml

Glass

No

No

HCL, ph<2

14 days

2

VOC (Non-Purgable)

2

40ml

Glass

No

No

HCL, ph<2

14 days

2

BN/As

1

Y:z Gallon

Amber Glass

Yes

No

None

TCLP

1

1 Liter

Plastic

Yes

No

HN03, pH<2

7 days2

Cyanide (Total)

1

1 Liter

Plastic

Yes

No

NaOH, pH>12

14 days2

Sulfide

1

250ml

Amber Glass

Yes

No

NaOH + Zn
Acetate

28 days2

Radionuclides

1

1 Gallon

Plastic Cube

Yes

Yes

HN03, pH<2

6 months2

--

--------~

--~~

1 = RCRA Detection Monitoring Analytes
2 =As specified in Table 4-1 of the RCRA TEGD
3 = Reduced holding time of 1 week for WIPP-specific Divalent cation 2 samples noted in the GMD
Note: Unless otherwise indicated, data are from DOE Procedure WP 02-EM1006 methods and are provided as information only.
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Figure L-1
General Location of the WIPP Facility
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Figure L-2
WIPP Facility Boundaries Showing 16-Square-Mile Land Withdrawal Boundary
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SYSTEM
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Figure L-3
Site Geologic Column
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FigYFe b 4
GeAeralii!eEI Stratigrapl:li& Cress Se&tieA abe•Je Bell CaAyeA FermatieA at WIPP Site
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Figure L-4
Generalized Stratigraphic Cross Section above Bell Canyon Formation at WIPP Site
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Figure L. 6
SGI:IematiG Nertl:l Sewtl:l Crees SeGtieR Tl:lrewgl:l tl:le Nertl:l Dela·.....are BaeiR
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Figure L-5
Culebra Freshwater-Head Potentiometric Surface
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FigWF8 b G
Cwlelna Freshwater loleacl CeRtewr &wrfa&e
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figure b 7
Total Dissolved Solids DistributioA iA the Culebra
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24
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Figwre b 8
WQSP MeAiter Well besatieAs
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Figure L-3§
WQSP Detection Monitori!lg Well Locations
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Conbr . ..,_., il ""1btN1 ,_, •IMI
Well nlncludld for -.a.,...., .. natpllt ofGUP

Figwre b 9
WIPP DMP Meniter Well beGatiens aRE~ PetentiemetriG SwrfaGe ef the Cwlebra Near the WIPP
Site as ef 12!96 (aEijwsteEI te eqwittalent freshwater heaEI)
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3419.2 ft. amsl
Ground Surface

15' Hole
1 0.75• x 0.375 Wal
Surface C.slng

5' X 0.280" Wall Blank
Fiberglass Wall Casing
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Forty niner Member

Cement
Portland-ASTM C1510.92

588-----

Magent_a
Member

Bentonite Seal

815-----

Tamarisk
Member

Sand PICk

651-

8/18 Brady Gravel

699

5" FfbergiiiS 0.020"
SlotScrHn

Culebra
Member

Cenlratlzera L.ocalad at Bottom and
Top of Screen end at 80-Fool
Intervals to Surface

727

Blenk Casing
737 TOIII Deplh
Note: Deplhl in feel bga epproxlmele
HollO Selle

Figure L-WZ
As-Built Configuration of Well WQSP-1
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WEI! CONSTRUCTION

GEOLOGIC

Gnluncl SWfaee
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Surface CaK1v

~~-,---!-
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Magenta
Member
~ .aJ.4
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Tamarisk
Member

699 - - - - - :!::::1~-.......l~:::::;:.,__ 702
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Cenlnlizln L.ocaledlll Sonom 8nd

Top d Screen a at 60-foot
Intervals to Swface

1
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··~'----~•·'"'"~-- 737 Total DepCh

Figure L-40l
As-Built Configuration of Well WQSP-1
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Figure b 11
As Suilt CoRfiguratiGR of Well WQSP 2
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Figure L-44-l
As-Built Configuration of Well WQSP-2
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Figwre b 12
.O.s &wilt Cent:igwratieR et: Well WQSP 3
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Figure L-42~
As-Built Configuration of Well WQSP-3
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Figwr-e b 13
As &wilt Cen:Jigwratien ef Well WQSP-4
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Figure L~jjl
As-Built Configuration of Well WQSP-4
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As-Built Configuration of Well WQSP-5
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Figure L4612
As-Built Configuration of Well WQSP-6
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Figure L-14
Groundwater Level Surveillance Wells
<inset represents the groundwater surveillance wells in WIPP Land Withdrawal Areal
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